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With the terror of the night of 26/11
Fighting in bed

Let's pay for the country
Respectfully yours,
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Psychic

Coke D Hema's village is situated in the heart of Kushi and Warne. Here every day
In the early morning, the unknown bhoya above the word or the parayananjag comes from the river. Twe
The Balutedar, Athrapagad castes live here in Guyago Vadana. This time I'm in the deep past
Dokavato, this time I will eat Dhabhakari; So the voice of the calling grandmother inside
Can be heard. He remembers the sound he made in the sand dug in the river.
I remember shouting at a small fish like 'Chuck Ya'. At school
I remember the belch coming on the body of Dhacha, which is free in the nutrition plan. Chowgule
Guji remembers the text taught to him. The dog loses in this arena, but loses
Buff remembers. I remember the sound of this alphabet wrapped in numbers. Let there be rain in Usa
I remember the sound of sir. Gu Halat remembers arguing over the juice of this sugarcane. Come on
I remember these ups and downs. On the day of Ghanadevi, come to this village
Da da udap darvalto. The mother also remembers the hand or the puranpo. Let's decorate Badra
I remember the oxen's hooves. I remember Lee Zama's light flight. Dewal sesame caps

I remember his voice and his 'Dhadam Dhum'. This sound is never heard in the city
In the Round of Shootouts, sometime in the night of 26/11.
La tam ye unknowingly mash. All this Sir Masal always goes on in this Mana

Is.
Children in rural areas are like flowers. Land for a long time,

Good water, good sunshine, they boil like this
All the roses, lotuses, daffodils fall in front of the flowers. Come on
Some of the same flowers bloomed on the edge and broke through the lychee PSC.
I remember the year 1997 in this successful Ranphulam.

More and more Marathi boys are selected for IPS.
I have to be ready for this, so I am from many villages in Maharashtra
Went to schools and colleges. Interacted with children. All the doubts in their minds and

He did not try to answer. Some kids uploaded my speech on YouTube.
She was killed by the number of lakhs. Efforts for school life, college days, graduation
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And income. P. S. There are many who say that I should write down the smell of choice
People emailed, panned. Specialists come to Mumbai-Puya with crazy names
This is a source of great concern for many young people in the field
There was a tone to this saying. I was sick too.

Every day, with the help of Padhapari and Urashi, there is a lot of faith in Mumbai-Puya.
Penetrate. Four in the MLA's residence or 10 by 10 in the base of the court
People live. Farmer's parents remove the spoon from the stomach or half a acre
By mortgaging the land, Porga used to send money in the hope that he would become a criminal.
In Galibol, I used to come to this mission and study. In the city
Kah's eyes widen at the sight of the blaze. Then the road gets lost and somewhere better



The place is buzzing. Getting out of this, showing the situation, giving the right guidance
There is no one. Then the rest is zero. Even so, owning one is still beyond the reach of the average person
Taxes are deducted. Some rush to study. Dashahi is found. But never
The exam does not take place. Sometimes there is less space. These three points
In the exam, some are in the first round, some in the first round and some in the first round
Occur. After four or five years of hard work in this game of snake wrestling, nothing was achieved
No. Some tight-knit wrestlers are eliminated by the 'edge bar' without entering the field. Then
Anger about the system and negativity about the world live with angles.

I smell the same twists and turns. If you missed a turn or a turn
I too am stuck in a life of despair and negativity. But he hoped,

He added a pair of yarns, clicked on his own ornaments and put on a feather. Stumbling,
Took a leap. At this time the strength of the wings came and the peaks of the study began to fall
Apparently, this time I never looked down on Mani. Because of this smell

We were thrilled and very successful.
From Kok Dya Chosha village to Sharala taluka, from Shara

The place of 'Ko Hapur' and the country of 'Mumbai' from Ko Hapur
While smelling like this in the capital, it took a lot of effort to find Yaya
Lagaya ya, jakhma hi ya. Ko Hapur was a close man, but
In Mumbai, the situation was like a kite with a broken rope.

Mumbai has two Pt. An extremely fearful, arrogant, self-absorbed source. So sir
Stained with hadis, hankas, dar and dirt. I wandered on these two water fences

Happens. It was chosen that if it succeeds, it will end up in Mumbai
Was and failed, but in the village room on the Dalai Lama Road
I had to struggle to get a 6 by 3 foot space to sleep.

The highest church in Mumbai had to stay in a hostel, but only 15 feet
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The rice on top could not be late. Often with the same cracks as me
The Marines used to go round the Gateway of India. Taj, Amba Cedar, Oberoi Hotel
I used to see a bright glow outside. Foreigners descending from these villages
Pa used to stand here. Come to CCI Lab, Bombay Jamkhana
Trying to keep track of what the world is like through this crack in the outer fence
Used to IAS, IPS, Yashodhan, Suniti, Su Chi, which are nearby.
In front of the apartments of the officers, the village of Lal Daa is ablaze with fire
Mr. Sutabutatale used to come down. This time, Ho Tel did not get an ad mission, this time
In the water for sleeping at night in the building of the government official 'Yashodhan'
It was discovered that space is available. Study regularly throughout the day and night
I wanted to sleep in this room for servants - this too could not be completed this time.
In the end, the world of study had started with the arrival of Majestic MLA.
Five minutes away from the Mayo Cinema outside the cinema on Mayor's Day.

You will get to see the stars in Bollywood, so eat the words of Bau Sir
I used to stand for hours.

I had a naive nephew in my head. They were added to the list. As much as
Great struggle, great success! It was awesome. There was buttermilk. Don't stop, don't get tired, don't lose
Studied until the pectoral fracture and the buttocks were blistered. He worked hard to break his life
And income. P. S. I was selected. And the situation changed. Out of the hot tail
After the fall, I went to the 'Yashodhan' and the government building for jobs



I was looking for a place to sleep in the existing hotspot, where today there are 2200 square metersThe altruistic ruler of Ft. Inside this fence this lab
Don't try to peek; When you are appointed as DCP of South Mumbai

Labani has invited me and offered me an 'Honorary Member Shop' with my family. Or
I didn't want to peek into the play quota, that's where my kids wash today
And teens appear while playing. I also became the Additional Police Commissioner of Mumbai.

I used to stand for a couple of hours looking at each other, that's all
Heroes and heroines in Bollywood come together on Katar Road
I started coming to this meeting two days ago with an appointment.

I never thought of having tea at this Taj, on the night of 26/11
Most of my arrival was made by Dhara with two handshakes
A royal medal was also donated. Times change, times change, pages change
And the land changes. Just! In the wrist, to make them alive, to build strength in the wings
There is a lot of struggle to do, to kick and to draw water
Taxes have to be prepared. Come on in, take a look and enjoy yourself!
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Somewhere due to inadequate equipment in the workers' house and due to parakot
I have punched this book to show the many 'singles' who practice in the corner.
Is done.

I get up and sit down with a paper-pen. Anything that comes to mind, from 1973 to 1997
What Vasha remembers and suggests in this journey; It is written. This study smells like me,
Parents, teachers and society are in the forefront. Study and daily life
Suman Nari, exam preparation and Common Sense have a very close relationship. This smell
While I was there, my wife, Mrs. I used to communicate with Pali every day. I am a police officer

As such, Tanam B.E. Despite being a computer, he sacrificed his career for children. Let these two children
Took full responsibility of care, study. This is my first post
Parents or parents change their minds. Due to this discussion, it is not possible to look at children today
Let's take a look at how to have more angles. Should go
And Ranveer and my two children are also my secret. Something new every day
You get it. Even though my father is of the same opinion, my mod children open up to me anywhere

Don't fall! Yeah Al that sounds pretty crap to me, Looks like BT aint for me either
Are; But all of this is not about the parents or the subject
I have not tried to present in this book.

Unemployment and poverty are creating a void among urban youth.
The pervasiveness of hifi culture and the perceived time of the line-up on the river
Follow the good and the bad in the society while pushing pangalism
Ghe has not even tried. Especially some children in the age group of 10th-12th
Smell begins to flow with emotion and respect. Give them a break
He did not try to present the period between the 'Age' and the 'Age' in life
Is. The whole book is from darkness to light, from denial to yes and from despair
Hope smells. To children, parents, teachers and children

Of a society that builds a sense of belonging and a sense of belonging
This is an appealing writing for every organ.

In some places I have renamed pages. Something to make the dialogue effective
The times have taken a cue. In the course of writing some poems
The reference is quoted. Something related to my professional life



I have commented on the subjects. But this is my opinion and my homelandPastAnd FIG. Give me a peek at each of these creations as well as this book
I sincerely thank you for your kindness.

My words are neither figurative nor heavy. I don't support my writing style.
What appears on the screen is drawn. J. of every ordinary child in the field
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Feelings and living are the same as mine. It is unusual or different from the world
Nothing. I was overwhelmed, difficult, and filled with tears
In each case, they have seized it, despite obstacles we can scarcely imagine. "
I find associations that are very different from the context. While tying these knots
It takes a lot of hassle; Kadugod memories, hopes, food shortages and defeats
The sagas of Parama are found to be salty; After coming to Indian Police Service
All the contexts of the conflict are resolved. Life has meaning. The answer to the world
Can be found. Many seem to have escaped, while many new ones have suddenly emerged
Are. In the midst of all these experiences, come to the impossible end of the field
Same credit for siblings!

Vass Nangre-Patl
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Debt settlement

Pali Nangrepat L.

Mahesh Javade

P.R.Pat L.

Pritam Yavalkar

Alexander the Great

Juvenile hemorrhage

Kamlesh Walawalkar

Bhagwat Hashobe

Madhukar Gore

Baba Parit

Plow and family

Dalip Mazgaonkar

Dr. Sadananda Borse

Yam Deshpande

I agree with Garish

Triti Deshpande

Pooja Kulkan
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Amol Mahadam

Vaishali Joshi

Mahesh Pat L.

Sujata Awat

Aarti Ghare
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Village and dive

School



Hi cool
Eleventh-twelfth

B.A.

M.A.-Mumbai and University

S.I.A.C.

UPSC Come on

MPSC Changhoda Maidan

Combined Expedition

The last step
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Village and dive

I was fortunate enough to grow a special lifestyle in the area. Head to Konkan
My village is surrounded by the river Varna. This side of the square
The corpse of Gavloba stands like a corpse. Harvigar Vanrai, Sugarcane Farming, I Tawal
Mal, Ku's Phad, Shancha's voice, Lezma's moves, Ko Hapuri dialect and Matanacha
Road - Such is the nature of my village and its characteristics. Come to the village
Every man at home used to be terrified. Enjoy the festivities, festivals, celebrations
There used to be a lot of emotion in this quarrel. Plows and horses come in two prices
Asuya and Isha were the main reasons for Ohot. These two prices on each other
Always be ready to blow each other's heads off. Looking at each other,
Don't spit, don't pull the ax out. Now this is the political quagmire
Money was not used this time. Deshmukh Saheb Hegawa's future, future and importance
Political leaders. Deshmukh Saheb is not only in the village, but also in the village
There was a turban on the palate. He became an MLA at a young age. Although the Deshmukh family
Saranjamdar, however, in the village politics adadanda plows or horse lovers to take care of



Had to do. This time a devotee came near, this time it was raining.
Our family was led by Nangre Bhavak. Many about my grandparents

You get to hear them. He had already died before my birth.
During the Tashkent regime, he brought the unjust faujdara to life

Butana was killed and many of them were fugitives. It will be your own name, so the criminal
The lawsuit was not filed. If this secret had been filed, it would not have happened to him
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The pension would have lasted a lifetime. But avoid these concessions of income and free
Was. 'This tooth has the oil of charity, I don't even want the light of this tooth!' That's it
There was a hawk. As a result, he reminded the government to 'remember my name'
Never done ajaphate. Our family was different in many ways. Learn nowadays
The brothers do not live together. In our house, we and our family are immersed
Gu Yago Vadana used to be one. Grandfather's farm work for a boy named The Diram
Taxes were brought for this. It also came with a menu. L of both
This happened to us, both of us had five children, about 20 to 25
There was a rush of people. Our meal was cooked on a stove. Mine
Grandma used to drive this car with love and responsibility.

Formerly family planning was not important. It's not Kate's siblings at home, though
At least the basketball team is ready. My grandparents also have seven up -

Five daughters and two sons! He used to call his father 'Ta Ya'. Of four children in a row
He was pampered as the first child in the family. Uncle Ma
Having been in the study from the beginning, most of the time I was away from home on the road
Ra Hale. In fact, this time the uncle was born, he was a force to be reckoned with
Were. They should not be infected, so come to Padvim for several days
Were placed in the tax; But he escaped from his uncle's illness and became an engineer
That's when he got a good job.

This is Gorepan, a wrestler in the body. The grandparents gave it to him
I was made. The grandfather of Kadshati is better than the copper clay of training
There was attraction. They used to focus on exercise and diet. In the morning
I also wanted to check how my father defecated when he came upstairs
Grandpa used to go. The daily diet consisted of ghee, chilli and shell. All five of them
We used to make a healthy diet for them. 1000 in a day
Taking out the benches and making at least one lass ghee. Gorepan ta ya aap ya pildar
This time on the penalty, the dog is kicking in the butt, this time in the middle of the night.
To fly He soon hit the school with the sound of Pa Halwanak. Ku yache phad
गजवूलागले.

Some of them did not like the girl. The end
The waiting uncle put his number in front of him. Uncle's literature
Passed in Pu. Uncle's cousin's cousin is my mother
Liked it. Negotiations were held in Baramati. Preparations for the dance to the village
Done. For the first time in three days, my mother-in-law got out of the chariot
Was bathed. Rites, rituals,
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Love, love, life, to a large extent, may be contradictory. Because of this
She used to fight in her house, especially with her mother-in-law. The mother was in a poor condition

Maher didn't bring much, and her mother often heard taunts
To start

This time around, all the mothers were soon killed. Come on in
Having a prostitute for childbirth. It was like, in the middle of our old mud house
There was childbirth in the room, and there was a boy! The mother quarreled for the first childbirth
The prostitute is gone. Sug wanted a son. I had my first daughter. Come on, girl
Didn't even go to see. The name 'Seema' was also included in the deposit. Boundaries are just! Enough !!
The end !!! No more girls! The mother was very sad about this. I have a stomach ache,
This time, the mother did not want to go to the maternity ward. Grandma's protest

Despite that, Maheri took me in her stomach. Here in my village, I started to get upset.
Grandmother introduced the girl to her mother-in-law. A girl from Kotoli village
Near the finals too. If you have a baby girl now, don't worry
Planting means that there will be more possibilities and options for having a child! The child has come
As soon as she understood, she ran to her mother. My mother was shocked when she met him
My mother-in-law came running with me in her stomach. Let us bathe in our God
The mandala was filled to the brim and he said, “Give me the 'hope' of Nand! Mine
Mother, give me 'faith'! ” And I was born. My mother named me 'Vasa',
Nanabai's faith. This is the story of my name. A little more speed after me
That is, 'development' took place.

She was twelve years younger than her mother. There is a big difference in the age of the mother
There is not much to walk in front of them. I was born, this time my mother called me
The vaccine was given to the top. This is the birth of 'Asal Ma Lachi'. To this day I never
The needle was not pierced, but the child was stung for something.
To come? ' So he did not give me any vaccine. I was one year old,
This time I had a fever. He didn't come down. The village doctor took Sangli

Advised to go. I was taken from the left bullock cart to Shara in the rain and from there
S.T. Catch the bus to Sangli. Dr. This time, Karmarkar treated me in time
I survived when I was disabled. The mother had said this time, “Your porga
Is lucky. He survived because he arrived on time, otherwise he would have carried the burden of inferiori
Life would have to be taken away. He will be a great master one day. ” I am proud of you
Kasa tells others, this time her eyes are watering. Choose my IPSM

After that, he took a handful of the money and asked Dr. She had gone to meet Karmarkar. Dr. Now
Are tired The mother bowed to him and said, "You saved my child, so."
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Today he became Saib. Everything is your grace! ” I borrowed such words. This time
He said, "I did my best, all thanks to Maul!" I did not answer with such words

It happens.
People from nearby villages used to come to the market in Coke D market. Except

The village had schools up to class X. The school also used to draw children from the surrounding fields.



All five of them have been pushed within five miles. Because of this, their children tooCoke Dalach used to come to school. To eat par, to stay for a long time, and to eat and drink
All my siblings used to be in our house. So come on
These siblings grew up in the village of Aabhau and Aabhan. All in the beginning
Brothers and sisters call their father 'Mama' and also call them 'Mama'
Began to call; Later, the devotee started shouting 'Ta ya'. The whole village and the spread
He was called 'Aba'. It is 'I' to the mother and 'I come to the grandmother'

Saad was worn. Mother and father used to take her close to 'Baba', 'Pa Pa' or Shu
I don't remember saying that you should call me 'Mom' or 'Grandma'.

Uncle started working in a big position in a big company. Puyat's own
Lat also took. But the farmer will never receive money from his brother

Upachi did not live up to expectations. Uncle is sometimes a sweet or sour in the family
What do you want me to do? They were always on the loose. My cousins   used to speak English.
Uncle used to come near him and tell him about his struggles in his childhood.
"Throw away Yongand, everyone."They leave automatically. Less than anyone
I don't understand. You don't want to keep a covered handle for Rs. I was afraid of anything
No. ” That's how it used to be. He used to say, “What is fear?
Fear of the future! Not accepting inconsistencies. Once she accepted, that life is one
It becomes like an adventure game. Nobody wants a car. Don't be jealous.

Goodness is not accepted in truth, it becomes envy and goodness in truth
If the score is appreciated, it becomes a result. Who caresIf any of you
Accepting without condition, it becomes love and if condition, conditional, what to do.

The field is created. These things are not in your hands, these things are done; So anger
The same thing happens when it is created and cannot be changed

Compassion is created. ”
I thought I should keep listening to my uncle's words of wisdom

I wanted to go to the city, earn a living. Along with uncle Shakya
It would take, it seemed; But uncle used to come like water, four words of wisdom
I used to talk and walk away like water. Time flies
I kept looking at the dust.
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School

I dressed in school, this time my father was the village sarpanch. Kadam Gu J Ni



By treating me on the day of Gud Pada, I did not change my date of birth. JuneDawned. School started. In the rain, by digging the seedlings and covering them with numbers
Reaching school used to be a skill. There was no moment in the foot. But the footsteps
It's time to dump her and move on
I still remember why I woke up. In my class I am 'G Ma Bha Na'.
First of all, I started to feel proud and became the darling of Guj. From this
My son, the son of Sarpanch and the plowman of the village

The matter was growing. While in Sarit, Chowgule Guji Bak Savana was recited, but to me
Give a full meal from the school nutrition plan. Sah jakach
Some children became the subject of my jealousy, while others became the subject of jealousy.

'This is the council's children's school no. 1 'As the name of this school. In the backyard of the village
The school has a nice building. Goats were slaughtered on this side of the building at this time.
This side of the front used to have all the rubbish, hair thrown in the salon. So honey
Don't move the body of the cut-off buck or get rid of the old hair.
Lead Search - This used to be our business. A lot of 'su' without standing on the mercury

It goes a long way, it runs every day. I missed school, washed like medicine
The school stands in front of me. Let's kill friends like Ta Ya, Muj Ya, Parsha
Aaro tickles his ear. I remember my rural strength. Of school suits
I remember the joy of ringing the bell. 'Tang tang tang' was knocked, as the smell wafted
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She used to drop out of school at breakneck speed.
After school, I used to go upstairs. Two feet on the edge on the sloping slope of Malrana

Let's keep our hands on the edge of the keyboard with both hands.
It didn't matter how long someone's knees were broken. Two castes by Ta
Let's laugh. There was plenty of milk to be added to the dairy. Metallic

The house was full. Because of this we came home, a feast of Dhabhakari crushed by my grandmother
Used to be.

It used to be a daily rule at school to write a date. Come on in, take a look
I had to move away. Even today, I have not lived up to 30 years. श क
He used to come in white shirt and veil. Some used to come to Dhotram. To take off
Giving a kick on the back, sticking on the hand and the roughness and weakness of the wind
Let's meet. The idea of   'Chhadi lage chham chham, va yei gham gham'

The school was unoccupied. I used to get a lot of education because of this
You may be wondering if you are getting less or less. Without mind at school
There were many Ramanari Mandals in this category. The school was full, and the parents forced them to 
He used to be brought to school with a cane in his hand. Took possession of these Dambert children,
It was easier said than done. The mash went out of the classroom, killing him and killing him
I used to think about how to run away from school. Come to school
Khadak's yard was able to stop them. Be agile and slim

When they came out of the yard, they were as happy as the cows that ran away.
I used to go upstairs wearing a loose shirt and a loose fit. Without hush

I used to dive into it. On this day, on a Gandhi hat, Nanabai temple was recently demolished
I used to go to school with grass cut. A lot of Pat Pujan on the day of Gud Pada

I used to do it. I used to paint the edge of the pot. 'Iganesha' was written on the plate. गुढ ची चं
Removed. How many words to write on the floor and white paper in the new age
And being able to do arithmetic, it is impossible to measure. Floor



Sometimes I used to spit and wipe, this time I used to get lessons or secrets. Thecha,
The mother used to tie oil, chutney, onion and bread in the old dhotra cloth -
I swear! Taste the crumbs of this bread and the crumbs in the oil
Kids will not be found anywhere in the world.

The biggest thing is that once in fifteen days on the plate in front of Shamu Aba
Sit down and cut your hair. Shamu used to cut our hair on Aba Balu. Straight danger on one side
The hack hack machine used to make our heads full. As the name implies
Shadivaja hair was placed on this side to avoid the medicine. Every time it is so and f
And the words used to be cut, every time I look at myself in the mirror, I see myself.
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I used to cry. Finally, the father closed the door and kept his hair down
When it was allowed, even the short hair could be oiled until it was flowing
To bring

Only one small book of number script for early kindergarten and first grade study.
Happens, slowly to bring the story of history, arithmetic, Balbharati and Vava.
Gu J ni sa gatlam. Old books and leftovers from older children at home
Our Punch used to be presented with the leaves. Sui-dabhana books often die
It is an exercise to cover many lines, to read the word with a rough meaning
Used to be. The power of Chacholi was the ear of Jadhav's books, from which he borrowed books.
I was told to bring it, Ma Bal Nana said, "Bring money, then you will get books." That's it
I used to insult him a lot, he used to get very angry. But of the many books that mark me
I have never argued about having a store.

Saturday morning school used to be filled on the ground. Especially in the cold of the air
The joy of meeting and receiving in the coming time is very rare! Hands and feet break from the cold
It used to be like a fish lying on its body. Me and Ghansham Pasem study
Used to be. Ghansham's letter was to look and feel better than me. The answer is too much
Used to be good. This is what Dawan mourned. The condition of this house is approx
Was. Sham's father was disabled. They used to do tailoring. Because of its good character
I came to the village and got the job of watching the movie at the video center and
After school, he started playing on the video. That is why Sana went on a diet
Recently, I heard that he died of a serious liver disease. Come to the village
It must be the first force of modern entertainment!

There used to be a commotion at the early end of school on Saturdays. Sanyakal Bapu Ya Tu Rug
Talk to you soon and keep up the good content. It was a pity to enter the tent at the beginning
You used to be. At night, all the children in the house slept in the basement of the house. Everyone
People slept, and he used to get up from the hut to the tent. Cinema Su
The reels would break in 10-15 minutes and people would set up tents in these 10 minutes.
I used to urinate outside. Then he would enter the tent without cutting it. Mango or
As a child, I used to go through all the scenes of religion and religion. श�ा
I used to enjoy these movies. But often the old lac and height cried
I used to love it. Such movies used to be boring or even serious. They don’t like it. Then

I used to sleep in the tent. Listening to the lessons learned in the morning
I used to get up and go home rubbing my eyes. At home I found such a fever, that of the mother
To sit

As a family, they often did not even see their mother for a couple of days.
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Nowadays, children are overlooked for some dramas, but my wife's life is in jeopardy
Happens; This time I see the difference in the two lifestyles. Aa hala lahanpani mango
Although he ate bananas, he ate them like a monkey.

I used to wait anxiously for this chapati which I used to get once in a week. Anywhere
Whenever there is a water tank or water tank, the loss is reduced and the water is reduced
यायचो. Whether it is a target or an identity, sitting in a row is like a crack

I used to eat vegetables, rice and bund till my stomach burst. I was hungry, I used to eat and sleep, c
I used to sleep. There was no time or place for this. How to run everything smoothly. Now
The kids' lettuce has to be boiled in hot water. Went to hotel, then mineral
Water is needed for drinking. The kids have to eat fruit, so they have to do it today. And every ten
I have to shout at Natala as a 'sanitizer'. I remember

No, I had a fever or had to go to the hospital. Member -
When to cough and go to the ginger forest, except for the salty side of the head.
No one even knows. Nowadays, children have doubts, but payday c
He runs to the doctor and throws some medicine at them. What is this
Conflict? Has this changed the environment? EnvironmentWhat is our mind?

God knows!
In the village and in the village, there are places of ghosts like Rasram Yestwai, Khavis, Lavast Na

Used to be fixed. The reality of each tree, well, river, orchard
After all, it was so strongly ingrained in my mind that it was all beautiful and beautiful.
Due to fear of places, I could never enjoy after 7 pm. Training at night

One wakes up a sleeping mother and wakes her up at night.
The dog also plays with the red soil in the air. Because of this
No one was sleeping alone in the training. I used to fall, with the grace of Hanuman
How does this devil come to be in the red soil? I promised to sleep alone in the gym.
It was believed that at twelve o'clock in the morning, Khavis would stand in the gym and make noise. I ha
Sweat broke out without pain. But he accepted the offer and did not move
Was planted. If we come out without any fear, everyone will move
Matun took the name of 'Bajrangbali' and left. There was no cover. This is not the case

I don't know when I fell asleep. I woke up in the morning, appreciating the village
I was looking at this. 'Wagha, you are so sad, brother.'
Powered by Blogger. Due to the fear mode of Lahanpani, let us remember the night of 26/11 in 'Taj'.

There was no fear in fighting Satan.
I was introduced to the school. The words began to match and the words began to understand.

I started cycling, I enjoyed pedaling. Toddler slowly
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As he began to stumble, the sweetness of the beginning that was running in his hands was unbearable
Is. Tone and rhythm come out of any wind like a pleasant forest;
That's what it's all about. From word to word and from word to meaning,



It's fun. In the past, my grandmother used to tell me, she used to do a lot for this.But now small books come with many things to tell. Tasrila
While there, the book 'Gopi Pa Ithas' was handed over. I come upstairs all day
I sat in the corner and read the book in one go. I also remember thirst and hunger
No. Chandoba, Champak, Panchatam, Akbar Barbal, Sahadeva Bhadal; Which hand
I have to read it. A library was started in the village. And Wawari several papers
To come. The 'balrang' in this supply used to be a feast. I went to the river
Why don't you come to swim, play on the tree, so the children talk?
It started. 'It's crazy to read. What a great day
Yes! ' I started getting such remarks too.

As she began to shine in the study, she began to get compliments.
The first number appeared in the booklet, tens of tens of notes used to be paid.

Mangoes or mangoes were eaten till the stomach burst. Ice masat a banda paya
To meet He loves cinema! Because of this, he never let me down

Bapu didn't stop going to the cinema to watch this tug of war. Childhood
I was able to see a different world through the medium of cinema. This is the end of every movie

There used to be a victory of truth. Harrow used to tease Helen. Sulochana kava na pama
Grandmother or mother used to appear in Royam. Our culture is based on mythology and history
And let's get to know the tradition. 'Another Young Man' came on the screen
सळसळायचं; He chased down ten goons, killing them.
Nayak-na yaka songs were sung, this time I was bored. But also of music slowly
Loved it. Had began to understand the language. The meaning of the dialogue began to apply and to a seri
The story began to unfold. At the same time, he was accompanied by a council member
I also wanted to take them with me and my favorite 'Migal' to the theater in Sangli.
That is, Hemama used to show Lani's cinema. This led to ‘blindness’ from ‘Sita aur Gita’

I have had to watch all his movies at least twice till the law. Often I
They used to eat from the same plate. Ghee, jaggery and pol used to be different. To sleep
Sometimes I would put my head on the sledgehammer to get closer to it,
This time he put his hand on my head and said, 'Be a great master by studying.'

Want to wake up the important ones. His hash is still in my ear when I'm alone
Are resonant.

Grandmother and granddaughter of the dog and the mother of the child
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Let's get down to business. I used to ask them for their strength
Don't try. But he was very enthusiastic about removing the folds from his hair

They never want to say things that are loud and loud. Uncle on the contrary
How to become a master by studying, how to reach heights by studying, how in the city
Many of these arise in life The answers to these problems are obvious
To explain. In contrast, agriculture does not mature; Kabadak did, but money k d
How not to throw sugarcane; No matter how good the jaggery is, how exactly does it make a profit?

Kandara goes to this place - to explain the reason. I was taught in school,
'Good agriculture, medium trade and jobs!' But the opposite is true,
That's what they used to convince. There was sadness inside that we couldn't do this either. Because of thi
He should always study, he should always be in front of me
To do. I also started working hard to ensure that 'red' remarks do not appear in the text.

At one time three video centers were started in the village and Bapu's tour talk was checked
Vasaya sat down. Get to know the village through the medium of 'Haddo'



Had changed. The ninth step began to be seen on the horizon. A. Paldev or Kate
I had won the trophy in 1983. Please watch the video cassette of this match
Gad High. I used to be curious about the new cinema. 9 a.m.
I wanted to see the poster. At this time, I used to go through Punch Soshi. Or
Sushma Shiromani's Marathi cinema used to be very hot. Madani, Mosambi-na Ragi,
I have seen many of the injured Waghin being torn to pieces by the gad.
People used to have time for spectacle. Sakshihi yay ya. In these eight days
There used to be a lot of entertainment and magic. Ku used to be the end of this field. Of Ku
I won the battle over the field, the body of the lion, the roaring sound of the bull, the dog
The cheers and applause of the villagers are scattered in the air.
To show liveliness. At least one hundred goats were slaughtered in the village on this last day

To go The water-board from Panch Soshi used to be very strong. To farmers
Desi Da cannot be afforded. Donkey at the crossroads
Ghamghamayacha. There was a lot of fuss about not going for reasons of right and wrong, but
The same goes for farmers who work hard all year round and make marble

Mup used to be Rahar.
One line after another used to come to the festival, but they were very happy because of the school

I don't want to come. It was during the Christmas festivities that Shara used to go to Natha.
For many years, I thought that 'Christmas' is a festival associated with Gore Nath. Really

So the real fun used to come to Dawal, because of the three-week Dawal after the mid-term exams
Su malayachi. Dawal means firecrackers, farala… clay bananas and j losh.
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After coming to the police station, there is only one festival called 'Dawal', which is celebrated without any
Comes and goes sweet. Childhood-age and rural-urban life
As the difference in living standards is seen, so is the festival. Me mine
I remember my childhood. The mid-term exams are over, and I have to go to school
It started. There used to be a lot of attraction in everything. The first in the village
He used to be curious as to who would blow up the firecrackers. As I slept in my grandmother's arms,
I used to play it to get up early. I always bathed my grandmother's head
Come on, I want to wake up. I used to wake up with the sound of cracks. Roar
Along with the big crackers, there are also the crackling sounds of 'crack crack'
There used to be a train. I woke up stunned. Until then, my mother used to rub a lot of oil on her body
Be ready. I used to get very bored of this thing.

Let's sit on the plate and massage the body of mother and mother with sandalwood oil.
But the whole life used to be in it. After the massage, take a bath with hot water.
I have also thought about which bath soap to buy on this day
Used to be. Apply soft wash powder or cup soap throughout the year
I used to take this bath. I bought 'Moti' soap once in a year
To go. But since we are a family of four people, our number comes up
A small piece of 'pearl' used to be left. Mother used to wave when she took a bath. New
Used to be clothed. Every year I used to come to the military or the police station.
This is the only dress I want to wear for the rest of my life. New
I used to take the material on the cups and tighten it. On the hands and ears
Bola was turned, Doo was given a sticky scented oil and firecrackers were ready
Hi. For the first time, my mother used to place a plate of farala in front of all the siblings. They heard

Bund Che-Rache Laddu, To Chavda, Te Kadakanam, Anarasam, Shankarpal, Chakya



The news came. In fact, this is the time to start making food, this time the taste
I used to start tasting. But Manso used to be allowed to eat today. Bund's
Tooth drills, chewing gum and
I still remember that verse of Saran Shodh in Karanji.

I used to start the fire by burning the agarbi and fighting the fire.
The firecrackers were blown out and the agarbi was set on fire. Then after ten-fifteen seconds 'Dhadam'
The sound was loud. Someone used to blow me away. Then I wanted to get rid of this. Pudit
To build. Put a small rock on it and then on a big rock
Don't hit the heights. Then the 'lesson' again! I used to light firecrackers
I used to keep a box of lattice and when the firecrackers flew, the box would fly high. It used to be a lot of

How many firecrackers exploded every day; I used to keep track of how many ra hale. Numerous flori
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I used to play firecrackers like bhuich, suranal, nagachi gol. Every year at least one
It's too hot. But it never had an effect on enthusiasm. Flowers in the sky
How they look on the throw, how they run when they kick the ground, pomegranate in hand
How it rains on the catch - the joy was different.

On the day of 'L Mee Pujana', the village used to have almost new inaugurations.
There used to be worship of fathers. All of us have to go to each other's homes

There used to be days. Blessings of parents and elders used to come. Gu used to meet people.
I used to go in front of the ears of the firecrackers in the village and watch the firecrackers for hours.
In the beginning, I used to get a simple bank of this color. A little bigger
At the end of the day, Tulchi got the balance. No matter how much you fly, it's not bad.
If you get a 'reel' instead of a suede cap, then the fun of rapid fire used to be naughty. One
If the 'takli' in the floor was not blown up, it would be released and blown away. In this
Hi, often a finger wound. But who cares? Due to this
Van Shan used to paint like this.

The village has a large Muslim settlement near Nangre. As a child
Han used to blow up firecrackers with my baby. Of these
We are not as far-fetched as this mother, but we used to be diagnosed and pampered. Now Ma
If I go to the village, I don't see the children of Muj Yaa playing firecrackers.
Sounds like a mistake. In 'The Pavli' there is Ali and in 'Ramzan' there is Ram, while in Karanji and
What is the difference between Sharkhu - it falls.

'Bhaubeej' is a festival that binds an inseparable bond between brothers and sisters. As a child
I never want to be a sibling. It depends on what you want to do
Used to be stingy. In fact, the mother does not want to play. That's enough for us
I don't want to get firecrackers. Shelke Goddhod Padatha used to meet only two brothers. She's big
In spite of that, she used to get the rest. As a child, he used to feel our right.
I used to tease her a lot. She used to get angry. She often used to shout and shout.
She doesn't visit her mother-in-law, because her husband is also in the police station.
This is not the case. These sweet memories of childhood come to mind while talking on the phone

It is not known when they get thicker and the air flows through them. My kids too now
Are slowly getting bigger. He is not very attracted to Ma Dawal. Firecrackers, then
'Daddy, no more air and sound pollution leases'
Says. In this girl I see Tai; At this time I will get everything with her children,
This is taken from the guilt.

The day was over, the holidays were coming to an end. Father for Tulsi worship



A few firecrackers were guarded. I didn't like Tulsi, I used to blow firecrackers.
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Twenty-one days were counted by the beginning of the day. This is a cold morning
I used to walk to the fireplace. Cracked limbs, cracked lips, cracked limbs
It used to be a pleasure to be lazy. Went to the field, khal su
Used to be. It takes almost a day to get the rice out
I don't know how to go about it. My children will probably read this book or something
In a few days you will see all this on the internet. Introduction to Dawal and Dawal

I remember the sweetest time of my childhood.
He still remembers the laddu that does not break with his teeth, the fountain that he had to find the essen
But in any of today's moving sweets, I still find that sweet
Not found.

I remember, I went to Sutham early in the morning for threshing. Two
Khalare bulls were also attached to Kha. I was upstairs pagat pagat pajara. The turn of the bull

When I came back, it didn't come to my mind. Ain jawanit ya, mar ya, k lari bailanam
I was picked up by Shaga. Luckily, my slender body got stuck in these two shags. I
Algad went into the air and was thrown on the grass in the neighborhood. On or luckily
There was a crisis over the small expenses on the stomach, otherwise it would have been my fault
The family still says that they should come out with a bowel movement. Such
There were many small and big crises and accidents. Let's get out of the box
The wings have been shown solely to give a sense of proportion.

I like to go to the kitchen and make soda, argue about it, but I also like sugarcane juice.
Used to be. Boiled for three hours, it was mixed with thin jaggery and baking soda

It used to be like soda. Happens in the fourth. On this day, I leave
Boil the molasses and take the jaggery. Usa or chapada pot
Holding it in his hand, he stumbled on the heap while he was running, and it boiled jaggery.
Fell to the ground. As the bubbles inflated, the skin near the gud swelled up in three places.
I let go of the baby and started crying. My older sister was scared without this page. तनं तथलं
I picked up a bundle of hair from Madh's hair and blew it away. Or
The bruised flesh was also removed due to incorrect therapy and the base of the shin was removed
Good's bones began to show. The frightened workers picked me up and asked me why
Lime was applied on it. All these aghori remedies to the body of my 10 year old cousin

Let there be pain. This is done while the jaggery is being boiled
The storm had begun. As a result, even the hands holding the halibut were shaken
Due to the balance of the workers, a lot of things happened to us. Grandpa's son loudly
I pushed the hull to fall on my body and I read it again. My two hands
It was wonderfully roasted. Such a crisis, a man who is generous with barley! Stumbling,
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The crushing childhood was very tense. This ignited the night of 26/11



Finding a way out of the crown did not go unnoticed. C.C.T. Hee. While struggling with death
Hesgale did not want to go out with the lashback and fight.

Dressed in the fifth. The study was starting to feel weird. Enjoy school
It started. I used to find it difficult to be a grandfather in the class. Swimming in the new category
I was curious as to why he was coming. As the son of the Sarpanch, I always love him
I used to sit on his lap till I came. And the poor. In this language
I used to rag. Shakti requested, he used to go and sit in the front row. Really
So I was a little worried about Shari's father being the Sarpanch. One day
I was sitting on the couch. Then let's move on to the next category. My l

Was not. Everyone stood up. I just sat there missing. In the same way
Let the two ears of the mother and the mother ignite. “Aren't you the son of a wanderer? Yes
The grandfather of the village. You are insulting. Is it good to behave like that? Behaving like that
Ra halas, then he will be a big hooligan and his own name, our name and the name of our parents will ris
Will do With the help of these goon children, you give such trouble to poor children! You are the yard.
The same can be said of living on ants. Hey, what is your identity?

Shar, but a spoiled village gangster boy! And the forest is beautiful. If you don't have a hug, then come
Sharila has no shortage of kavadi. Let's go through this category! ” In the guise of something like that

Let's talk horizontally. I don't understand those words very well. A good net under the ear
Was done. Insulting, I took the letter and left the class. Went home crying.
He told her, “I will not go to school. I will move like you. Own
Make an identity. ” My father never used force. Whatever
It takes a while to help others. In this case, my stupidity
I was overwhelmed by what Baa said. I insisted that I would not go to this school
Passed away I was like that. For little reason, I was puffed up, very angry
Came; So I used to hide. Whether or not I drop out of school because of all these habits
The father was scared. He came to the school and met the chief carpenter Guj
My detachment changed.

My new class was Shaka Lakole Gu Ji. Guru's training was done till the tenth
It happens. Guji was incredibly friendly and gentle. Their passion for power comes from nothing
He was always present in the class. Laga, sadra, va cha dadh, sada hasatmukh, nam vanod gu ji
Giving love to all children as children. By explaining the subject matter like mathematics
Tell me, he had a hand in this. His eldest son Dalip was also in this school
And the youngest victory was in our class. They're both very, very good.
In both cases there is a complete digestive tract. Vajray used to give excellent speeches
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There was a lot of pride in it. I also study slowly due to the adventure of Guru
It started to shine. Although I am a little left-handed, I have a strong sense of urgency
He was curious. Guji used to take me closer and explain to me, “Trust,

You have the potential to be a leader. You will be a good leader. But grow up! ”
How to look at the merits of GG and how to develop it
Come on, I used to do the math. Once in a while, he said to everyone, 'You are great
Who will be the one to go? ' It was thought. Who knows why I asked him,
"Gu Ji, who is the biggest master in this?" Guji replied as a missionary. Then I
Gujji asked, "Gujji, can I be a missionary?" Everyone laughed at this,
But Gujjana uttered the savannah stone words and complimented me. He used to say, “And to see,
So this is a very big knot. This is the height you have reached, where did you start?
Is measured by a scale. To keep high. To reach the sky. Wanna see, Wanna



Or just keep it up to date. You want to add to it, then you
What a national husband; You can become a world leader! ” His words sounded like a tsunami
Used to bring waves.

“Only she can achieve, she has hope in her heart. The use of having wings
No, it is because of the lust in the wings of the real sky.
Do you know Dachi Go? As it grows older, so does its beak
It takes. The wings get tired and can't fly properly. In fact, GD can live up to 70 years,
But for such a world, some bitter decisions have to be made. This time before this
There are two options. To end one's life without accepting the present situation or then 150
Hard and painful days Yen wanted to revive himself. Or

The first step is to find yourself in your own home in the middle of nowhere
To be taken into custody. Then she hit the stone with her beak
It starts. As long as the beak does not break, it hits it.
At this point, a new hard, pointed beak emerges. After that he came to you
It starts to flutter its wings, fluttering its wings and causing them pain.
Separates from the body. Gradually, new, twisted, bright feathers sprout from it.
The five-month-long scent of rejuvenation fills this hair with rejuvenation and rejuvenation
And again, this is the weirdest thing that has ever happened to us. This is your life
That's the way it is. To make it happen is to make it worse with bad company - it's all yours
Is in hand. That is the life that everyone gets. Mahama Gandhi, Lokmaya Talak,
To Babasaheb Ambedkar, Pandit Neh, Indira Gandhi, A But I Tine or Yutan
How many years of life; You will get the same number of years, then
Why can't you see such a big hi? And look at it that way
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If you want to reach the next step in the field and once you reach that step, then
There is not much gad. Everything goes well and the world has meaning and life

There is a reason! ” Guji used to tell and listen. Very few
But let's go inside. Ujja used to beat Fu Lung. 'To grow up, to grow up
You can do that too! ' This message used to come from every speech in Gujarat. That's it
Integration, that's when she started to go to the nerves of the canal.

Carpenter Gu Ji Engji Shakvayache. The rules of reason that he taught, the numbers still
Did not grow. Carpenter Gu Jeepan X. He is paid a salary of one and a half to five hundred rupees per mo
To meet Every one of them should be able to give maximum training in exchange for money, he said

It used to be. He always came up with the idea of   'good farming, medium trade and jobs'
To tell. But the one who cultivates, the one who cultivates gold by sweating from the soil
The one who does business, who puts aside profit and profit, and the one who does job
Imane-itbare takes care of the owner's hand; He is a true patriot
To explain. That was during the 1984 riots. By reading the current affairs
Carpenter Gu Ji felt overwhelmed. I remember one thing he said. Still she
I make noise in this mind.

Once upon a time a donkey was hungry. He tells the donkey, “Daddy,
I am hungry and today I want to eat human flesh. ” Donkey or
She tells Pala to do it and takes a high leap in search of human flesh. Come on

Looks for punches. Mashan checks. But it does not get human flesh.
I find a dead pig and cut a piece of its flesh for you
Takes away. But as soon as Paul eats the meat, he recognizes the taste, “Dad, this is pork.



Can't you fulfill one of my wishes? ” "Wait baby, I won't try again."
So the donkey takes off again. Fur Fur Fan does not get human flesh. Or

Time finds her dead cow. He cut a piece of meat and ate it
Offers. But Pluto is inspired for human flesh. They also eat this cow or this meat
झडकारतं. Hepa Na Gadhada creates a terrible plan in his mind. Pigs and

It picks up both the cows and flies. It's pork at night
I put it in the yard and put the beef in the core of the temple. Morning people
As soon as you wake up, these two pieces of meat start cleaning each other. Emotions flare up,
Heads explode, fires break out and ethnic cleansing costs lives. Now
The work of the donkey was easy. He picks up abundant pieces of human flesh from the field

And takes you to your home. Palala is happy to eat so much meat
That's what I think. "Dad, how did this happen?" This time the asshole is brutal
And Vaath describes the growth in detail. He says, “Hey, this is my area and everything
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An understanding human being behaves worse than a small animal. Going to
The company is bound by narrow differences such as religion, creed, language, caste, color, gender. When
He throws stones at the flowers, sometimes he throws flowers at the stones. I build a mosque; But by itself
It degrades so much that it causes communal riots and riots for no apparent reason
Hell suffers. ”

To put it bluntly, there are a lot of people in the world who have such an ass. J.
You make it dance on your fingers and humanity, brotherhood, inequality, humanity,

They want to kill love and compassion. According to him, everyone is appointed
If the work is done honestly and effectively, then everyone in the countryWill end

And we reach all the peaks of speed. It should be studied by the workers, by the workers
In the factory, the farmer has to sweat in the field and bake pearls
दजदार शकवावं; Politicians should embrace social service. If you smell Ganpati
Urine is injured while eating the upper part of the urine or if someone has a forehead
I put the dead do near the word; So that's all there is to it, right now, politicians
They scratch each other's heads, hold hands, grab each other's throats with axes,
Twists. All rights reserved.

During the Moharram deaths from 2002 to 2005, Ahmednagar was continuously evacuated
Let there be ethnic riots. S. to my town. P. So it was published in 2005. Hee
The challenge was to break the chain of ethnic riots. I'm three years old
The riots and allegations were thoroughly studied. Of these, 90 per cent are accused
The curry was from a normal family. It had roads, handcarts,
Pantpariwale was. There were many students going to school and college. I am the first society
Implemented the work of ethnic consultation to win the trust. These include Maulana, Dhamgu, Bau
I called Bhaku, Pa. The true nature of religion is love, kindness and service

Fearful people listened to Tanai with authority. At least thirty on the way to Vasjana
Sometimes the tax was paid on foot. The places where riots broke out were carefully studied
With some bold decisions, a plan was drawn up by 22 members. That's all,

The DJ of the cover was shut down, blocked in some places and disguised. Goons or minds
In order to settle the issue, the 'Ethnic Riot Control Plan' was implemented. Because of this
The goons themselves fled the city and called my authorities from Mumbai
Not in the city, he assured. That's all I can say about Moharram's death
He also pointed out the need to reduce the height of the trees. The edge was hit on these feet,



Oil was also poured on it. There was also a risk of fire due to this car. Revenue
My fears are that the government will provoke riots due to my aggressive steps

Kelly. But the steps I took were purposeful. Come on in, take a look
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I had built faith in him. An atmosphere of ethnic harmony is created in the city
I had succeeded in doing so. As a result, about 75,000 mu lim this time
The demise of the community came out of The Legate without a hitch, it was a Muslim.
The brothers declared their appreciation as 'Nagar Police Jadabad'. To Latur I s. P.
While in Marathwada, there were bomb blasts near Pune and Jalna. Of this
The repercussions were felt all over Marathwada. I found it everywhere in Latur
No. In fact, the current situation is that even though the border is open, there is no spark
The Special Editor had lauded the work of the people and police in Latur.

These words of appreciation from professional work are more than any 'medal'.
Mau are young. Probably this rite was performed on my childhood with the words Guja.
He had made a mistake and explained it.

'ॐ सह नाववत ुसह नौ भुन ◌ु, सह वीयकरवावहै;
The fastest forest is yours and yours. '

This means that we all come together for the sake of content, knowledge
Pray to God. You have to accept this one from God
Let's add. And the most important thing is 'Maa Va Shavahai'.
Let's not be jealous. No matter what happens, my caste, my religion,
Religion, country or my language is a barrier to human beings who are with others
Will not come. I will always respect the increase.

The six blind men touch the different parts of the body and give it to them
Looks different. The one who pushes the day, it looks like a snake. Joe found
Pushing, it feels like a pillar. He who pushes his belly, he thinks it is a drum. Joe

Pushing the tail, he thinks it's a broom. Whoever touches the ear, it feels like soup.
It is necessary to explain to the traveler who he is. स खा
If brother is left, then you don't want him as a brother. If you come
The caste, dhamma doctor may not be treating well; So you come to this for treatment
Not going. Lata Mangeshkar is singing Ka Moh Mad Rough - this is what makes the ears feel sweet
More important. At this time, he does not ask about his caste or religion. And so on
To understand. If all five fingers of the hand were the same, the color and smell of all the flowers
If it were the same, what if all these foods had the same taste? It would not have been fun.
Life would have been boring, boring and painful. Understood and understood this
Pa haje. He should be respected. It must be loved. Thoughts in middle school
I used to wear such beautiful sade shak on the screen every day. Feed me to think every day
To meet
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I remember one more thing that the carpenter said. Passed by this story
The true meaning of religion is still fresh in my mind, no matter who it is
Tried not to misunderstand; However, I am not overwhelmed or overwhelmed
No. This is the story of a saint. Once he was bathing in the river. Take a bath
He came to the conclusion that he was about to drown. Or
The compassion of the heart, the compassion, the particle was awakened spontaneously and the life of thi
So he picked it up by himself. But he was right. Come to the defense

The hand bit these fingers hard. The pain was excruciating and we had to save it
He fell into the water again and started drowning. He put his hand in the water
Picked up He picked up Vachavani's hand again. He is out of hand
Escaped. Began to sink. Puha picked it up. This happened four or five times. That
Saints began to bite in a row. There is a house without a river

Was watching. Without stopping, he shouted, “Ah, Maharaj, he is Vachu, Vashari. यानं
If you bite him two or three more times, you will die. You just have to be more discriminating with the hel
Why are you behaving? ” The Kanagan saints quietly replied, “Oh, he is a vachu,
It's raining, Hem knows. Stinging, giving pain is its dhamma. Its life

To save, to help, is my mission as a human being. If he throws himself
If not, will I let go of my threat? ” And indeed in today's society many years, and descendants
Vachu appears repeatedly while trying to bite. They cool the atmosphere.
They themselves have a false pride in this religion. Conscious non-meaning of religious word

They get rid of and spread misconceptions, which lead to ethnic riots and riots
Permanent allowances are raised. These tainted, misguided tails
It is necessary to tell the true meaning of Dhamma.

How can this field be so wise? I fall now.
He used to say that knowledge should come with knowledge. Mind blowing

To be taken. Of every mind Yes I am the key to development. Far away
Let's run this step. From the walls of the school by the words uttered in one voice

The sound used to rotate. There used to be good ideas on every wall. Come to a good school like Mahapush
Be able to take turns at every turn. Let's make Marathi mad.

Let's get excited about this heroic act. Poetry on Nasaga
Let's face it. 'I do not know
Ivalasa village, 'This line still haunts me on the shores of my hometown
They are taken to the village automatically.
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Hi cool

Her husband, Mama, was replaced by Shara. They are water conservation
Kha had a job in it. My father decided to send me to school
I was enrolled in 'U English Cool' in this taluka. At school
Good luck. The quality of education was good. The house was small. But come on
The power is too big. She used to get up in the morning and drive the car of the world. Get up on time eve

Apparently, there was music and talk on the radio at the same time. Me too
Due to this power, I started to study. I started to shine at school. Tap water

It used to be a blow to everyone. In this case, green water
Had to be brought. My elder brother Rajkumar Sangli was an engineer.
The pampering was a little too much. According to Manus, his pants are too short

The siblings used to meet. The joy of wearing long pants was different. If you have been Outbid, you have 
The soon-to-be-worn pants are soon to be worn. Then come on
To bring. But when we put on such pants, we have a lot of color
The lower part looked brighter.

Crazy 'Aya' used to stand on the corner of the street while going to school. Often it
Used to stand still. It was very scary. He said, I am running all the way
I used to leave and go back to school without looking back. School is different
Was. Coke Dala used to sit on the floor in the school of this council. To sit here
I got the bucket. Along with me in the class, my brother-in-law was also victorious. Vajay Khodkar,
He was a quarrelsome but good player. Because of this I am new to the class, but the other kids
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At first I didn't try to tease. Spread over about ten acres. School and teen
The building was spread out - a nice big ground, a nearby school recently
Was done. In a room of fear, a large fruit. Shak is now in shut-pants
Were. More neat and tidy than Coke or Bazaar
There were teeth. Dagwadekar Sir, short-sleeved
The problem was widespread. Matabhashi and Pavya Dagwadekar Saran on one side of the school
Was hesitant. A loose stomach like Rama Joshi's mutt, Vedpathak Saran's big eyes,
De Shagkar Madam's slender body like Ani Bhave, Hasbanis Saran's other left
Sadra, Kulkan Saran's Buganin teeth and the lashes that compel him to die
Sarachi Vetachi Folk - Some of these can be explained in detail.

This is the first time I've learned what a car is. In the beginning
He took two books from the school and started to tear them down.

Let's have a yoga school in one of the corners of the school. A lot of donkeys from the chemistry yoga scho
To come In this science, the body of a frog has to be cut off and judged.
I know, in my mind, I have made a name for myself from the beginning and no matter what happens, it is
No, that's why the decision was taken at this time. In fact, carriers in rural areas
This is not the case. A doctor or engineer is a high school student. श क
Or to be a policeman means to be a banker and a sugar factory worker
That is, the definition of a career was not. Everyone like this Wakuba

How far can your jump go? If the child is sixty then tenth, twelfth, c



Let the rhythm of the dance begin. Many children get married at a young age. If so
Someone had to swim, otherwise the life of the mother and child would have been the same. To go
These children could not even find good places. Compare with the village
There was not much difference in the general social and educational situation. A go

It used to be, but now in a class like Coke, he is sleeping on the table with his dhoti tied
They did not go straight from school to the field for threshing or plowing.
The only profession here seemed to be 'teaching'.

I started school. Play used to be a game this time. School at the beginning of the rainy season
It started. This led to the planting of trees in the school premises. By every means
I planted a single tree. Everyone used to love this tree. Water it daily
The rule is not to dig the soil with this root, to put a barbed wire fence on it

It used to be decided beforehand. Even today, when I go to Shara, I planted
This is the first time that I've seen such a thing happen. I love this tree
I have kept it alive all my life. There are currently 178 police stations in Marathwada
Responsible for drinking. In my case before the rains
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One such officer from each police officer in the police campus
Eighteen thousand trees were planted. Those trees should be enjoyed and their annual remarks
I am also investigating whether they were properly cared for

S.P.
In our class, there were Jadhavs, Shar blankets, corpses, Desale, Ta

Cycle or ST from the surrounding area. There were buses coming and going. Also
Makrand Deshpande, Sameer Mane, Dagambar Kulkan, Abhajit Deshmukh
This was the Shamlu Mandal in the white house. 'Kau Tubh' had also taken a new look. Either way
'Kau Tubh Wadekar' is also high. He used to speak Marathi very well. Besides his father
Telephone account engineer. In all the rains, there is a rubber lepper or a latex
Used to wear. She was wearing black boots and a suit. It also has a UFO
Strictly speaking. You used to have a lot of flirtations at school. I was able to answer this
If not, he would cry or cry. I used to cry during this hour of play. One day
My mother and I had a heart attack. That change took place in a fight. I hid it.
Pete had a corpse. I took the shotgun and followed it. Gaikwad Sir
He was rescued on time. So what; He made Akandtandav, Akashpatal one.
Now his parents will come, I have no good; So I ran away. Come and cry
It's all over. He took money for the bus and fled to the village. On Monday I went to school
Did not go. This was discussed at school and the headmaster called me. I
I took my father to school. Sir Dagwadekar, I don't want to fight, I want to fight.
Give it a try. Sir Dagwadekar was a man of power. He stepped into the school grounds
There was a quiet silence. It is a Sanskrit subhasat once a week

Las used to come. The twelfth and eighteenth chapters of the Bhagavad Gita were also recited by us
Was taken. Dagwadekar of Sanskrit Subhashats to make 'Dha' children in the class a dark Pandit
Saran's 'Bhagirath Ya Na' was like praise. To my Sob who came from the field
Either Marathi doesn't come well. Hud and Ingi met with enough effort
Good. Sanskrit means Shadikandi! It does not matter
It has to be preserved, it is a cultural subject for such high school children.
It was a great day. Besides, the study of Sanskrit was amazing, hence the 'tap

Phun Kali Sonare, the wind that blew from here ', was the angle to look at this subject;



But who knows why I started to like Hess's fanaticism.
The wisdom that Dagwadekar used to convey through this medium is directly

Began to go to the end. I still remember the two subhashats taught by Sara.

'You may not be able to do that.
The king of foreign lands, the king of Vanvas. '
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'King and Van cannot be compared. The king himself is in this kingdom
Respectful, while knowledge is respected all over the world. ' Hesubha Shat still
I have a home in my mind. Because of this I have never given up on IPS.
Jhalo, this time F.B.A. History, Shavaji and Vapith - Ko Hapur is as much as mine
There was education. After Navadi, M.A. from Mumbai and University. Done. Between areas
Received the post of 'Master in Police Management' from Uma Naya University, Hyderabad.
Took. Latur to S.P. While Wami Ramanand got LLB degree from Teeth and University
Took. While in the Anti-Corruption Euro, on Peace and Call Management
Completed the course at Chulalogcon and University. While in Mumbai
He studied law at Lake Water Academy in the United States. Or Dr.
Babasaheb Ambedkar Marathwada and LL.M. This can happen in the first year.

Keep up the good content and keep up the good content. Hesatvila
While Dagwadekar was in the category of Sanskrit Subhashats. Arms, legs,
Ba, Bu will continue to walk; Until then, of his own physical, mental and spiritual opinions
Keep developing. That's why sometimes I do exercises on the body -

He runs marathons, gags his fingers when he can gutter, and records while whistling.
When he goes to do it, he breaks his neck, while tying a rope to his feet without climbing, while doing bun
Eats the lumbar vertebrae. Yes, it hurts; But happiness - something new
Of doubt. A time to eat. But Nasag does everything in no time.

'Youth is the source of wealth.
Ekakam yanthay kamuya chatu m. '

'Every one of the reasons for truth, wealth, power and discretion can be ruined alone.
That's enough; So what can happen if all four are one? ' This is by Dagwadekar Saran
Even the learned Subhashat had gone home very early in my mind. Because of this

In the time of study, patience and in the time of success, one does not want to give up the lesson of conscie
Had been kept before. 'We never want to be tempted by wealth and never be tempted by money
I don't want to climb. ' This knot was also tied at a very young age.

Dagwadekar Sir Vivekananda is the ideal youth in this worldLine you or
Or by cleverness and communication skills. There is radiance on this face,
There is peace in the body, there is excitement in the mind, there is discernment in the mind, there is part
There is love in the motherland, there is restraint in them, there is a layer of mind, there is faith,
There is strength of courage, there is strength of courage, there is fear like Sahas, there is the height of Yay
Yes, the truth is true, free from sin, strong in life, love

The tone is, humanity is the clan, the people are respected, the parents are,
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There is love for God, there is love for service, there is fear of God, there is policy in the name of life,
This is the beginning of the end; He is the ideal youth. Yes, I was such an ideal youth
Will not come Can't I also speak like Wami Vivekananda? A lesson to me too
Won't it happen? Can't there be Oj V, Tej V like Meepan?
There is a lot of work to be done in my mind to make it happen after all these words
Feeling we have 'Run out of gas' emotionally. Then I come to the main work
I used to go boldly and say to Sara, "Bless me too, I want to look bigger too."
Are and they want to come down to earth. What do I have to do for this? ”
Dagwadekar used to appreciate that a boy came to the farm and asked him.
Then they would sit me down. Listen to Vivekananda's thoughts. 'Choose any project,
Then compare. Make this crisis your life, think about it, think about it and look at it.
Every world for its crisis. That is the way to become successful. " From the words of Sara

There was so much wisdom to be gained. If you don't have a problem with Kubh Wadekar now
I decided to fight.

Let the senior positions be announced. I had never heard the word 'Vriva' before, except
There is no doubt about it. Once, on the anniversary of Talak, he poured coke
It was decided to give a speech in primary school. I'm a couple on this life

Perforation was done. 'Sir, I am today, my dear child
I will speak four words in the name of Talak Jayanti. You should listen to it calmly

No request. ' The next speech did not go well. And then by saying 'I am mine
The speech ends. Jai Had! ' That's how it ended. Hema's speech. Because of this
Not yours, I guess.

But I wanted to fight with you. The recitation was excellent. Many
Sanskrit Subhashatam was the mouthpiece. That day dawned. 'I fell and'
I wanted to talk about this. Let's start. My preparation was zero. Come two days
After that I had come by morning bus without Coke Dove. In the theater of Ravi Bapu
There was a movie called 'Lal Pari'. A poor little boy meets a redhead
And then all the problems in his life are solved. Let him go to school
मळतं. Chocolate is eaten all over the stomach. You can see the world from your wings. Such
There was a story of cinema showing medicine and medicine. I also wanted to give a speech, so I listened

Requested to give a chance. Seeing my faith and enthusiasm allowed me in time
Gone are the days. I will tell the story of this movie in my dialect as 'I fell'

Put. I was so engrossed in this fairy tale, let alone in mourning the fairy tale
There were tears on his cheeks. My speech was first and foremost
Came. I got the first number of T-shirts. That's me
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Umgalam, I don't want to keep a 'covered handful of lakhs'. To hire, to fight. If so
Um, of course, yes, I know this, why it's something known in advance.

Fill the school every day. He used to take Shakana to a new level, Rama Saran
Loved the math. The 'Rama' of Kha's voice is arithmetic and earthly
They used to say it very simply. 'Nawangul' Sir, I wanted to make history, but it was too late
To tell. I was a fan of Vedpathak Saran. They wanted to learn English. Go Yapan,
The sound of the wounded man's head made me look at him from the beginning



It happens. He gave it to me. I went to his house in the evening to recite 'Engji'.
Preparations started for the 'Scholarship' exam. Let's go to Shakwani
I had to go this way. Now the ghost of childhood was not following me. So one
There was a longing, I wanted to pass the exam. Kulkan Sir Buma Test and Marathi
Don't come prepared. This was the first time that he had been promoted to the post of Chief Minister.
I was stepping on a single stone on this step of success.

I appreciate it. But she or Mama never want to be pampered.
Everything has to be done on time. Money does not have to be wasted. Of course,
You don't want to waste time watching movies. Abercrombie, oily

I don't want food made in a hotel. Don't wear flashy clothes. Let's step into the house
First wash your hands and feet. There used to be many such rules and without mentioning them
It was also observed. The children had zero air. The ones who will call the house big, the East
Dasha. No one was allowed to argue or vote. Ra Mama Ma Tar

While preparing. I used to take this medicine all over the country. Only two to one hours at night
There used to be electricity. At other times, I didn't even try to read in the light of the trend.
No matter how big the air was, there was a rule. Savings and

The habit of frugality in my mother's house is still followed in my daily life
I do not try. Because of this, I should hear the children's jokes like 'Kanjush Ma Khichus Daddy'
Takes.

Sometimes it was my mother's responsibility to take care of the bicycle.
You don't want to step on the big bicycle seat of the Atlas. I am
The bicycle was able to paddle under this bar. Ball handling cycle
I used to do a lot of exercise while running. As I used to ride a bicycle, so did my mind
Anandalahar wanted to lose. Once when Mama was out of town, I took her bicycle to school
Gone. This was the first time I had cycled so far. It was a lot of fun. But from school
When the time came, the bicycle started coming. When we came home, there was talk of stealing a bicycle
Gathered in the stomach. Just ran to school. We took a bicycle and came home. Each

I could learn something from Sanga. Maybe that's why I belong to each and every one of you
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I could have reduced it! Because every little thing in the house was worth it. Floor
It was decided how to take care of it and how to treat it.

Coming home, the market for flowers and flower beds was a nightclub.
Feeling we have 'Run out of gas' emotionally. Come home, there is no lepper in the foot. And six, let's treat
I have never had a foot in the house. Now the children are on the carpet
I have lost my temper. The market day is Coke Dala on Wednesday
Shara used to plan to kill him. But I drank coke on Saturday and Sunday

I used to eat meat and eat it while going. If there is a test, I will
Shara used to live in it. This is the reason why the hands are made of coconut

These four siblings are like cats to fight on the way to Matana
It used to be early in the morning. Pari and I plan to watch a movie on Vajpayee
आखायचो. Three to six of these shows are 'lying in the library'
जायचो. I am in the library for fear that my uncle will be beaten when I come home without watching the sh
Used to sit Mama Na Yanema coming to the library at seven o'clock. Vajayakumar somehow fifteen to
I could sit in the library for twenty minutes. Come on in, take a look and enjoy yourself!
To enter the field. Exactly Mama came to the library, while I was reading the book
Wanted to see Vajpayee play. So what, we went home, the presence of Vajya from the edge of the field



Used to be.In fact, this time the game was not played in rural areas. The importance of the game
It was on the right side. Sports beyond the past tense in rural areas this time

I just didn't get it. The equation used to be that a player is a wasted hand.
This does not encourage the game. On this day, I used to go to the gym for fun.

I put red clay on my body, I used to climb on my body. After the son of W. Halwan
There should be a lot of expectations from them. But Sanjay Mane was agile.
With this my dog   would be bitten and in a few seconds I would respect it

To show. I was able to cover a lot of things. Dad, I'm not well
Always happy. Uncle Shakun had become an engineer. Then yes, so can I.
Horses were allowed to run on the school road. I want a big boss, Shakun
And he was always tied to Urashi. Step by step, they see me in their eyes

To feel
The school day is light, but the exams are stressful.

There used to be Padam in Vagam. These children were not interested in the study, let them die
The method did not make much difference. Let there be 10-12 girls in the class. In them and in us

It used to be cold. I was tired of talking to the boy. The girl who accidentally went out of school
Dasli; However, I had to walk at this speed. I remember, my tenth
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In the Boda exam, the seat number came in 'Six Husbands' school. Our school is English Cool and
The husband and wife always had tuition. My school is 'Hananchi', but my husband
'B Jananchi' - was the impression. The atmosphere between the two was different. This is a good study
Used to be But the children of the six husbands were playing games and playing in a regular game.
If the husband is caught cheating in our school in the 10th exam
Gone; So I have to do this, except by standing at the table, 'I am in my school
You can do this. ' There are so many types it's hard to say
Come on It was an insult. Besides, the distance from home to school was very long.
This caused me a lot of stress during the fairies. Besides, I am a native of Shara

The owner of Da's ear had got the number of the girl who could go to school.
Baap village grandfather and his body language is also like Sushma Shiromani in 'Fatakadi' movie
Was. Her two brothers also used to come from the jeep to drop her off for the fairy. I have this car
There is a lot of noise without water. She often asked me questions during exams. To tell me
Mohi Hayacha. But hearing all this, I had the courage to speak to him
No. After a day of counting paper, how did I get the Advanlam paper by my own body?
Gone, he asked. I broke out in a sweat and said, 'I want to go home early
Yes, 'he said and took his feet out of there. What happened to the up-and-coming child?
Conversation.

In rural areas, children are more likely to look at each other
So the car angles are consciously burned from an early age. Or Anais Gak

Many people find themselves in this curve due to the angle. No price from two
Due to the disease, rural youth often make mistakes in old age and the rest
Life goes on in sin. In fact, the child should be strong and the negative angle
In all these teenagers, the subject is being chewed. From this
The shape that appears is then seen in the toilet, in the urine. 'L gakta'
The subject may develop with age, physical changes, or seizures.
Emotions and the pressures of the subject at home, at school, cause many to fall into infancy
Logs are found in the raw material of pasatas. Ours by going on a diet of little greed



They do not take the price and the kusak. Some children become addicted to this naira
And unnatural abuse of peers or children younger than you
Do. Because of this, there is a strong opinion that it is really appropriate or inappropriate to give logical ed
Cannot be submitted. But in the family and at school, how to recognize 'lust', 'lug'
How to get rid of anxiety; The body needs these changes, growth needs and respect

There needs to be a healthy dialogue on how to deal with the devices.
Nowadays, the internet or the internet has made 'Ponaf' unrestricted, unrestricted, national.
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And the wonderfully curved store is open to children. Come to America today
It is agreed that children will spend 20,000 hours on the Internet / TV until they complete their high schoo
Are. In it, they see about 15,000 murders, 12,000 forcible cars and over 1 lakh
Ponaf, J or see alcohol related to alcohol. So at school there today
Abortion, AIDS, knife-wielding, self-inflicted bank use, etc.
Parents have to struggle. That's where fashion is all about, and intoxication is 'in.'
The thug is done. You still have to tug at school, paper arrows

Throwing away, avoiding studies, walking to school
These are the problems. The Internet has made it possible for us to get to the bottom of this problem
It won't take long. Nowadays, the sun has risen. Do not heat the children
There are different cars. Culturally, the economic situation is different. Attitudes differ
Are. Because of this, it is necessary to teach or cultivate savanna by the same standard.
It doesn't matter if the situation changes according to the situation or not
And it doesn't have to be wasteful, useless or bad. But these things are good
Are, they accept; These things are bad, denying them and what is good and what is not
There is a great need today for education and training to tell the difference between right and wrong.
If the new reading is a perverted dance that invites you through the internet
Want to drink smoothly; At the same time, they are big, strong and cultured
Physical lessons should be given to children at the right time, at the right age. Hundreds of children
Parents must testify before applying. Policies and policies

The priority should be included in the study.
Society is not like a potato cloud, it is actually built on the inside like a daisy

Yes, the work of Hedane Dam is actually started in the womb of the mother. After school
The construction is going on in the college. In this construction, the surrounding economy, social,
The political, cultural environment is like a summit
Is working. Moisture of parents, of Na Yago, of the family
The clock is ticking; But nowadays these things are 'me'.
We have also become 'Sunday Perth'. The children come to the hotel once a week
I used to take him for dinner, I used to talk to him for a while. Even more so
Time goes by doing hotspot check on mobile. Even children are fascinated by the Internet
Stuck. Parents have difficulty because communication is broken. Whatever it is, it
There is a dialogue between Hutual and Dover. False, bogus, fraudulent Facebook men and women
The 'Lai S' we got from this is what our children's feelings are! Where are the grounds,

Do kids' knees ever break while playing? Why not the corners of Salpat and why
Aren't the heads of these kids bursting? If at this age of growth this Chand Ujla NCC,
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Hard work and dedication with strength from count-guides, games, field and sports
Give hard and hard lessons, never wait for action and if you miss, it is right
Savar's wisdom also comes to him in time.

Went from seventh to eighth. N.C.C. I got dressed. NCC's 'B' set
If so, you get bonus points for going to the National Security Box, even the caller
Get; I had found something like that. From the tour on the first day

I wanted to change my NCC uniform. Use at least four to five lessons in batches
The deleted U-form was kept in a sack. Half pants are good
Reach out to the clouds. The waist does not rupture, except for the front and back
Was going. At this time, the ashes on the underwear with the right side and the pulse
This means that the paint roll or gauze will be washed and thinned sometime soon
There was no guarantee that it would be exposed. Lavate Sir was heavy on the NCC. Sir Jamad Nicha
There were incarnations. The NCC used to have parades and parades. I like to drink coke
Used to be. Because of this, the NCC used to sit on the pole. Then on Monday
Round high in each category for absent children. Sir Veta used to bring the edge.
When I saw them, my stomach used to swell with fear. Stand up and breathe in full force

Shade on the hands. The hands used to swell. "Come on!" I heard him say,
C actually urinates. These six were able to work on time. Fear
Why not? I remember, it was a cold day. Taking my uniform to Taylor
Applied, but did not burst. To protect from the cold and not to rub under the pants,
So I put my hands in my pants. This time go to the parade and greet the lads
Reportedly, this time while suing, I accidentally lost my hand. So what

Sara took the rifle in hand and ordered ten rounds of the field. Such education
There are real debates and disagreements about teaching hard lessons. If the children

Parents don't want to get involved or use harsh words
This brother has started falling in the water culture. Let's read this
There is a lot of fear of parents, fear of parents. In other words, Dhaka

There is a limit to fear.
I had heard a lot from T.H.B.L. when I was in school. Come to Coke Dum

At home there was a small cupboard that looked like a toilet. This is often the case,
So I used to get angry in the courtyard. Because of this buzz, when to go inside
I didn't even dare to ask. There is a real black and white in Ma Shara No.

Look, this is yoga. This was also the case at Gita Uba's house. Police in Ubale Hemumbai
There were constables. Of these three children, Manoj was in the same category. This is Baba
Sent his facsimile shot, which was often envied by the pants. Except Mumbai no
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He used to have many new toys brought by him. Kate's bat and ball
This makes it a different rule for Manoj to play Kate. Talk to you soon and keep up the good content
To do. Only if he is out three times in a row will the whole player come to bat. F d c
It was not true. Even so, owning one is still beyond the reach of the average person. But
Manoj and his mother are both generous! Because of this, I came to see 'Cha Har' at home



Repent. How to move the antenna built with bamboo
It used to be half-hearted. And then once the defeat started, it started
He used to be quiet, he used to be interested in watching dances and songs. But it was just a weeping song
He used to come home with tears in his eyes. 'Ramayana' on TV this time
It started, and I used to walk on the road in the morning. People take a morning bath
I used to put agarbi in front of the table and wait for this serial. At the same time at Thorbo's house
The color text also came. What's more, Thorbo's price has gone up. Wrap it all up
He turned to this house. But Thorbole also has three daughters in the house of a police constable.
The music was in our category. This allows the children to enter the house to watch

Not to be. If you don't want to see the curve rising from the rock from a distance, look, by making such a r
Dalela. So let's watch Kate's matches outside of the big shows these days

I often find myself in the throes of a wet face. Once a week-
My main curiosity and longing was for the colorful TV that I got to see twice.
From 'Our Soil to Our People'
The work of any black-and-white heavens seemed colorful. And so on
I remember sitting on my lap for three hours without even realizing it.

The school aspect was being pushed. The stick was also used and the shabasak was also used.
She's fear and admiration became a thing of the past. The attraction of Eng will increase

It started. Interest in arithmetic was generated. The lessons of Sanskrit began to be heard and resounded.
At school, many emotions such as car love, envy and attraction are awakened at different times
Hi come

I used to drink coke every Saturday. Get rid of this harsh power
That's it. Shat Kardi, because of this, despite my desire, I have completed my favorite hobby here
Couldn't. Going to the village of Ma Navar and Vavari and enjoying the cinema
यायचो. Coke Dala I used to be 'Azad Panch' and Shara used to call me 'Paz Yat'.

Feeling we have 'Run out of gas' emotionally. Coke D is a closed, airless air. No one wants to ask,
Don't be angry. Besides, there will be two days out of eight; So to make grandparents siblings,
Ogha came to assert his authority in the house. Let's make a big dive
The movement is not appreciated. Then I used to go for a walk in Gawloba.
There used to be a lot of purple, tax, and so on. On Saturday morning with Savang
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I decided to go swimming in the river. Soil under the chin when swimming in muddy water
The layer used to be accumulated. Then the crabs from the river bank
It was meant to be caught. Dozens of crabs were harvested with great effort.
Then bring the oil, chutney, onion and salt to a simmer
The river bank was decorated with three stones. With the bread that was bound
He used to pull the shabud and hit it on the road. Kudum in the name of Kheka
Let's go to the stomach with a squeaky sound. Soaked in water while swimming
It used to dry on the body. Then I used to put it upside down, put it on the market. Innings three
Our gang used to be ready for the cinema on the sixth day. The new cinema started
If not here's a new product just for you! Chandoba or Champak is a feast
Used to be. If these books that come to 2 feet fall in my hand, then I should plant some tree
I used to reach the corner of the field. I used to read things like that. There may be some ghost stories.
One of them used to get scared while reading in the field, so when he came home to his mother

I used to sit next to the stove and read this. The fascination with books kept growing.
Get acquainted (gain, obtain) with present-day techniques that came from Reading. Come on



In May, I was twenty-five for books. By reading Ramayana, MahabharataRemoved. Josh used to come while reading Shavaji Sawant's novel. By reading different articles
My faith began to grow.

But in this age of adolescence, even a dangerous attraction tends to lead to deformity.
This time too, the field was flooded with chawtas. Hiding with me

We started going to see such a month. In the supplement to the current version of the report
Let's start liking the upcoming erotic stories more. Many of the ones available to me
Haydos began to spread in the inner world. Because of this anonymous attraction
Unexplained in adolescence To fall. Someone in this situation
Needless to say. Answering teenage names at home or at school
Not valid. The footcase, the percentage on the face and the deepening sound are many
ReasonableWas making. Once I fell asleep. That happens often
It started. Why and how. How to ask, to whom and what? It melted away.
He took the courage to go to the doctor. Wait till all the patients are gone
Bringing strength, he died. He smiled and patted his back and said, “Bhav, now you
You have become young. ” I smiled like that. I didn't understand much; But whatever it is,
It's nice to hear that.

A culture that gives a sense of good and bad in order to give the right condition to the energy of Kumar
And knowledgeable guidance is needed. Luckily for me, I will be a teenager
Dr. to answer the question. S. N. Met Pat. This is Dr. Tarmama.
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हणायचो. B.A.M.S. At the age of three, in the village of Kokda
He decided to do it. There are only two doctors in the village. One color Dr. and Surrey

Dr. Trauma. Dr. Rangrao Patal HMBBS, but his treatment is different
Was. "What happened to you, Leka?" Go, eat, eat mutton; You'll be fine! ” So
The hospital used to get rid of it. The patient's breath was the only cure. In Dr. Trauma
Long walks, then remembering so many things. But the combination of Ayurveda and Allopathy
He used to heal the wounds by teaching them. It's time to meet them
He used to come loudly. Eat as much as you can, pull out the hair that has turned white due to stress
To feel. Mama used to have a long line in this hospital. But this time it's me
You see, this time I used to call him and sit on the tool next door and hit him. Three-four
No need to leave hours. He had a fight with children. In my school, I studied
To ask. A lot of how to get good habits for good health

I want to get bored. Bhaltamboar High, but the same as he said
Healing habits are deeply rooted in the mind and in the name of daily life
Getting used to it, so I didn't try consciously.

He gave simple lessons to the students about diet and exercise.
The first lesson is to dress like a good king in the morning. Fruits of K.

Eat, drink, eat yogurt, eat breakfast and light meals at night
To come A healthy diet is important in the diet. I used to do four stomach exercises. Two

The cup was to be filled with food, one cup was to be kept for water, and the fourth cup was to be served.
That's the rule of thumb. Water before or after a meal
It used to come in an hour. If a lot of water comes in while eating, then digestion is a problem
It burns and then gases are formed. So water at short intervals throughout the day
To come You need at least three liters of water a day. Calm down slowly

He used to say, bite, don't swallow like a dog.
He used to eat fruits and vegetables. Then he climbed the tree and paid,



Later, Chacha started eating. Teeth fermentation. Carrots, cucumbers, tomatoes abound in the field
Used to be. When he was hungry, he used to get fever. Balumama, get up every morning
Eats up ghee-rice and chutney, one leaves; So this is the strength of the penalty
Is. It was thought that he could carry a heavy load. Then I started
Kelly. Because of this, they used to eat chutney-bread or rice-curd. Curd in the shift.
I used to take rice with me. Extremely Bhaji, Matan, Masal, Vada, Shev Chava
My uncle advised me that laziness comes from eating. Eat eggs, fish instead. क ची
I had also done the bitter yoga of breaking eggs and eating them for many days. Go to the river and fish,
Catching crabs and chopping them in the corner of the river
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'Seoul' is a favorite pastime of the day.
Mama used to get up early in the morning and take her for a walk. Aa hihi u sahanam

Will be found on the floor; So I used to accompany them. Dr. Termam has 15 minutes daily
I used to do yoga and yoga. Bhaka, Marri, Kapalbhati, Anulom-

I was very stylish because of the wind and the car. By the time the sun rises, it is too late
'Om ham, heem, ma, ham, haum, hah, ma, ravi, suy, bhanu, khag, pushan, har yagbha,
Pronouncing the name of such a needle
12 Suyanam The habit of wearing a car every day had made the body flexible. Back, stomach
It used to be fun to sit. Due to his study of Ayurveda,
Let's learn simple things like what to eat and how to live in the season.
How to sleep, how to breathe; The importance of meditation, consciousness and meditation
Yes, these are the lessons I learned from Dr. Termam. I remember
As a child, my mother did not want to eat papaya, fish and chicken. It has a lot of quality,
This is a common misconception in rural areas. To Dr. Termam, I am obsessed with my mother's food
Speaking of which, this time he came home and guided his mother about food. Sugar
And overuse of oil can lead to serious health problems. Oily,
Spicy food makes you hot. It seemed like a savannah day. Tea
If it does not look like sugar or cooking oil
Tawang will not; It was believed that the water level dropped. Come to us because of Dr. Termam
Change the way you eat at home. Use of bread, leafy vegetables, ghee-rice, curd, taka
Increased. Let's make chapas once a week. I ju ya dhotra ya
Phad used to tie curd in it. The water is reduced, the sugar is added to the milk
Ghusli with cardamom. The fragment made from it used to be nectar. And FIG

It used to be a feast. There was always jaggery tea in the field or at home. Songs,
The workers used to have dry tea. Now I understand that the tea of   the village is more healthy
How good the results were, and the extracted tea with sugar and sugar.
How to increase.

Dr. Mama always used to say, “People earn half their lives and earn a living
They care and pay for the rest of their lives
The treatment of this disease is spent on taxes. Always be careful. Chang or habits
Lava. If we look at the green forest, we will never have to worry. Stand on the do
In that case, the trend will never fall. Wash hands before and after eating, but fever
Will never come Have a hot meal and eat the right amount of fruits and vegetables;
You will never feel tired. ”

In our field, I used to tell my uncle as much as I could. Of Cone
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The doctor was. He was opposed to Tawaik, Upastapas. While blind
If anyone saw it, they would sneeze. Start working free of charge, have a good day
Being healthy, feeling bad about something going wrong, hands and feet to anyone
To show it - to oppose it. In the village at this time of their real growth
There used to be resistance. The village sages do not want to send patients to it. Often snakes

Chawle used to be brought to this temple. Someone used to come to the hospital
No. I used to take the patient directly to the center. Devarish used to come in this body and he
After chanting mantras, snakes like Kunku, Abir and Gulal used to blow on the bitten man. श र लावुन
To tie the knot. But Nasag used to do his job. If the snake becomes a vassal, then the man
Read and if poisoned, remove the top cover immediately. But Ban Vashari
Snakes are more common, so it is difficult to become a patient in Hanuman Temple
To stand. The villagers were adamant about this miracle. Heal the patient
So, everyone used to hold the feet of God. Cham was considered a car. But it will be rainy
And if the patient stumbles into the temple, his pots of sins are full, before him.
He had to leave the world because of his work. ' That is how Devarishi used to stumble. I remember
Neighboring carpenter Anna was killed by a similar snake bite. Directly to them
Dara or income in Hanuman. C. U.S. That is, it was added to the core. I still don't know
I don't think that if the right time had taken Anna to the doctor, then the carpenter's
I have never seen a white forehead. Raising two kids because of one blind eye
Ayu's cart had to be pulled by her alone. To oppose such things
Dr. Termam began to unite the two. Adhu nak in homes

It took time to figure out how to reach the angle. In the village in the name of their growth day
I used to organize developmental and physical activities. Bau a

These used to be organized. The innovations and initiatives taken by Dr. Tharmama
Due to the structural work, the weather got better.

Khedegaon is actually like Vapitha. Unoccupied, but
Many people who tell the story of life meet here. Here or there
Karna is called with affection and respect. Dr. Harnana, Dr. Tramama,
Pomankaka, Shapaiaba, Kotwalbhai are more important than such posts.
To be considered. On the other side of the river, there was a lot of movement. But
How the village weeds, industry, markets, agriculture will be given the right condition; Even so
Parayan used to come here. I don't remember the original, no one in my childhood in the village
It doesn't matter who was killed. Keep a close eye on the Warkari community
Sama used to be very strong. Tukob's poem 'The Vale Anante Taisechi Rahave'
Sometimes laziness was fertilized. But 'even if I give you a nappy. Come on
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Hanu wood above. ' With such an abhanga, the world became ready to fight for it. But nothing
Done, no matter how bitter; But no one wants to live or die,
Such tolerance was built on culture and traditions.



When I was a child, my grandmother used to tell me about a murder and how it affected the family
It also needs to be explained. One of my mothers was living in the same Chacholi village.
Her husband was in school. Once upon a time there was a man in the village of Coke

He had an altercation with a gangster. Hamritumari's transformation took place in a fight and this
Let the village goons suggest the good of our uncle's foundation. For this Heam family
It was a very insulting post. Launched, plotted and marketed this week
During the day, the platoon reached Matana's ears. Good Yamama, my grandfather and me

Atebhau Tanaji was next. The car went out without shaking hands. Tanaji
Anna was sixteen years old. With the feeling of this embers of father's insult
The village hooligan was killed in the blaze. These guys are in jail
I had to go. Due to his young age, he spent two years in a correctional facility
Kan came home. But all these coats of arms broke the shackles of the family. Grandmother's
All the money was raised by mortgaging agriculture. This makes you angry
Many of them have already passed away, except for financial hardships and cuts to send their children to 
Leave. It had to be done even when the child was not old enough.

Went to the tenth. Many have feared this year. Boda's Pari and Boda's
Let's listen to the voices of the children taking the test. Get a copy of the present tense
Used to be on the first page. Let's see who is the first in the state, what will happen to him
Interviews with parents, photos of Boda feeding others - all of these
It felt good. In 1987, the son of a domestic worker, 96 T.K.
It was a great day. By cutting out the photo in the paper and its cess

Kept in a notebook. Come on, it can come, so why don't we - it just happened.
Mother's mud house; The same price, two losers in it, will fall in one room

In the bathroom, in the kitchen and in the living room there is a cot, a radio in the corner. Three siblings
And I was the fourth - these four people used to sleep on two small villages. One in two
There used to be pillows and sheets to cover. The smell of Solapuri sheet is still in my nose
Rotates. Light was also used as much as necessary. There were no fans.
As a result, mosquitoes, beetles, psoriasis, etc., had to be adapted to sleep. Slowly
I got used to it. The mother was in a trance. They are Odomos from Lottery Kant

To bring lotion. But my uncle used to have this smell. That's a lot
To boil. This time, Haloshan rubbed his hands and feet and hit the stars and stars in the sky
She used to sleep in the courtyard. Leaving all the old cups for the cold days
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To make a rug. I got a lot of warmth from this hut in a five star hotel
I never even felt the silk quilt. She used to get up early in the morning and do all the work.
My uncle's box was ready at six in the morning. I knew, the problem of space
Is. But who will speak and how? I really wanted to study. Of table lamps
And I used to fall. Finally, with courage, Kokda's grandmother told the same story.

The mother agreed to come to the room to study saying no. Tea,
The condition was to come home for dinner. I was delighted. Began to search the room.
Gaikwad used to live in Bamanpa. Aa hala p. T. To teach Next door
I found a room in this building.

In this upstairs room, there is no sleeping mat, no sheets, no coke
I set up a wooden table and a drawer, a bed for books.
He had brought an old bicycle from Mumbai. Now by bicycle to me
It would be possible to reach the school in five minutes. Flowers and flower arrangements



There was a rule in this house to wear. All my sandalwood and electric tea
To wear. I was fascinated by this for many days. This convinced Ta to be a pair
Take a look at Sando Banyan and Elektrak. He also brought his skirt from the village. Every year
At the weekly market, I used to buy clay pagi bank. I remember it every week
I used to throw 1/2 paise. I came to the village in the middle of May, the time is 5/10

I also used to pay notes. This is my first post
Want to help pay the bank early. In May, I broke the bank, many coins
And let's get out of the note. Hi everyone. Let's go to the tenth class
This is the time when I broke the bank of my savings this year. Force 115. Were accumulated.
From this time on, I went straight to Ghala's ear without taking anything for entertainment and many mor
I had my eye on the day, I wanted to put it on the table in red, round, alarm

Ghal bought. So now I have to get up early this morning
It was going to be possible. Tanaji Anna's old, but ongoing HMT
I visited the wrist. It is my responsibility to study all these things
Sah sighed. There was only one R, the eldest son of the landlord was crazy and
The whole country was moving and moving. Even though he has said that he is not drunk
Or even if it hit the rock; However, I was afraid that he would come.

Gaikwad was accompanied by Saran. This power of the twisted body was the fear of Bajrangbali.
This is the residence of Hanuman, built by Samatha Ramdas
I would rate. Gaikwad used to get up early in the morning and worship in this temple.
Within a week, I was in a trance. One day my door slammed shut
Someone knocked. I woke up and broke out in a sweat. Homeowner's Garish
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What's up? Then Gaikwad Saran raised his voice. "Trust me, open the door." I
It was 3 o'clock in the morning. Saran got up. O neighbors
The water was a simple tap. There he took a bath with Sara. The nervous silence of the morning,
The sound of the water in the water and the sound of the bell in the temple - that's all
It was wonderful. I shivered in the cold, but in an hour I was ready to study. Or

At this point, a different shape was created in the body. I took the book in front of me and read it
Started. I had never experienced such an hour before. Which read
It was happening, it was being assessed and it was going directly to me. Now come at 3 o'clock
The alarm went off. At this time I did not hesitate to go for slaughter. Otherwise
Due to the ST coming at 6 in the morning, I had to sit on the road with my neck down. Cold
The morning bath of water used to awaken the hairs on the body. Tea at 5 in the morning
It was delicious. This time Udpi Hotel was on Tand. Tea was prepared there; But I out
He takes tea, he will know this, he did not dare to come for tea for many days due to this fear. The end
Once I entered the hotel through Kavaraba and came to get tea for 30 paise.
It was my first adventure to go to a hotel. From time to time I started craving this tea.
The bicycle was old, so its chain often fell off. But because of this time
Was saving. I have been interested in time management since childhood. I
I used to reach school by bicycle. Arrive at school before the bell rings
यायचो. I used to eat 15/20 minutes in the remaining time after eating the box

Used to I now began to toughen up the study. Come pack it
The pack began to fall off. The school was also on the campus of our school. I lad, i
And Seema Jadhav from Kya School is one of the best bets
Let's start with the discussion.



The tenth year is the year that marks the beginning of my study of composition and composition. This From the beginning of my writing to the present day, I have studied every detail
Done. Plan where the lesson is needed and where the assessment should be based on the word
Kelly. Ju ya Deposit. I have studied this and that
Chach insisted on a solution without looking from the beginning. 20. In the case of Vana
It used to be very important to get 20 marks out of the pack. Chemistry
I loved it. It scares me whether it cuts my marks or not

Was from the beginning. Because of this, I used to be careful while doing yoga. On each page 'a
I used to be careful that I would get the vaccine. 'Marathi' is the first language

Daja and R were thin top. This made it more difficult to get marks in the language.
This makes it easier to understand the poet or the writer while understanding the poem or text.
ल लायचो. This made the answer different from the others. Etc. in history but on the map
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Started to use. The six figures of geography and geography
The linear qualities of the earth began to fill the pages. Eng is a favorite subject.
I used to teach Vedpathaka till Navvi. On the tenth, Ma Vai Sir came. In the beginning
It started to get heavy from this. But time is of the essence

Bagulbuwa was not ready. What lesson will he learn, by reading it the night before?
I used to draw, I used to understand. Difficult words were found in the dictionary. Because of this
I started to understand difficult learning. Don't let my doubts get in the way
Come on I started asking this. Answer by tearing each finger up
लागलो. Every newcomer to the newcomer has the expectations of the newcomer at this time
Get the guidebook for free. But I knew it was all from this guide
Will make you tremble and your resurrection will be just like the others.
Will happen. Because of this, how will the 'I' come down on itself every night and how will it go down?
We started to follow the plan of looking right and different from others. 'Winners don't
do different things, they do the things differently 'This is very true now

This time is worth reading, this is the time to celebrate the difference in the tenth
It is important.

The tenth year came to an end. As the exam got closer, the tension increased
It started. But the study made it easier to deal with stress. In fact
I wondered when it would come and how and when I would solve the paper. Of the fairy
Wanted to fill out the form. Halav took a passport size photo.
He knocked on the door of the hall. My husband had got my exam number in the school. That's her
I went to Parila with Dashan and with the blessings of my mother-in-law. The study was good.
This solved the glue one by one.

The tenth exam was held. Now the burden had been lifted. Went to the village. Too much
Wanted to have fun. The village wanted to wear Dhangad Dhaga with these two tans. Or go
I wanted to taste what I hadn't done before. He wanted to participate in politics.
Javachi wanted to do Mumbai. Cigarette butts were to come. The beer was to be carried. In the show

Let's go and kill. I used to relieve the stress caused by the study done throughout the year
Was. I wanted to relax my mind, to be at home in the world.
A few of them are squatters, they all wanted to make a living by doing industry.

I collected from the village. I put on a red nappy and started going to the gym. Nappy
I climbed up and landed in Akha. I decided to dig red soil from Kutipe. Loud meetings
Started to kill. The hands were like sticks, no matter how hard they tried
No sound. The pressure was red. The big wrestler's ears



He inflates, so he used to slap Kanavar's strong hands. Let's get rid of this betel nut
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Towards the ears, to the curved armpits and to the sweaty, copper-clad body
I used to get energy to exercise. She did this with the help of such goblins. Come on
A group of 14/15 year olds gathered. Throwing colored goods on the mine, shutting down
With the top two buttons open, keep it in your lap
I was shocked. Dada Gari decided to do his first yoga at Ravi She's Hotel.
He entered Ravi's hotel in a daze. In your emotional state
He doesn't take money from thugs and you don't want money from him either, says Lan
Was. Eat onion bhaji, masala pav satkun. Peshal also drank tea. Waiter 36. Force
Bringing forces. As soon as he gestures, he throws these cups on the table. Mango or
The disguise was circulating on the left. The atmosphere was tight. First to the waiter and then to Ravi
It was decided to curse Anna. Hearing the sound of two feet, Ravi came running
Came. This is our first post. It joins hands
I apologize for the inconvenience and will not make the same mistake again.

I was happy and excited to see him. The time to go out comes with the sun
He shouted from behind, "Brother, I want to talk to you." I'm with this
Going to the side, he clasped his hands and said, “Brother, don't listen to this kid.
The village does not look forward to you. You're in school, oh my gosh. I thought
So I will bring you tea or na every day; But don't insult me   like that. ”
I thought his mother's words were like steps. But adolescent Maktabu -
What will she know and how will she turn around?

Let's start sweeping the floor. Mutton used to come for a kilo. Bhak tied this
I used to dance to the beat of the limbs by putting the 'key to the cloud' on the right and the tape. One of t
During the day, I brought four towers of cigarettes and a bundle of bananas.

Sawani started making beer carcasses. I don't like the taste and smell, but
I did my best to show off. Coughing, coughing, coughing.
It was nine-thirty at night. Dhagana was started by applying tape. Neighborhood or hut
Dhawa's children came from the house. He tried to reduce the volume of the tape, but the bear
I was in a trance. We had an argument. शवीगाळ
It happened and it ended in a fight. Run in fights with these kids and us
Thobad was swollen. I wanted to go home hiding Da's smell. If I found out at home, I would have to go
Was. I wandered all over the place. The limbs were fertilized. It was cold. Sleep was boring.
We reached home in the early hours of the morning. He was called at nine o'clock, this time
Eyes opened. Dhawala had come to meet Ta with her two children. To him
As soon as I saw it, I sat on my stomach. Khai Rayat is no more. But Dhawa's tone is low
Was. He could not afford the plow taken by these kids with plows and horses. He
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He was begging for forgiveness once. Feeling a little better. ThoaTime passed. As soon as he left, he got angry, but not a single word
Did not speak. The language of this silent prohibition escaped. No further from here,
No cigarettes, no noises and no cuts, he decided. I flew all over the place

Was gone. The rest of us decided to go to Mumbai.
As a child, when he was four, he used to go to Uran near Raigad.

On the way, Lonavla-Khandala ghat was being built. There was a smell from the tap. Tapot me
There was a seat next to him. Mumbai without eyes full of smell
The road was paved. The three-story building was first seen in Shara.
Uran got to see a five-storey building. I had come to see Samu there.
Beyond the community, tall gray buildings can be seen on the shores of Mumbai
Bhas hicha. Now I was going to see Mumbai-Mumbai in cinema.
We caught the Chandoli-Mumbai East bus and reached Mumbai. Along with development and
There were victories. Atebhava landed on this mower.

Atebhavan had taken a lock from the chawl in the tower. M
She was small. It was built in a corner. Small potball lacquer
And the height was the same. In the 10 by 15 foot, people were making fun of each other.
Brother-in-law, his family, mother-in-law, small children in and out of the room
Wherever it fell, the facts had fallen. But about this ass on someone's face anywhere
There was no wire. Everyone was taking turns going to the toilet. Adjacent children
Bathing is almost always a bath. It was a great day. Come on
We packed our bags and spent the night in Mumbai
We did not wander. From Gateway, Taj Hotel, Marine Island to Chowpatty
Pipetted. Do not bend your neck until you reach the top of a tall building. For a week
Traveled to South Mumbai. Sobati comes to Hani's son Nalesh as a guide
Used to be. I was amazed at his Mumbai life. This time the posh
Mann Ha Theater Yeh Cinema Dakhwal. It had been many years since 'Sholay'.

After I passed, I took four cups of my mother. Hundreds of notes were exchanged. Wait wait wait
But he did not return the money. So shout out to Vaitagun or Yavar, but one of the things is,
Where do they come from? ” So he retaliated. Never on the right foot
I didn't eat ice cream. Due to this, he had a lot of fun in Mumbai
Affordable, this is me.

Deshmukh Saheb had become a cabinet minister. Very hopeful to catch the morning bus
His 'Mua Gari' went to Banga. His PA named 'Gandhi' was from this village.
He decided to sit in the hall. Deshmukh Saheb came to the hall at nine-thirty.
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Everyone met Apulak. When he saw me, he applauded me on the back
He even spoke with appreciation, “No, son of Pa Halwana! I'm listening to you, shining in school
You are There is only one thing to say. The key is to keep it large. Know what, in the future
You will be a big government official in such a bang. If you do the same
One day you will name the plow house! ” Speaking of which
The hand went and the five hundred note did not try to put in my hand. By his words
My chest was full. Their utterances give us hope and confidence in my hair
I was awake. I casually returned the note to him and said, “Sir,
Your words are my strength. There are differences. I have passed the matriculation examination. Yours
Blessings have come. Put your hand on your back like this. And the strength to fight
Give it a whirl. ” This time I Kusuma Janchi's world is broken, but the spine is not broken,



Just put your hands on your back and fight. ' This poem was not read. But my ups and downs
The exclamation points were to the brothers. Saheb liked me or Bhaman.
They put the three of them apart and put them in the pool and a jeep drove to Dalaid Road

Left. As time goes on, I didn't take the five hundred note, so eat a lot of other notes
Get it. But the words kept coming back to me - that bungalow, that car, that splendor
The whole thing is possible; The only thing to do is to study by bending, burning, breaking, tearing
There was a precedent.

It's over. Nakal came to the eighth. The truth was, what will happen. And that day
Dawned. A long recollection of the copy in the paper was revealed. I found my number.
Out of 700, 616 marks were obtained. I got 88 KK marks and started working in 1988
Was coming. There was a commotion. The taste of success tasted fresh. Ta ya tar beh
Pleased. This village felt like a pedestal. My name was written on the school board.
My car was kept in the library. This time I fell at the feet of the local therapists. The same

From the theater, I followed the reasons for the 'Tenth Study Mother' in the 'Kesari' paper.
He did not wear a scarf. But even though the nurse knew, he caught me stealing
Was not. I have done all sorts of things for the study - in and of itself
Naragas Manani. I had the fruits of it. From now on, I would have a big loss.

The game of Bhatukali was over.
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Eleventh-twelfth

Where did the ad mission come from after the first one came out of the twenty-first to the tenth,
That was the first. Karad, Sangli and Ko Hapur used to be one of the three options
Was. I went to Karad alone by ST. On the way down, 5 paise left for Kandar.
He insisted that you ask for the money back. I'm not hurt, I'm lying

Bol took the plunge, so s. I was angry, I cried and I cried.
Seeing my face and anger, the people in ST scolded Kandar. यानं
5 paise was returned, but the route 'Karad' was taken by ST. Due to this misbehavior.



Went to Sangli. I saw the atmosphere of Val Dun College and its building, Ho Tel. But
Two from Sangli village and two from Sangli Cinema Theater College
For some reason, he refused to take the ad mission. I liked watching Rangdam Ko Hapur. 'U
Many college kids had come to May Ratam. I will be in Gho Gho's school
Did not like The ho tail of Comus College was nearby. I took an ad mission there
Yes.

College The deck will be kilometers. I used to go by bicycle. Come to college
It was awesome. Shara's experience of 'lame cow in calf' is not useful here. 'Sai S.
I am a callerbatch from the college with the subject of Vocational Subject.
Happens. But it was not to be. Engg. Farsedo landed in college
Was not. The quality of KM often began to change. Pethe and Patl
These private laces took an ad mission. Then began the run, the run, and the run.
A corpse, not a college; Back ho tail and then mess and back ho tail -
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Sheen came, Vaitag came. On the one hand, Saiya was not interested in any subject. In this
Walking, catching a bus or pedaling a bicycle with full energy
To go Yeah Al that sounds pretty crap to me, Looks like BT aint for me either. I like this
Velocity or be. The hotelier and the college were different, so the study was not compatible.
I wandered.

My comrade from Coms College took me to see 'A' grade movies
Began. Free time began to pass in unwanted subjects. Yes two groups on the tail
Were. One of the children of Coms and Sara Law. Yes. L.
B. A leader named 'Mankar', who could do that, started to feel like a role model. Let's go
हट The hut grew, the lass began to bank, and as a result the core
Began to decline.

I don't like messy meals. At home, take your mother to the ST station in the morning
I was told to send. That's how it was once. To send dry meat to mother
I was told to post to Bharat Kamble in Lasalle. That's it
His mother found it while he was washing the shutters. It burned
This mother's eyes watered while reading Po Takad. Let's live in this tel
I invited all of them to dinner at home. This is on the copper and white road of Matana
Fever struck. Bharat's mother took me close and said, "Children, I am yours
Suppose Ko is the mother of Hapur and never hesitates with Bharat
Come and eat. ” I never went back, but remembered with him; So come on
There is a pleasant smell of sweet mutton in the hands of the mother who fills her hands. Boat on college
We were preparing to make 'Fadain Code' for this. Its attic
During the process, the answers of the children were taken by chanting, chanting and chanting. Me too
He was stuck in a rahatgad like a bull. How many people from there
Like IIT, how many people went to Walchand and how many went to UD seat, like math
To be shown. Despite the setback, it was a good study in the end
Eleventh got 82T KGate and Uppala got 94TK.

Twelfth went and the fall of the study became thinner and thinner. A waste of time
So, he took a second hand luna from his father when his grandmother objected. Grandmother
This thing took a lot of time and she left this place in 15 days. Tacha
There was a lot of life on me and on me. I cried a lot, living alone.



I used to remember my grandmother like that. Bored in his lap, not his dhabhakari kusakThe smell of stuffed grass, tanned banda paya, banda paya, tat tap kari
To swallow. He had life in his heart, as a parrot should have in the world.
He was in charge of the dive. Ask for any incoming water
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To do. A Mahervashin of any distant relationship came home; Though her sari
If not, it will come. She used to call me 'Hata Yay'.
Hata Yay was the cream of the crop. He could not bear it. Every Saturday-

We started to go to the village without missing the road. Shoes began to sit in it. This mystery to Ta
Boil He and his grandmother used to have a little friction from the beginning. Grandmother's broken da g
He wanted to give her back. I thought it was very special. I don't care nowadays

I think my grandmother would have taken her bed with a new bride, but how much?
Would have been happy. In fact, the unreadable neighbors in the jungles of Sumt Kant

I don't even know who lives in Latam. The old mansion near the village used to be in Mumbai-Pu
One I, two I used to come to the kitchen; In this latam, t hehi, j, maywe ha ohan,
There is space for a computer, but space for grandparents
Would not. They become heavy. Then they have to be accommodated. This is seventeen-eighteen
The love of the year, the yearning makes the weeds restless; Leaving my grandmother at this age
Going was a wonderful experience. Slowly I recovered.

Yes, Mankardada used to take my Luna without asking. Me too
I used to get angry, but I didn't have the courage to speak. One day I read Aham Lakan's letter
It happens. There is something like, 'Don't be afraid of goons, it's easy to bend them'
It is healthy. I was waiting for Luke Mankar at the gate. He blows my luna
He took it and got down. I took off my waist belt and beat Mankar. I am
I took it off in disguise and sat on my lap.

Fleeing, I don't know. Mankar's breath went out and she sighed in my heart.
All the children in Ho Tel belonged to Senior College or Law College. Mankar Dada's trunk
In this way, Ho became the 'little grandfather' of Ho Tel.

Let's have a hot shower. Luna was pushed by the condition rather than run
I used to work hard. The license was not issued. This makes it visible to everyone
Fak's call table felt like Yama. In particular, the ST sent by the mother.
Went to fetch the box on the tand, C was caught. Phadtare constable with facts 10

The blank note used to come from me. Hemla has to tear up the receipt for the year
I didn't know.

Ravi was my partner - the son of this Sarpanch in the neighboring village. He ma
The twelfth was commas. He was elected to the college as a CR
The study had nothing to do with it. 'Let's go to Rao Mahar Road
Let's run away, 'so he told me to go for a walk every evening till Ranka
To wear. His hobby was to look at the statues in the cup show.
This is a great part of my study
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Will fill, it was not. Follow my last fragrance and kindness
Vas was living in the house. The core of their study and test is two days a week
The topper was going through this decade.

I went to Baravit, he was Anand Patal and Abhanay Kumbhar from my school and village
Both of them took eleventh ad mission in Ko Hapur. Both of them are on the same tail
Came to live. Happiness is calm and relaxed - no one's work.
Father in politics and mother in law. Happiness among the eight brothers is the last misfortune, but nowh
Lada did not spoil it. Good study, good you. Enjoy

Chauffeur was batting in the end. Even though he is younger than me, he is mine
Worried. Both of them went to Tapari to have tea in the evening
He used to say to me with a little courage,
Did the study take place? Don't waste too much time with Ravi. To you
Come on in, take a look and enjoy yourself! ” I wanted to know the hash of happiness; But
There was no turning back. Yes, the fascination of these children is different. Once
Tukar started liking Pup, who likes to play with children. Or
There is a lot of thinking about how to get involved in the study. This time of joy
To get up. I used to come to Dynamic Hall every now and then. Read the paper. Adhatasach
Used to play table te nas. At seven o'clock, he would sit down to study. I do not know
I started doing a little study out of embarrassment. Created a timetable. And 'me
I don't want to be asked to walk on Mahaar Road, 'he said.

From the beginning, there was a lot of greenery and aspects. Its father Naik
There was a demand for a college, except for Fadwa. Aishwarya and Jagad Shakhbudkaran
At home Because of this, he was proud of his lessons from his childhood. It's bustling
It was fun. 'India is my country sometimes' is his motto in college
Was hut. But in the eleventh and twelfth years, all the one-off magic tricks are off

Jha ya ho ya. This study was a combination of Anand and Abhanaya.
Anand's journey was beginning to follow in my footsteps. Ours since childhood
Gathered like that. Horses and plows, both of us, plow on each other
Wasting energy and time on how to break each other's heads;
But who knows why we met. I went to Shara's school, happy too

Came there this year. I dressed Ko Hapur on the 11th. Anandan also asked for the same
I liked it and I liked it too. Next I left Sai and went to Ats, happily the same

Track selected. I became an IPS and a wave of joy, one step ahead
IAS happened. Sugandh Chowgule became IFS, A Bhanay Kumbhar became IRS.
How could we, who are studying in the same group, achieve such success at one time; Yes
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There is a case of a toddy, in fact, it starts after the twelfth grade.
In my twelfth year, I was stuck in the middle of nowhere. Alone shore

The knot was not trying. I always had negative thoughts in my mind. Mama Lache Mama
Ko Hapur had become ad mut. Relatives who take care of his illness
Began to come to live. This also had an effect on the study. I believe
He began to tremble and began to feel uneasy about the future. To you
What good is a web site if it simply "blends in" with everything else out there? What will the house say? Yo
Will be named In the tenth, you have passed. The battle of the twelfth is easy for you
Will lose I will lose, I will lose, my career will end! And yes, if I have a subject



If I fail, how can I show it to anyone? Everyone will not laugh at me, put on-
Talk about rubbing salt in my wounds - d'oh! I used to fill my mind with such thoughts. And
We are stuck in the deepest depths, we call for help, but no one gives a hand
No - it seemed so. I used to fall down and get up.

Indeed, the first tenth and then the twelfth year of the year by adolescence
Is throwing. Growth at this age is called to the field at this time, tempted by regular gatherings,
I want to talk to my peers, I have to go - that's right
This time he is studying 12th standard. No laughing, no dancing, no entertainment, no

Games; Just table, khuch, laces, shush, matar and never ending. One after another
Sari, sari after tasri, the soul is digested. It's like 'Mother of Education'
I want to kill, but I have no choice. Parents eat food. Saves money and

Porga will be a doctor, engineer; There is a lot going on in this world. Eating mess here
Porang is digested and sometimes eaten in groups. There is no one to recover. Then 'Napas,
Failure, failure, 'began to be heard in a row, either the children get frustrated or
Faucet Can't afford it. It's fun to leave the study and cut into the towel

They appear to be killing. But if you get frustrated, the system stops working.
Abola, begins to like solitude. A sun starts to make a home. Parents or
It takes a lot of study, but it doesn't work. It doesn't take long.
The boys just don't like it. I thought everyone should tear up the study paper and throw it away
It takes. Sai Sache's faulechari whispers in her ears, dancing in front of Doe.
Feeling we have 'Run out of gas' emotionally. Let's go somewhere in the Himalayas, leaving everything beh

I think I should live someday. And yes, let's live some crows
Fragile, life-threatening stress is exacerbated and ends our lives.

It is necessary to take such a fatal decision by annoying this tenth-twelfth study
Is it right? Not original, not at all. No matter how normal the child, study
It's like 'What a bush!' He can't swim when he falls into the river, he eats gantag,
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Sinks, dies. But it can swim, it can swim, it can swim
It happens; The melody that strikes the river for this is joy, it is adventure, it is solid
It's fun. Also adept at study or any field
He has to move his hands a little, he has to play the innings. They are lazy in one place

Can't sit still. Get up, wake up, and until you can,
Keep trying until then. God gave you two arms, two legs, eyes, ears, a good body
There are forces. Whose limbs have been pierced by study or who has died?

I've never heard of it. So why give up life for this nonsense? Or instead
This is the first time I've read this. At the end of this study! Everything
It's possible, it's actually easy. He must have awakened faith. In between

We need to know the potential and taste the success that we have achieved. Nairaya
It is full, it is fragile, it is very hard. Just don't throw it away
We have to move our necks like a tiger and jump like a tiger.
This book was used to tear down the P Savja, to make a Rada, to break it

Everyday homework that sounds like a chore! I don't want to do such a thing. Come on
And new heights to be reached! Roz nav shakhar, roj navTaj! I can respect that too
Hado used to get bored. But the thought of losing this time

I used to remember my mother this time. If I lose, I lose; So what will happen to them?
How will they live? The idea was to charge my battery and I would study



लागायचो. Hello a little back; However, I wanted to do my best, use my power to the fullest
And to hit the last minute hard, this was the right decision.

Tenth, twelfth are academic pay, half pauses. In the age group
Love different things. We have to face different challenges. Follow it
Loves the hustle and bustle while. Then there's Chadu, Teddy Bear, Ba Lee
Takes. In adolescence, kites, Kate's bats, bicycles go crazy. Adolescents
Sometimes I like books, sometimes movies and sometimes Bollywood movies.
It also comes at a young age. I grew up, I like to make money.

There is a desire for money, car, bungalow. In old age, spontaneous aya macha,
It takes a while. 'Kalay ta main namah!' Physical, mental and physical

These needs are changing. They do not change, which is behind the same thing
Takes; He is rejected in the society as vaath, ekangi, veda or kalba. If
If you start liking childhood toys even at a young age, it will be awkward
If you have been Outbid, you have the opportunity to continue biddingAs a result of 'handshake'
It is called. Tenth and twelfth grades are academic disciplines that determine the status of a career.
Life is not over if we fail or fall behind. 'This is the beginning, my
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Two, the variable is still pending. '
The world is full of so many different colors

Is drawn. Beautiful flowers
Big beautiful man, what a no-brainer! Different people from the beautiful land,
Or art, Dr., Culture, Tradition, Physical Speed, Wonderful Collection of Books,

Shiny flowers on the floor and sweet children like these flowers! Age or sixty
In a year, we want to know all this; Want to play, play, dance
Yes, I want to laugh; Because life is so beautiful. Someone's tenth-twelfth
You don't want to waste your mind and body. Whatever is inside, is to be brought out intimately
And to make life flourish - like a saffron garden! Colorful, and weird, by experience
Not enough !! Beautiful references to experiences. If the foot is limp, stumbling, then ointment
To heal, to heal wounds, and to rise again, to take a long leap. But
No matter what happens, I don't want to insult this beautiful life given by Parme Ran
Not to do. The answer is no. This is the true identity of Tanai
Is. Alexander the Great never collapsed. Never a broken star on money
Did not fall. How many names merge into a group; But no ocean reverses
The river did not merge. That's what he wanted to keep. There is no success, until then the battlefield
Don't give up, don't take a nap. In fact, they are not what you see when you sleep.
The ones that don't let you sleep are the ones. Success is not achieved without hard work
And the one who doesn't try always fails, it never happens. Sand before it dries
It is said that oil also spills on rubbish. य न, य न, ज, व, संक प— हीच तर
True success is fivefold.

Her limbs were limp, her limbs were numb, her body was not supporting her; Or Helen
Keller was able to achieve amazing success. My limbs are moving, my body is strong
Is. Yeah Al that sounds pretty crap to me, Looks like BT aint for me either
Slightly rusty is the disease of Uganda; You just have to be more discriminating with the help you render t
It's worth it and that's it! Well done! And it has to be decided by the name of 'Shadi Tutu Ka Parambi'
And I don't need anyone's permission to decide that. I wanted to make a deal with Nayati
Is. By doing this, he wants to do so much for himself



Let me ask you, 'Tell me, is it your leave?' What do you want to be, what do you want to be?In your future How do you plan your life? Yes, that's right
This time around, I was preparing for the race.
In 1996-97, I was blessed with one success after another. My m
He used to jokingly say, "If you propose, it is not Madhuri Datta or Angelina Jolie.
Don't hit! ” But it was not to be. If only the twelfth was disappointed
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Stuck, the rat surrounded by the carrier could not penetrate, his own decision
Would not have taken itself; So maybe there's a lot going on. Ignorantly missed in this country

We are waiting and searching for the meaning of the life of darkness! So whatever
It 's a good idea. The wait is over; Others don't like it, Shalak

The leftover shale will fall into the tray, hen k is. Life is like a gas cycle
Is. Everyone smells crying in the same gear. Ten to ten
Journey to the peak of success on Gas! At the end of the ninth invocation of the foot

And the inhumanity we take in the field of education, knowledge! Tenth-twelfth fertile tree c
P! I have come to achieve this goal. My village as it reaches its peak
There will be no fatigue, there will be energy in the body and there will be energy in the head, just for tha
There is a need to increase the tax per day. They want to see the 'big'
They want and they want to achieve, they want 'big day'.
Every hour, every minute, every second of the day will take me to this point! This is mine

From today, from now on! Then look at how fun it is, how ugly, lazy,
One by one, the senses of love, attraction, passion, bad habits fall down!
Get up, decide and do it once. And then look पु it will be dawn again, new every day

The leaves will bloom, there will be a new dawn every day, a new sun will rise every day, make it beautifu
In the direction of boiling and stepping every day! Concerned neo-hippies and their global warming, i'll te
Light this torch of life!

The 12th year came to an end. Bhushan Gagrani came as the main water for 'Uual Day'
After passing the examination in Marathi, he came to India in IAS. Marathi
I.A.S. It happens, it's new
Javai Shodh's speech caused a stir. A success story called Bhushan Gagrani
There is chemistry. He has a strong grip on both Marathi medium and Marathi literature
Marwari weed born in Ko Hapur. Due to this tension, in fact, UPSC in Maharashtra
Mu tamedh rowli. The key to success for each candidate. The method of study was explained.
The paradigm of his notes is the low success in Marathi aid, this is our study

It was the beginning of time.
It was tempting to have such a slender, slender figure.

Watery eyes, thoughts and precision Who are you? Let's read the aspects
It was a wonderful experience. He was talking

Aa was listening. His fiery speech ignited a spark. His words
The blow was blowing on the thangi. The neighbor was also happy, there was a spark and this

And many needles burned, veins burned. Why the decision was made. Something like a thunderclap
To do.
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I was not happy at all. When the chutney is cooked by Sir Eleanor, no,
So always hit the chalk. He used to get very angry with this chalk. Nuts in this collarbatch

Everyone seemed to be in a trance. Of or
The stench in the laboratory suffocated the creature. Once upon a time in the village
You got the ball. This time around, it was fashionable to tie such a bullet.

This had to be done to connect the PCB. What me
I understood and I took a key to shoot at the point of the bullet

The bullet was fired in a few seconds. I was lucky enough to get caught and
Lead and Dashela were there, so after a while, this lead broke the glass of the rock and
Went out. Thod was saved in this. You have some information from this site
It will not happen, if we wander on this path, something like this will happen
Vai Nak Masod Hutcher K, this was revealed to me; Whatever happened, though,
I don't want to pursue a career in engineering.

He had been suffocated for two years. Already Gagrani Fatern
The commotion had begun. This turbulent test. Rejected. Not from this house
I reached 78t directly. 25 of our collar batch pack 24 Walchand
He went to the College of Engineering and went to Illinois Engineering. I had slipped. I fell
Less than others, it fell to 91 k. There was not much to give to anyone in the village.
Still, I was overwhelmed by the thought. Everyone is looking at you, you want it
They started arguing that there was no such success. Me
I didn't want to talk to anyone. The time I go to the village of Ko Hapur often begins
The passing S.T. Just caught. Its top was a river bed two km from the village.
I used to walk home in the fields without looking at the village. I had less mac;
But I used to wonder if there was any secret. In fact

Yes, grief can be very dangerous. If ever I failed, mine
When someone insults me or my parents insult me
Would have been offended; So I could not get out of this life. Or
At an early age, the cervical cortex develops. As a result, children's prices and
Often the sitter cannot play K. Many children live because of this behavior
With age, expectations are exhausted. But failure does not stop there. Joe
Faces with patience, does this with both hands; Success is coming back to haunt him
Is. B.Sc. E. Sahil, Ile Kalla Ad Mission
Was getting. But if you want to do it, you have to fill in the blanks.

Private students did not want to go to college. Gagaran's words were Dasha Dali,
This did not lead to a situation. Took a firm decision and went to Rajaram College
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B.A. This is the first year. IAS and carrot shown by Gagran
Or the ghost would not have survived.
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B.A.

Baravi has a total of '78 TK ', while PCM has a core of' 91 TK '
BA was dressed. The teacher was calling me and taking me away, 'said the idiot



Why don't you spend your life in the soil? ' Everyone was giving advice like that. But the ship
It is safest to be on the beach. This time the community was upset

The time has come for the waves to rise and the tide of success is flowing.
The whole ship was built to succeed. When not this ship
The root of the mind is to descend into this endless ocean. On Kana

It is safe, so why not plow it there? As if he could respect me
That's what happened. Let me also build a ship and fill my life ship
I wanted to get down to the group. Where there was annihilation and demonicity

Liam Yem wanted to jump. Yeah Al that sounds pretty crap to me, Looks like BT aint for me either
There was no need to starve. But the B.A. K then happened, then IAS;
Otherwise, plowing, plowing and plowing would have to be done in the fields near the village. Or
The decision was made after considering everything. As a result, relatives, teachers
My mind was not moving because of what they were saying. Fortunately, this
The father did not know much; But what the boy is doing is right, he firmly believes in it
Was. As I persuaded them to take my LAN in hand, they stood firm
Force

Now it was important to make Shada Dasha. If Shadala is in the right position
No; So the lifeboat can sail at any time, that's what Fay wanted to keep. 'Mission
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Gagrani 'was in front. If they get together, then why don't you get together? This line of Rav Nath
Remember, 'Wherever you are right now, don't give up. Do not search the country,
And don't be lazy. ' Don't scatter the land near the house! Now this

College, at a walking distance from the college — I.A.S. E ng shutter,
The campus, which is beyond the college, has a campus, a school,
This is your first post. She wants to plow hard,
From this, the golden seeds of success are to be ripened. In fact, the children in the field

They are like flowers. They have a hard land, good suya kash, good
When they get fertilizer, they boil like this, bloom like this, grow big in front of them
The lotuses, roses, and lizards of the city all fall. What happened to the farm?
Done - to leave Yungand and develop my own self. In any area
Don't fall short - get down, fight, get down! If you lose, tighten your belt again
I used to fight with all my might. No more crying, no more fighting. Hess was in the mind;
But in the face of age and surrounding conditions, it is unpredictable
Raised the colorful Maha Valayin period.

Rajaram College used to have more children. As a result, four-wheelers
Even more so. Le Charpe used to have a lot of 'evening' tea on the cart. Eleventh-
Twelve times the atmosphere of the hotel had the opposite effect on me. Now Ma
He decided to be careful in Ho Telm and entered Ho Telm. Yes tail hutlam, a
The pieces come soon. Age is like that, accidents happen. The speed of good and bad is the same
Is. Some stray to the left, some stray, and some hide

How do you do all this cool stuff? Success happens. Next up is Bollywood's Super Tar
Madhavan, which was made, was allotted to me. Madhavan used to speak in English.
I used to be very nervous. I used to smell a lot of this sauce. Mum yeh
Let's go, no, no, no. But in my mind, with Madhavan, I see the whole world
I got it. Madhavan is the son of a college boy. Come on
He used to appear in the village many times, but Madhavan was a real man. In this speech



Never, never The angle is not visible. He used to respect the child. HeI used to talk to them, laugh, sit in the cant, but like a bright light.
Many do not come I was fascinated by one-sided love. He's in college
Implement different, new concepts. Both of them are n. C. C. I come
Happens. So n. C. C. He came to Japan from this 'Youth A Saj' program. Of this
And the debate was beyond skill. He answered the children one by one
Shakvayacha. How to pronounce 'C' while speaking 'Than Yu'?

Can't answer. But this is not the case
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No. This double-seat bicycle was not used. Four engines on the ear
That is the purpose. Waqas Dhas always used to make fun of it, 'Oh my gosh,
Did the plane go out of your house? ' Madhavan was very restrained. यानं
There is no answer to development. This does not mean that he was afraid of Waqas.
The concept of Madhavan's life was different and different.
Jesus was in harmony with these attitudes. He was aware of this. This is not the case

Man sak matahi chand ho ya. Its arms are so strong and sturdy, the claws
One of us is more than a few seconds ahead of him in a fight
Not sustainable. Madhavan does not want to climb or be provoked by anything. Because of this he
It was a great day.

Hemant and Madhavan had started a course called 'JT A Minute' at the college.
Everyone wanted to talk for a while without stopping or stumbling

And whoever wins that series, wins. Next, 'Tol Mol Ke Bol' from this area
Initially, Madhavan became a super star in the southern and southern world. I remember, come on
It was the last year of college, this time for the 'Bet Rajaramiyan' award for me, Madhavan and
Let's have five girls. In fact, it is Madhavan who is involved in the extra-curricular activities
The pass was not enough, but the study was due to the NCC camp in Japan.
Madhavan had got eight cats in one year, on the basis of academic merit
This time I got the offer of 'Bet Rajaramiyan', this time it belongs to Man Madhavan,
I was fully aware of that. Sachan Tadulkar has been awarded S.Sc. Failed, so that's it

I now think that Kate's god and denial were the pattern of 'Bet Rajaramian'
Looking back. This is one of the most popular diets today
Hollywood is trying its luck. I used to visit it often when I was in Mumbai.
Its legs are still intact; I want to take a deep breath,

The desire to do and the desire to do so is still intact
Is. But what do I need to do with this palm? Madhavan or HiFi in the district and
Bored by the smell of sauce, I gave a place to the child of Canal Sable
In the middle of the neighborhood, we went to the same rural village. It was awesome.
Once this is done, remove the open rods from the other side of the hotel and scrap them. From this
He was sitting on the couch smoking a cigarette with the money he got. I got angry. In it

The 'Mankar' factor spread in Baravit and I asked Sable for an answer.
Both of them said 'Tu tu mai mai' and I beat Sable. Matter went to Ray. Soccer was on.
The registrar showed me the first 'yellow card' as a wagon and said, 'If you do that again,
So yes, I will kick you out of the tail, 'he breathed. This auspicious release of the domineering Gari in me
Was.
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There used to be a lot of politics in college. Gunda Garim Yeh Rajaram College 'G'
You used to fight like a gang smile. The G-Gang is a group of boys in the city.
Leader of Hemant Nabalkar. Ho Tel means the children of the village and their leader Vikas
Collapsed. Hemant is an amazing car. This is the first time that a village has not been waved

Shar and K Pak were. Our hotel is located on the outskirts of the city
It was selected as a fund. The 'G' gang's horn is around here

Mulamul used to have an entourage. Hemant is passionate and full of meaning
All the cultural activities of the college were organized and led by skill.
During Marama's time, it passed unnoticed. So much for politics
It used to be heavy, the stick planted by him used to be beaten at the right time after many days and he
He used to succeed in removing thorns. This time it's all in front of this

No matter what crisis arises, this time he has to come back with caution
Time wasted. Hemant continues with the best, the most beautiful and the most impressive style
He became an IPS with first rank and graduated from college during his tenure
We became friends with each other. I remember, this time it's the Gum Yam Marathon in Abaddam
I came running and I was shortcuted by our batchmate
Took, was alleged; This time Hemant grabbed his collar and held it in front of him
He was taking the news and said, 'Bhavya will never take a shortcut in life.'
Kham's faith was fulfilled in front of our diaries.

During the early summer in Musurim, Hemant called out all the Marathi candidates
The cut was made from afla. It was called 'Mahabharata of today'. In this

Ya Dhan was the hero. He gave the role of Bhima to Davledada, who had a small body
Was. Davledada's ankle was on the stage pulling the original mace. Bicycle puncture
The particle still kills when removed. The role of the product is to make it easier
It was done by a young woman and I was in the realm of wealth. The play ends with money
Runs away, that was it. North Indian officials laid eggs on us during this scene
Thrown. At the end of the day, there was a discussion in the academy.
Anyway, Hemant was the 'Chocolate Hero' of the college. Wear daily with new lashes
Do's, huge forehead, gorapan, cow's Krishna appeared somewhere in the campus,
Many of the lizards in the field were in Anaspuram and the water was high.

Haro Waqas Dhas of our Ho Tel was a Dhaskut goon. Everyday of courageous development
It used to happen somewhere. I remember, yes, let's go to the neighborhood and live in Tim
About 15-20 people had gone to his house to threaten him. Development
Twelfth goon Uya Pawar was summoned for questioning. This is the way to go
Was not. Me and my co-workers went through the mob in the ground
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Happens. Uyana knocked on Paya's door and said, "Come out of Paya, you don't go today
I will keep it, ”he said. Inside, Paa and Paa's three brothers were getting ready. Ma
He was not aware of this. The four came out with sickles in their hands

And "Wait, Uya, it pulls you out of your pocket." So these kids are scared



Broke. He and I were shocked to find out about this situation.We stopped after going three kilometers. Stop and talk to each other
He must have been arguing that he must have passed away
Reached. The heat of the water had also subsided and the situation was serious
Recognizing this, the goons had also fled. He was embarrassed by this and came to the truth
Garvela began to break the car, "Let's take a look!" So back to that
The language began to speak. This is a very important point.
"Come on, stay the night, you go home." After saying this, we reached Aa Ho Tel. Arguing
Increased. The police had reached Ho Tail. Let's find this development on the terrace
It was hidden. This is the first time I've seen this. Faujdar
Bhaltegu was in it. He hit the dialogue in the gym, "I know, is in how much
Water? ” Now he knows how development is hidden in the water
Is it cold there? After searching, the faujdar left. Our lives were in jeopardy.

The first year exam was approaching. Shamga was started under the name of Ayasa. Or
His father was on the car of the corporator. Yes
Being a corporator was very dangerous. He had broken one's arm in a quarrel.
Now the fear of breaking Waqas's limbs spread on the ho tail. Come on
On a bicycle, Vikas and I used to go to Nana's mess to eat. Let's eat this time
Change. But one day our bicycle was stopped by this corporator. From the jeep
Gundpu Bhagwan Jadhav landed in a well in Rajarampuri
Those who were wearing came down. Hook in hand. Now Waqas's limbs will be broken,
It's going to be a bone of contention for you - I'm convinced. Chain of development cycle

Was in the process of being removed. Then God called out, “Grow among you
Who? ” Waqas came forward pretending to borrow. Bhagwandada opened its left handle,
There are three types of goats in it. “One of these balls was in your name. But

Have read If Hemant Patel had not intervened, you would have died today. ” Hemant
It was a great day. His father was an MLA. Hem knows when it was set

Was not. God took a rose out of the car and gave it to Waqas. "Let it go, it's done
Don't go for less that your full potential. You brought stones for us, but you will give us flowers! ” That's it
He exclaimed in Johnny Lee's Time. Surprised by the development and my approach
Done. We also noticed that it was a bit dull. Come on jeep
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Sit down at a nearby hotel in the middle of nowhere
She was forced to eat masala. Don't be afraid, don't be afraid
From the cut came the blackened tea. We face many such associations due to development
Used to come with. Later Vikas was recruited as a faujdar and while in Karadam
Babbling to kill innocent people

K also came to light because of this.
Everyone who sits in the 'lost children' as soon as they enter the hotel or you

It starts with scoring. The lesson of teasing, of persecuting is learned.
If you slap a girl and if you cut her back or get angry
He was considered honorable if he showed a foot or a moment. Matpana in the city
No one was likely to get a girl because they did not have a hotel room.
Hanakas, let's get rid of it as a piece of cakeHe used to go to them. As a result
I used to make a few circles with a slight inclination. I often stumbled, but
The courage to argue is not high. Because the 'yellow card' is already there
I had met. And some more 'Locha Zhala', but not 'Red Card'. Because of this



I had accepted the principle of 'you are good and your study is good'. There are many green pages here
I lost my temper. 'Wa ya' was a tantrum. I remember. Once upon a time
N.C.C. The child in this uniform is called 'Caution-Left', 'Late-Right'.
He started yelling at her, pointing a finger at her and pointing at her

"Ah, look at the monkey, look at the monkey" was the difference. This time and this bhalta khajil
Was done. But soon Ka Yaku and he got a goripan girl and both of them
Roma started on the college campus. Those who fell in love did so, but their own thoughts
And there is no world. And this buzz happened. Teasing, spending time in love, left key
There is a lot of time being wasted on hoteliers in such cases

E-income. A. S. Mocha turned towards the center and the lair.
My b. A. The first year was over. Come here before you come to college

Eleventh-twelfth Ko was living with this boy in Hapur. Come on in, take a look
Unclothed in the place, nothing is collected, so B.A. What to do
There was mud in the area. Besides, Tukar Garim has already completed his Ph.D. This hooligan did

The board was also dressed. Because of all this, I came to the extreme of college
There was not much fun. The great college started in 1880
It was a good idea. I went there and started reading books, books and magazines. Next door
Govt. A. S. It was a no-brainer. I went and sat down. Preparations there
Vikas Kharge, Kash Pote. Enough number of candidates
The vein did not fill the attendance sheet on the shutter. Give me the excitement here
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The bus was allowed. I sit on this one corner in the corner and prepare here
Karna's narration was meticulously done. Along with this, I started struggling for the bus.
Every time I had tea, I began to question my mind about the test.
At first, this circle seemed to be a hindrance to my age and infirmity. But
Gradually, I began to join the herd more easily. Gholkar met Sir. And so on
Began to appear. Now I wanted to walk on this path without any hesitation.

I used to go to the village on Saturdays and Sundays. In the village since childhood
There used to be a lot of attraction for the children. The weeds that dance in the anniversaries and celebra
To feel. As a child, Lezim, the sound of drums in the Zanj squad was heard, c
The body used to be full. Halgi and Thum grabbed the contract, unknowingly stepping on it
To catch. I never dared to join the team because of my attitude. Ganpati
Celebrations, Shavajayanti, Ambedkar Jayanti, Gopalkala
I'd like to go out. The field of the dog used to bloom at this time. And FIG
And their cheers revolved around the Punch. Let's not go to the village of Marwanuka for my victory.
I was fascinated by all this. Although I went to college in Hapur, though
I also started connecting to the village. If you never get a government job,
However, it should be a mindset to socialize by organizing the youth. Muj ya,
From the beginning to the end, I was born. In the village, there are plows and horses
It happens. Watching the cut-off cinema on the flyover, eating for free at the hotel on the fly,
Dada Gari on Pantpari is the birthright of many tensions between the two brothers
Was! Tired of the horse-plowing grandfather, some traders from the village go to Shetkewadi
Began to migrate. The market was getting wet. The children who came to Ain Jawani

She was seen walking in a daze. This weed is also for agriculture
Were not useful. Sanasud used to quarrel without any trivial reason. The atmosphere in the village
Tight hi. If there is an election, then we want to get free food and meat and then what,



Previously, the road used to generate distorted charge. Our village
The police station had come on the record as 'sensitive'. Group politics.
Isha and Asuya in Bhavak were reading.

I started to quarrel in the village. I don't want Isha on this festive day
Get it. Feeling we have 'Run out of gas' emotionally
Began. Yes, gutkha eaters are not your norm, he agreed and changed his mind.
He wanted to create something in the village. Ralegan Sa and Anna Hazar
The name and what was being heard. Take a jeep with all the people from the village
Went to Ralegan Sa. Anna Hazare met. Sterilized, sterilized, sterilized,
He has made a positive change in the village through grazing and madana.
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Harvigar farms blossomed into black through 'Pani Adwa, Pani Jarwa'
Are. A separate school has been started for children with approximately academic quality.
The village is full of lakes and gold. Twenty five years
There is no election in the village - there is no fight over options. It was overwhelming.
Festivals and festivals are celebrated here with simplicity.

The other five may have met him. Everyone puts their hands on this lesson
He said, “Oh baby, I had nothing; What did I sacrifice because of this?

You have your true life. Are you preparing for the post? Then big
Yes sir. I have a blessing. But then Ma Yag. For this country, for this soil
Sacrifice all your government comforts. Stay away from behavior. Jagam yeh three
There are beautiful words, 'to love, to serve and to help'! These are just some of the goal setting shareware
Make life a mission. Everyone wants their rights. Savannah of Maat
It is easy to be comfortable. For your cause, for national standards and for the country
Respect everything you have done. Do anything for the country, anywhere and anytime
The time has come; So don't look back. Think beyond language, religion, caste
And say tolerance and unity in one body. Of your culture, of your traditions
Be proud of your environment, forests, rivers, practices and values.
Take care. Protect national property. And all the skills in you

Develop opinions. Always tell the truth. वान न Cone, humanism,
He behaved and thought in front of the members with good conscience and understanding; So
Life will never have to be put down. Live for change, then look,
How do you do all this cool stuff? ” Anna's words echoed in the door. That's it
Four of Kusuma's poems in 'Vatan Yadevatechi Vanvani', which were sung on a wall.
Let's go to the end of the line.

Avoiding work for pay was the country's goal,
Don't go for less that your full potential.
Such a public service office was not a cave of robbers,
Don't rob anyone from under the table.

I began to unite the tensions of my age. Ganesha is all good for this
I got it. The idea is to create something in this village
In the minds of all the tensions, Ralegan was going from strength to strength. पधापरी ◌ा
He did not become a missionary or a missionary; However, Nadan Faujdar, Mamledar Haich-
This was done by going to the village of Gawloba. Where to bring books, yes
Was. Ko Hapur or —I. A. S. Due to lack of regular add-ons on the center
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You do not want to be frustrated if you cannot get the right pitch so invest in a good capo. Thick thick gen
The history books of Delhi's publishers - everything was very expensive. At once

And the cost of these books was not one-sided. Idea in a dove
Came. Ganesha was all set to come. Teddy Sutter was established and through this medium
Lai Ri decided to tap. I decided to fill in the blanks.
Bhakar Bhau, Kash, Dalip, Waqas Sag sat down and made a lan. Ganesha Sawa Ya
I used to start the village in the village. Other daily watering

To call. 1000 to others. And 500 to the mouth water. - Such a statement
Decided. It took ten days. Got a very good response. Good and bad
Sangli, Ko Hapur was not called, this caused Gad. There was applause in the village. 25
There were thousands of words. What to do? A meeting of the board was held for this.
Someone will build the top of the temple, someone will build a tank for training, someone will help the gy
Bring it - put a different fever. I stepped forward and said, “Here comes the money
There is a need for books. Come on in, take a look and enjoy yourself!
Books are required for Lai Rees. This is a book of stories, novels and plays
Are not wanted. Currently MPSC, UPAC, Railways and Banks, Police Recruitment,
Books for the preparation of Aam Aadmi Party, IIT and NDA prostitutes
Want to come. I don't like a child or a farmer's child,
So let's knead or grind them all. We will succeed by doing this study.

I guarantee you will not have to bow your head. ” Come on villagers
Bhav Nak appealed with grief. I had already decided.
The four of them, Bak, said the plan was good, so they stopped. Doing no-yes
Gawwa approved the proposal.

25,000 of this collection collected. Take this ST. The bus reached Pune.
('Competition Cessation')
I was reminded of the books required for UPSC. Books of NCERT
Nowhere to be found on this road. Finally someone is cool in Vamanagaram and
If we get the information that books are available in these book tours

The only ones that were NCERT books. This is exactly what books come now
Did not know Due to this, just as Hanuman had brought Akha Pavat for revival, 8
We brought all the books from V to 12th. Large blocks of general study
Taken. Eng took many books available for improvement. Bha kar bhaunni
Manassha had decided to keep this as an optional subject.

He mentions Phiscology instead of Psychology
Was not brought. After a long time, the brother-in-law's voice was heard
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Meaning and from Sagmand Ride to Vyam J. up to all the minds
They bought it by hand. I have GS and other history books



Exactly remembered. Most of the books were available. Dalipanam
Took all the books of MPSC. I bought some development books.

We reached this village with 5 big bosses of books. From this Pandora or Bo
He was about to get the idea of   becoming a 'Saib'

Was about to be received. Gavwa will read so many books in English
It was well appreciated. All the books were kept in a cupboard in a room of the Panchayat.
Deshmukh Saheb came to the village, he told him this story with great enthusiasm,

Showed photos of this series, they appreciated us. To Mumbai next week
50,000. Take the check, he suggested. And really ours
Teddy Sutter received Rs. 50,000 from the Chief Minister's Assistance Fund. Our enthusiasm

And happiness multiplied. He built a beautiful building behind the Panchayat.
I opened the table, bought the cupboards and paid homage to the sportsperson Kamvir UPSC.
I was able to pick it up.

My first year of college was spent studying politics and hooliganism
I do not know. This year, Jagdale Saranchi

The laces are gone. Sir Gokhale was a professor of geology at the college.
Sara had started one to one las. He taught me the lessons of development
Started. Every day I used to make him sing 'Manache Kok'.

My biodata of 10th-12th marks had gone unnoticed. To
I had a wonderful faith. They taught me time management
Started. He had done an accurate analysis of who my strengths were.
“Good handwriting, beautiful layout, thoughtfulness and a positive angle will get you there.
They will succeed. ” That's what he told me. "Just add, just add," he said
I do not know. Read and show the daily routine. 'The heights of great

men reached and kept and were not attained by sudden fight, but while
Their companions were slept, they were toiling upwards in the night. ' Yes
Suvachar asked me to write on the first page of my diary. “Tula JNU,
I want to compete with these children in SIAC, Jayakar Lairi, Agriculture and University; Those boys
Ra does not sleep all night. People all over the world study like this. Khuch la magnet
They sit for twelve hours like a lava and then one step at a time
This is not the case. No one gets sudden success. Those who see success,

They constantly strive for success. Eat, sleep, relax, have fun
There is a written yam. In order for such a candidate to be elected to the post
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Preparing. Day and night with this war; Hence the Lakh Bu Naam, the unbroken vehicle
They are doing penance. What are you doing Of the day, of the month, six
Make a lane for me, get ready for youth. This is not the time for success
Is. Being thirsty will not help you. Not like Bhagirathi
You want to Do some things yourself I breathe deeply - a
Believe in yourself. You have a lot of Pak in it. Rules, habits, thoughts and manners

In a positive and constructive way. Don't be afraid of defeat or crisis.
Stay away from negative and negative people and work hard like a donkey. No.
Penn, no gain. Your identity is what you wear, what is your age,
It doesn't matter how much you weigh or how you look. So your identity - how much you

You read books, what words come out of your mouth, what is your growth, yours
Keep in mind what the store is and what your assets are - it's going to depend on you



Self-identification. Don't talk about your shortcomings. Do not remove this. Deciding for yourselfChange. Make a success of yourself and work hard to make it happen!
Get out of here! ” Sir was charging me a living.

I let out a ho tail. It was close by. A. S. This is not the case
I took it to Cote Bay in the colony. My cousin Bhimabapu also studied this time
Ko had come to Hapur. His elder brother is the father and Bapu is the faujdar
Wanted to make. Bapu became my partner. Bhimabapu was a famous poet. Extent
He had done MA in the subject. But their limit was 'Tereko Mereko'. In training

I didn't want to go and eat Tupat's mutton and slept the same amount of time day and night.
How Bapu's PSI paper bursts; And so on. With bullets and in the pulpit
To pay taxes. After 15 to 20 minutes in Lai Reem, Bapu's patience would end and Bapu
I used to go for walks in the garden. Due to Bapu's habit, he soon met 'Ba' in the garden
Bapu's study was abandoned and preparations were made to form a quadrangle.

I — i. A. S. The rules started to go in the nostrils. Waqas Kharge,
I wish I could study at the center near Haydon. Waqas Sir Heyant Salas,

Outspoken, restrained and polite I and. The method of doing all the studies
Fire or speed. I sat next to him and his calm, endless, meaningful thoughts
I didn't want to listen. Even when reading a book, read it roughly for the first time
To remove. Underline the key lines during the current reading and so on
Create their notes in the text. Touch these notes on one page
The framework was presented in a small way. Take note while reviewing
I looked at the pages, but I could see the full range of topics. Saranchi
The current reading pattern used to be precise. As soon as you read this, you will read it
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Introduction to what will be asked in the exam, main exam and interview
To do the math. Not surprisingly, he went on to become an IAS topper and an extreme in Maharashtra
He has the reputation of being an honest and trustworthy officer. I started
He started consciously trying to get closer to them. He also made me happy

Tsad Dala. Although I am a good student of 12th class, I am a student of Arts and Sciences
Yaya was appreciative of the choice, but slowly the Tukar Gang of the college approached me. A.

S. Began to meet at the shutter. Our crazy chale college used to run on this campus.
Vikas and Kash were watching as they lived in the vicinity of all things. Sir
We used to go to this mess for dinner, there was also our hotel tail. Come to college on Mays

Let's have a small talk. Our group was suppressing development.
Sir, let's stop our discussion. But yes, I do not know
You will hear, in such a voice, the towels and pieces of our college used to be heard. I
Shame on you.

One day after a meal at Mess, Waqas Saran called me closer and one
"Wait, you're going to have to grow your hair," said Bauk in a jingle. That's it
You will have to leave the family of Shavaral and Nakarath. If only time would tell

If not, you will soon face disappointment and failure. ” By me one
Go heard, “A king brought two donkeys and kept a man to shake them.
A few days passed. Fill a gad high, take a sip. The king worried
Fell. Two very similar. Takes a sip, all cold. What to do Raja Dawandi
Patli, G Dala so that someone can blow it up. In the morning the king came into the garden,

He looked taller than Saragad and took a beautiful, slow gait in the air
Was. How did this happen and who did it? An ordinary farmer came forward politely



And he said, 'Sir, I did it, I was just sitting on it, that trap
Truncated. At that moment, he flew into the sky. You're just watching. ' Oh my gosh
Leave your trap at some point. Come on in, take a look and enjoy yourself!
Don't wrap yourself in this shell. Maybe open, rich, well-designed
It will be waiting for you and me. Change of mind. Your life will change. ” By
The last thought was that it was an annoyance. In fact, 80 percent of the children's time is yes
Rhubarb, on the subject of narcissism. Therefore, the study is not done for 20 hours
Others on these so-called stone blisters! 'Sadase and Arya Tya Yakal' is the motto of Ramdas Vam
Jagdale Saran had recently learned. Come to mind if you have bad thoughts
If lust is formed, sit on the hot plate; But from this temptation of thoughts

He did not want to go
B.A. This year he has three subjects namely History, State and Engineering
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Were. One day Sir et al. I used to love them a lot, lately
I had come to meet Ahmednagar when I was SP. The time comes under this college
Why did they come up with their own answer to the question that happened for the sake of evaluation? T
I was fascinated by my letter and writing style and why they still cherish this answer.
Let it be. The state of the cotton planters was dominant. — Income. A. S. ए नग
I wanted to teach it on the screen. Extremely fundamental rights and federal concepts
I wanted to make it easy and straightforward. N.C.C. Of these 5 Mahara Battalions
He was the heavyweight of the college detachment. I'm in the CAD ATU (अलUALLING CAMP)
He started shooting and shooting. In addition to the method participants

The three-day Shabara was free to miss the evening parade.
There was a medium of engagement for the post. I am with 'CSR' this time
Padhapari was taken away. Then the 'national' that came to the fore

I read the essay on one opinion in two days and did not understand any meaning, though
Phadphad showed up in seven minutes. Satish Gurav and Maya were busy, but
I got the first one. Even with the shooting method, my forehead was three inches.
That is, in a point-to-rifle firearm, four of my five bullets are three inches long

Get it. In this too, I got the first pass. This is not the case
Got it. A photo was also printed in the paper on this day. Slowly we grow stronger

Was.
I used to go to all the vehicles in Ko Hapur. Nar Dabholkar, Shavajirao

From Bhosale, Vivek Ghalsas to Nar Jadhav, Namal Kumar Fadkul
They used to come to this feast. I used to watch a lot of movies. Ko Hapurat and Chat

Upcoming plays are also not to be missed. Cinema is not just about entertainment. My help
As the subject matter, the story told through the medium of Cinema was answered by me
To do. In the movie, Katha Sass, Limass, I am talking about my answer

I didn't try to do it. In the end, both cinema and paper are three-hour spectacles.
The more it goes, the better it gets.

I started preparing for the general study. One of my own
The diary was made. Causes of political, economic, social and cultural developments,
The photo, the information started to stick in it. I took an old diary and it contained a special day
Lahaya started. In the history of the world, India and Maharashtra

The details of what was happening were revealed before each date. Atlas is new
The car knew. Geographical and political boundaries due to this map book



Let's find out. To understand the exact comparison between the country, the state and the place
Started. I was beginning to understand new words. Be aware of the problem.
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Athasha did not want to go out of the house, d. D. Book a book on the bus
The essence of Mauya and Sundaram is still useful beyond taking a pillow
Was not. There was so much in front of the store, but what and how to do it, so that it doesn't happen

Aanguhechandar will open as 'Khulja Sam Sam'
There was no cost. Still, stumbling, stumbling, the journey had begun.

B.A. There was not much load on this study. A study of engineering support and reviews
I was preparing for my Marathi study. Of George Orwell
The novel 'Namal Pham' was for study. These are very eloquent words
Is a satirical novel. In the days of Soyyat and Shayamadh, there were clouds and clouds
The situation is presented through the water of Noble and Napoleon pigs. Or
The novel teaches Hem what a contract of support and social conditions is.
One of the topics in the study of history was the writing of history. Ancient
How to use inscriptions as a reference in the history of medieval documents

To do, his knowledge came from the study of the subject. Next up is UPSC
I also benefited from this land.

I do not think so. To study at the Ng Center
Began to go. I had to go to the college from the college campus. Then the old me
To meet “Well, you're just studying. Come on, give me time. ”
So to hug. Then all night long the hochu and dhagana used to run on the ho tail. Some
In this circle, the bar would be pushed through the bar and it would grow as big as it seemed. Ladies

Ho tail hake is at this distance so sometimes by taking the name of the child in ho tail hake
It used to be loud. Often there are also hilarious and identity parades. 'But
It doesn't go away without me. ' One night, some people vomited the same thing

Bad name for a girl named 'Samantha' from Mumbai in Ladies Hotel
Shouted. Udo Udo was happening on Ho Tel as my 'Jan, Ayasu'. For some, this
Don't like Someone beat Samantha to make me laugh, c
There was 'faith' in the shouts. On this day, my body is clean and tidy
I talked a lot in the gym. For one thing, I had no idea why she was talking to me like that.
Besides, I didn't want to give a humorous answer that she would know. My ego
Was eaten. There was also insult in front of Savas. I was embarrassed in front of all these ho tales

Happens. I decided to avenge this insult. In C.S.R.
I studied an engine on development. Come on in, take a look

"I'm going to attack Samantha," he said on Ho Tel. Samantha in the college building
Within a few minutes of his arrival, he was overwhelmed with rage.
Spoke up. She was licked. The words are instructive, of good meaning. Charge
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I was angry. I took off my feet without tearing. Many
People had heard this and my English words. It was awesome. In this pastoral
I did not understand the meaning of my difficult words. This led to the victory of Vasanansamantha
Word of it, the news spread like wildfire. Anyway, at least I didn't go down without explaining myself firs

The boys were angry and Samantha was not angry. Three feet in one stone. That's it
They make college life colorful with fun.

'Nehasammelan' is also a colorful and colorful festival. Bouncing tension, slipping
And, from the dance of the boiling emotions, from the song, from the fashpand
From Tom or a rose key on Rose Day Occur. Hint
They meet, eyes meet and sometimes the stars of mercy are pierced. Gadar Gachhi

Preparations begin earlier in the day. Rishikesh Joshi, who is making a name for himself in Marathi
Raj Bada Hemant Nabalkar used to be Horke of Henatak. This is a good idea

The dress was expensive. But I wanted to prepare for Nachga as my last year of college
Decided. Satish Kamble, the son of a government official, had gone to Ho Tel with us.
He used to have money. Sanjay's house in 'Sadak' cinema is not a house to live in,

Sone ko batar nah 'hegananful foam ye hotan. The decision to install a post on this song
Done. The truth is that HCR and
The bone marrow co-op was brought. This set up a nice dash. Some of the current tests
Don't get caught up in this. All these cracks happen just like this song. Good
Shots are not available, so it was decided to do the same on Sando B Nayan. Come on in, take a look
The show has seemed a bit unfocused in recent episodes, however;
This was going to happen to the college. She had a jacket and her clothes were hi-fi
Were. For some reason the development collapsed and the truth was disputed and replaced by the real
As Hor, I got the place of 'Sanjay The'.

In the eastern part of the village, the name of the band or the banjo on the day of Dahihandi
If there is, this is the experience of dancing to this Bollywood song. Come on in, take a look and enjoy your
I am overwhelmed by the flight, I am overwhelmed with passion; As the legs
To climb the contract. I used to breathe and breathe in and out. Because of this
I knew how to dance on it. The chat started. Come on in, take a look
All the tests are good. I was able to do this too
Soon our day was over.

I also wanted to sing in front of everyone. Let me tell you
I used to sing in the bathroom every day. I want to sing, Hema knows a lot
Was not. But if the Ranis recite the Vedas from the river, then we will sing simple songs
Can't My heart was a little too excited; But always new
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To try, not to try. What a laugh, that's all! But i can
जकलो; So I will reach a milestone in development. If lost, then a little

Will increase. Ugand is the big heart of rural children! But once alone
The goblin's bug was broken, the phone was smashed, and everything was settled automatically.
It takes. Looking back today, the happiest thing for me is my 'comfort'

He tried to move up a little bit every time he left. It means I'm old
I'm tired, it's not like that. I am the tenth Napas with this corpse step as much as today

I am free and open-minded, but I am confident that I will be able to stay abroad for a while.
Agrees with the authorities. As Coke speaks with his uncle in the clothes,
In the same vein, Javed Attar or Amtabha Bachchan get in touch with me.



Being from the village, so what happened, you can also collect anything. Zoo in serviceHe did not deliberately try to escalate the controversy. Because of this
Today, they are called as realists. Talk on the national TV channel
The show has seemed a bit unfocused in recent episodes. What if the whole 'covered fist
I don't want to keep Rs. Gad ragam ye gaan hanayachanch. Didn't sing well,
The audio of the college will decide. This time Rishikpur's 'Davana' was a super hit. Of these
'Think you don't care' had become famous. And on this tape
Kelly. Gaddafi came three days before Oakwala and chose songs and singers
Do not take. I, too, took the hotelier's mane to my first 'n tet'
Gone. What he sees is that eleven people in a row sang 'Sochge Tu Hyaar Kar Na'
Started. I was a twelfth, but with my college g. S. Dapak was Jamenis.
This will inspire Okawa, he will sing Hegan and Vasa. He liked my song

Gone. I used turmeric and milk every day to make sure my throat was good. And
Gathering day dawned.

In fact, Hapur is a small city. There will be a lot of children, so the gallery
The child was reserved for sixty. All of Ho Tel's children are our das and my songs
Gani was sitting in the first four lines to pay her respects. But of course the song
It was romantic, I looked at the gallery, I didn't try to sing in the gallery. Missed contract
No and no. Ga yala and samor malla; But let's say yes to the song
The board hasn't seen me in the meantime, so it's a good lesson
Forces. Dr. S. was placed at the end of Lyme. Bought a special GS for this song

Was. But our ho tail was in the orchard. After washing, the stars dry on the fence
Was kept. This is something to eat, so the cow bites the seat
Ate. F. F. F. N. G. found Taylor, a matchmaker, almost a match
The thug just cracked. However, during this period, everyone used to do such yoga and without it
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The songs were also about street music, begging, flying songs in street cinema. Our Dr.
It became louder and louder and louder. However, the Mahabharata fame is the same
This is Mahesh. I still have a photo of that gad rug

I woke up to be known in college for singing and dancing. Now Tasara
And I wanted to - on Rose Day, one of the girls wanted a rose. Front

There was also the idea that if a girl accepted a rose, you would
It was not possible for anyone to go back to college in Gutur College.
I didn't even appeal much, but I decided to do it. Traditional Rak Dan and Rose Day are the same
The day was over: Ko Hapuri Cha Pal shined well. Nana's 'curtain' page is an anna
He was also dead. The fabric was so transparent that the inside could be measured

Yes or no. And he borrowed the money. S. to raise a little matter. T. Near Tand
20. I put on the goggles of the duct Reban and took the first step to make love
We arrived at the college as a time-honored 'timepass'. Come to Luna on college
Be the same urban girl. Someone had to make friends with the rural children of the hotel. But
Never accidentally without a cut. He responded to my call
He used to get Tsad. Love for 'Pak Rose' Daship and 'Red Rose'
That was the sign for the tax. I also decided to start from scratch. So cooked
I decided to start. Get home on a motorcycle recently
Put it on. How can a double sheet girl sit on our Atlas bicycle?
Vachar Do was in the village. The last three can be done in B.Sc.

The child was targeted and one of them wanted to make a flower today.



Decided. Yes, the only real child in the tel. All day long
I took it and knelt behind it, but did not dare. We don't have water
Laughing, this was also noticed. It was finally time to end college. सया वैतागला व
He said, "Come with me, I will speak." Let's take this bicycle fast
Reached the spot, "Hello, a nut, yes, he wants to talk to you.

Is. ” Exclaimed. He stopped and looked at me. 'Someone
Feeling we have 'Run out of gas' emotionally, I said,' Does anyone take this flower?
I want to make friends with you. ” He said, “Hey, who wants to go? Fry
No! ” I started from the left. The latter refused to accept the flower. Surrey
"I'm sorry," she said and walked away without saying a word. Do it all day long
I ate the peeled roses with gusto. Let go of love, yours
I can't be with a girl. Yes, on such a world. Nation King, Development and
He drank beer, pretending to fall in love with it. Taghehi ma yakde 'naya hai woh'
I was watching and doing with this feeling. I remembered Kharge Sara's opening and
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From the north, the innings of Mai, Meem-Beam, Gulab-Rani were closed and the study was started, and
Study started.
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I don’t know - what happens at this age of eighteen-nineteen. The body is growing.
Needs need to be met. And it is smooth. Temptations wash their hands and go back.
I met a little hack, the car came to a halt, someone kicked me before I caught the key
Or it comes and goes red. Every shining thing seems to be gold

Happens. Maybe it's broken glass. When will she enter, when will she come?
It is unknown at this time what he will do after leaving the post. Yes, tell me
Such temptations are especially dangerous for children living in Cote d'Ivoire. Gad,

This is like batting on a season ball in front of a fan without wearing a mat or pad.
There is no one close to say 'what is good, what is bad' and because of this one
The foot goes deeper after the attraction gets stuck in the past. Energy and intoxication at this age
There is no way to know which way to turn. B.A. This year went by and
The shag burst. The interest in the study began to wane and the politics of the village,

The goons started turning towards Gari.
He had a motorcycle, so he grabbed it. It was not to be. Faujdar

He was of the opinion that his son-in-law should be killed. Come to me
Understand the difficulties, because I have about five to six feet on loan
He had sent for money. He made them big and small, he also helped them at times
The lesson was turned on. In the end, it worked. F moment
From Tukamama, a polisher, to a tea cart, twenty people from the bank

He took 25,000 loans each. A farmer from the bank came as an officer
Gaikwadsaheb used to live in our old house, when there was no relationship,
Gaikwad and Han weighed 15 pounds on their body when there was no guarantee of repayment
He took off the gold and put it on Seematai.

In fact, the border had two places on the same day - the first in the Indian capital.
He was a senior official. Good salary, comfortable lifestyle and tall looking officer
Boy! Savannah loved seeing this place. But Pari came to see Daji.
Daji also wore a feta. Dodge's farmer father and younger than us
We hope that our daughter will stay in this house as there is a water board in the village
He chose the Faujdar of Mumbai. It passed without a hitch. Loan after loan
While he was there, he picked me up from Adat Kandara and brought me a motorcycle
Dali. What is the relationship between father and son? Don't know Buwa this chemistry! I think, c

There should be only one in two men in the world.
A man who is bigger than you, wants to be successful, wants to get a name
Only the father gives blessings to the child out of compassion. The boy grew up, his chest
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It does not matter. I was selected as the 'Best Student', this time I am with my parents
What was the last thing I did? This is my first post
His confidence was heightened by hearing his pleas. Me and the university
I have to go to study, cycling takes a lot of time, I don't know
He was addicted to motorbikes and he used second hand Kawasak for me.
Bajaj brought. As soon as the bike came, my credit for college increased. In college because of the bike
HiFi boys also started saying 'Hi'. Due to this changed situation
Get tickled. The days of college were in full swing. Rose bike no
College, university, canteen, work was running out of time.

The election of this council was announced near the village. Till this time
I was sure that I would get it. All four were started. One night, no

His name was mentioned on the temple and in the village and his candidature for the election was annou
I do not know. The result was reversed. His head was cut off. It's too big
There was insult. The father filled out the application as an 'up'. I was dressed up. In the village
He used to get involved in politics, avenge his father's insults and show his strength

Yes, he did. The maneuvers in politics will take place without the village being sacrificed
Were not. Bhavak Tali started organizing all the weeds.
The drumbeat of the election had begun. Marama in the village without any reason for the cut

Let's go The police station was also named after me. Faujdar Sanjay Naqmani told me
I rushed to call the police station. I found a locust of ten or twelve people missing
I took it and went to Tha. Nakam scolded the constable, “Leave Bhav
Get rid of clutter you don't need. Do the police understand this as a weekly market? ”
Sug took off as soon as he heard the constable's screams.

I was called to Nakamsaheb or Cabinum. I had an old acquaintance.
He was instrumental in organizing the event. Except for the weeds

He appreciated the fact that Ganesha made Lai Ri from this song. What in the village?
This was also done by Savacha. I was a little scared, c mine today
Will there be a different government? He ordered me to sit on the couch and have tea. In front of me
I received a telegram. “Brother, listen carefully to what I am saying. I
He was arrested without any notice and was arrested
Would have. Do you put pressure on me by bringing ten or twelve children from the village? Who to fear
Shows? ” I love you. The eye was down.

“Look, the whole village looks at you with great hope. 'Father is a man of God.' You come
Dad has eaten a lot for you. This is the starting point of your life.
I have placed a secret on you, that your study and straightforward way of life
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It's over. Yes, it will. You are a good organizer. Nor will there be a big gangsterism.
You will be a leader, but all this is unreliable! Come on, what are you going to do today?
You're going to go this way, you want to follow that path. Guha was admitted, by your father
As a government official; What will happen? The End! I am right
You have been called before Pat's call. Let me explain
I will tell you, you did not fight like that. I will convince them of your name
Will not be allowed to enter the FIR, but all on one condition - you stay up all night.
Wrap up and go to Ko Hapur. You will not be seen in the village during the election, come to the polls



The day will not come. You're angry, Dad, you didn't get it,
Take out the rage on these books! Do the study to break the life! Bow down and give to yourself
Show the village - what a thing you are! And who can you be! Hey, if
If this happens, thousands of such elections will pass under your feet!

Be wise and tell me what I want to do! ” Kadamba ni in the sixth category
That's how I fell asleep with a noise under my ears.

Nakamsaheb was talking like D To Kadambai. His stones were strong. Or
Playing with fire at this age, she was a life saver. I got up quickly.
Nakamsaheb was humiliated and left without saying anything. Without my eyes
Nakamsaheb knew what I had decided. Ko Hapur reached.

The study began. The final examination of BA was held in three months. My m
Patner Khandekar was also in a hurry. Good marks this time and year
He had done it. One day I fell asleep exhausted. All of a sudden

When he woke up, Vikas Dhas and Khandekar were fighting. "It simply came to our notice then.
The village is very busy in politics. What's M.P. A.C. Does.
In the university, there will be a cycle ride on a motorcycle. Look at the lime on this nose

Why don't you get the first number in college! ” Let Khandekar's words be like boiling oil
Pierced my ears, I felt dizzy. Be aware of what happens to us and what happens
Came. I had left the IAS and Ingen Adag mission and came to Ats.
And the average kid in the attic was talking to me. Now mine
Escaped. Insults, failures and defeats are also necessary in life. Because of this
The fire awakens in you or the pride, wakes up and then stands up in you
Strong and courageous man! As long as there is no success, there is no happy sleep. Study
This is my field. This horse race will not kill the strength again, this is not done by Matta Do.
Did. Enthusiasm and energy flowed in my hair. My mind wandering bike village
Sent. Dad was told to market it and three months like Batman
Tweeted as Tweed tweeted, studied. The whole study
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Finished. Revised and finalized BA. The paper was on the floor. Very
There was no harm. But the answers are not in the background. The difference is preserved and
In the course of history, history was made in the college. We came to the university first.

B.A. This copy was lost. In addition, the village is also on behalf of the Panchayat
Was accepted. Plow bhakkas, 'Our bhav will be a collector,' such
It was a wonderful experience. Madhu Lad from a neighboring village also came to Sakara
Were. In this ignorant front door, some crooks had filled the circle,
“Deshmukh Saheb is now the Cabinet Minister. You go to them and tell them
Shavaji and Vice Chancellor of the University. The Viceroy has a red car, a bungalow

Yes, that's right you can now become known as a Lord of the Rings! Madhulad also agreed. Corporation
It is more important to be a vice-chancellor than anything else. Due to this, he did not support Deshmukh 
This demand was also strongly emphasized. At this time Deshmukh Saheb has given him a seat
It has the largest mandar and its vice-chancellor should be highly educated

I was convinced that. It was a good idea. Because of this
Bhav came first in the university, so he became a very big man

Speech knocked. Explaining that Bhav too has hit a big horse race with them
Passed away At the height of their expectations, they sold half an acre of upland land
Removed. Now, Bhavya's education should not be diminished, he decided. Now



I was embarrassed. The responsibility had increased. People made fun of meWas announced.
There are three 'categories' of those who study Padapari - self-proclaimed,

Public Declaration and Commission Declaration. From the first two categories to the hundred in the same
One arrives. ‘Saib’ happens. The village is approached. MLA, MP father-in-law
I meet him and then by mistake this swallowed gentleman came to the village, called him 'Baslari'.

Water does not accumulate without AC. Its children speak English fluently and
The wife appears in the imported text. What about Bak? As we get older, our hopes are dashed
Are. These responsibilities come to the village, tired parents start to remember… then
Trail back. This 'bull' has studied all the happenings in the world even on the farm
Becomes useless. Fear that your past will be like that of a bull

Mana was in one of the corners. I knew, c B.A. And that too in history!
Even if you remove the first number in the university, you will not get a simple job anywhere.

The State Government of Mumbai (SIAC) listens. From here every year thirty-
Forty UPSC These last memories were flashing. M.A. in Mumbai and University

Disguise and S.I.A.C. I wanted to prepare for UPSC
He decided to reach Mumbai.
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M.A.-Mumbai and University

Where Chakramane seeks employment, Bollywood marks 16-year-olds,
A total of one opportunity to get a copy rate where the important ones join hands;
I wanted that Mumbai as a land to give me the toughest test in India.
From being recruited in Gangworm, to becoming a millionaire by doing high collar rhyme
Mayanagari, which fulfills all the desires of the people, is a part of UPSC
Was chosen for the tax. Many people choose to go to Delhi or Puja
Was. But I was fascinated by Mumbai. In fact, before the Memoirs
I had decided to go to Mumbai twice. Gawakad or S.T. Just sit down
This smell of Mumbai often lasts for two days. In Khambhatak Ghat
The traffic was light at this time of night. In a crowded bus
Washamb never felt nauseous with snoring. Long queues
Was. Yeka used to stay in this house for a day or two. New clothes, legs
Wandering till the break - such a ten-twelve day vacation
Used to be.



After graduation, this process ends. Nanabai Chandshan took place, blessings of mother and father
Took. He filled his stomach with a book full of books and built a fence and prepared for the procession
My turn to do Chandoli-Mumbai ST. The bus did not stop. S.T. Just go to this place
The village had come to me. Next to the seat of Makhle by Pana or Pachka
We reached Mumbai by train. Bhandupala Ateb Hani landed at this house. Come on in
In this, Ganguly was financially well off in our waters in Mumbai. Big big
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I felt hesitant to keep the books in my house.
This was going to be another burden in the house. But it never got in the way

No. Instead, he opened the small dining table for study.
It was decided that MA would be admitted in the university. Come to Mumbai first

Someone used to accompany the elder while traveling. This was the first time I could smell it.
I came to the railway station with a bag of certificates and to go to the university. In the local name

Climbing and descending is a test. Mumbaikars find it difficult. But outside
Remains behind the account and trail. Tried two or three times and failed.
Finally, we entered a low-lying area. If you look at it, you will be moved.
Let all these people look at me with anger. The box was reserved for me. Panic-

Terrified, I got down on the platform behind the next station. Descending
While he was there, the constable caught him. Sweating, I started saying 'no yes'. The end
I realized my situation and I am not a street traveler,
He also agreed. He is also a native of Bachara village. “Hey, I'm from the village, so
That's what I wanted to say; Did you get the job? ” That's mine
After thinking about it, he put me in the General's seat. In this case

Suddenly I was looking for a place to put two legs for myself.
From there we caught a bus and came to the Kalna campus of the university. Etc. Inquiry in the history d

Reached by doing. The children's group had gathered for the ad mission. Phadphad Engg
I also found it difficult to communicate with the speaking clerks. J. Karinam Ad Mission Form
Filled. Find the names of such teachers as Mary Dossell, B. Maloney, George Cam
It seemed as if Paan had come somewhere to study abroad.
The hifi kids who came for the ad mission were looking at me with a little smile. I
We went to Kant Nam, ate the half-fried knife and started returning. Four
Days later we arrived at the university with the same smell. It started to rot

Was. My name was at the top. I felt a little heavy. The chest swelled with pride.
In fact, there was a discussion among these children that, in history, 74 TK

Who is the plowman named Haguri? Some people point fingers at me
Shown. In the history of Mumbai University, 'B.Lus' is more than 55% marks
Getting it was the big deal. I was rewarded with special merit.
In ancient history, 90 marks out of 100 were obtained. It was hard for them to digest.

Mumbaikars from Pan and Vapitha are laughing at me and blowing my whistle,
Hem was feeling.

Madam Ray Dossell took the first step. Names and identities of each other
Don't give up. Sawani introduced HiFi Injit. I have my name, marks and
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Vapith Gavaran Injit Kasambasam Sangal; He laughed at this. I come
This is the first time I have been so embarrassed. But put your own understanding, where am I here
Want to live in it? My pandhari is different. This is what happened to me
I don't want to lose myself. We got a little wet and came down. It was raining outside,
So next to Osiri he was waiting for the revelation. Then a loud noise from behind the text

Came, “Hi! You're right, right? My F Sucheta! ” Look at this tall girl too
M.A. was disguised. I was offered a job in Cantt. Eng
I did not refuse, fearing that we would have to speak up and make a mistake. At the same time
From behind, Avnash made a noise and the two of them shook each other in the pouring rain
Kant went to Nakade on foot. I stared blankly. This is your first post
Hema had come to the right place, which is the biggest obstacle.

I wanted an ad mission to Ho Tel. I was dressed in this ho tail, that
Not in the vicinity of the university but on the 'B' road to Chachgate at Jagath Shankarsheth Ho Telm.

Yeah Al that sounds pretty crap to me, Looks like BT aint for me either. But 's. Income. A. C. ' That is
State Government — I. A. S. The nugget, which is the white of my righteousness,
I was shocked to learn that she was a few miles away.

I rolled up the fence and reached the basement of Chachgate and Vapitha. Two of them
I Patner North was Indian. Dangwal O Rasacha and Puneet Chatuvad Bhopal! Both Law

Came to Mumbai to do. Both were talking parrots. Throw away the stuff and have tea with Dangwal
Yayla went to Tapari in front of Suddenham College. All this from Chachgate to Mumbai

'A lat' and its part. Don't go for less that your full potential
Was watching. It was the first time he had come to Mumbai from Oras. To him

Every girl looked like Madhuri. If I bite it, it makes me Indian
According to the provisions of the Constitution, the right to see anyone, anywhere, anytime is fundamenta
He started saying something that is in force. I am on these fundamental rights
Trying to explain that there are some moral controls. But he broke all the bonds
Java had come to Mumbai. It is necessary to stay a little longer than this,

That's all I understood. Puneet was the opposite of this. He even took these kids closer on the road
I used to ask them questions, I used to feed them tea and salt. Come to this meeting

Was. As a result, he spent hours on issues such as democracy, law, society and ethics
Marie. In the midst of these chavaks and vaas, there was a jugalband. I d in the book
Khupas did not try to gain unity. In the end, I listened to this
I met him and asked him to meet me. In this I am preparing for UPSC
Yes, that's right. He called me and inquired. In this case
The preparations for the service are in the minds of the people, Hema realized. By Ma
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The department head took a step back. It 's just a matter of time
Forces. Sweetly speaking, I'm walking in the university, I'm patching - so
Taken from this. I opened it with water. In my place of residence

This prevented the incoming hammer. I was preparing for the post without studying for MA
Yes, that's right you can now become known as a Lord of the Rings.
'Don't beg, but wait,' I thought. I got the facts



Showed the basket of bananas. To stay with two diets who are fans in this world
I was left with nothing. As soon as I become a fan, except common

Bath Mum also had a shower. These two wonderful pleasures in the village or Ko Hapur
Don't get me wrong. Stand under a shower in Mumbai's Uka
It was a lot of fun to sleep under the fan, which was full of pain.

I don't study with these partners on Ho Tel, so I have to find a solution
लागलो. Tactical skills in the Maker Tower building near the hotel
I became a member of Lai Ree for tens of thousands of rupees. On the first day, go to Netanyahu
Went to study in Lai Reem. Extremely pleasing pink when inserted
Feeling cold. We sat for a while, but our bodies were full. Began to squeak.
How can it be so cold here? Half a pound an hour

We could sit without rubbing the cassava limbs. Lay out of the way; So
The same Ukada, the same gum. I thought so. Finally, out of curiosity
I asked the Marathi soldier to stay. He was staring at the tobacco
He said, "In this case, there was no cold air from the machine. I came from the village

Buff la hantanya pedhan! ” I have become accustomed to such insults and insults
Was.

We reached the tail on foot. The sound of Sai Baba's Aarti from the neighboring building
Was coming. Reaching the garage, we reached Baba's house.
Bhava heard Aarti. It was Thursday, so it was really rice for me.
I was very hungry. Aarti Karna took another bowl from Aunt.
I had eaten something like chakar for many days, otherwise come to the tail
Pulses are low and water is high
Was gone.

In fact, our study so far has been jujube and varkarani, slowly
It started coming. This time. K. The history of the past for the future

I started reading the book, at that time I understood many of the words in English
Was not. Until now, Deshmukh had read the history books written by Pawar. In this
Emphasis was placed on U strategy, interesting battles and stories of kings. Now speed from this angle
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Etc. The history had to be read. Farmers, laborers, traders, economists and so on
What the society was like is about the people at the grassroots level, their income and
I wanted to study the social context. I didn't understand, but I kept reading. One by one
Ten to twelve words of English stumbled on the page. But put it in front of the dictionary and the meaning
Pay Sali started writing on the book. Because of this, there is a lot of paperwork
While studying, it seemed that the number of words in English began to increase rapidly. ट श
Cold and foreign weather did not allow you to sit still, so do not sit in front of the hall.
In this case, Kasabsa got dressed. He grabbed the corner and started the study.

In the morning, the M.A. I used to go to this garden. Wako to Uttan Kalnachi
Just caught. Here, too, the level of historical study was at an all-time high. New
I was not happening. Because HiFi Mumbaikars are adamant about this village

Maybe or maybe my Yongand didn't let me go. Do it sticky
I used to come with coconut oil, so others didn't like the frizz of my hair.
I finally got one. Jay Bhosale, son of Seva Navru ACP. This took me to Mumbai
He started learning how to live, how to speak, how to behave. Even at home once
Took away At home, he introduced his father. This time by Dardavani in this chorus



I asked, "What, will you have some tea?" I was shocked to see the edge of this sound
I just liked it. Adam recently arrived on the first floor of the same building

Sonali used to stay. They may have lost their temper at the train station; This goes on and on
Let's wait and see. You will get to see it, so come often
I also used to stop at the end. But our medicine came with its own good fortune
Never came horizontally.

PSI / STI This exam started with MPSC schedule.
IAS and was brought. I wanted to kill a tiger, does a rabbit die?
I wanted to see, so I filled out the form. Took, read and tested two or three Baja books.
MPSC Climb the building in this photo and look at the copy of the tathala
It used to be. In fact, the Bank of India's board on the ground floor appeared, c

It started to throb. But for the first time MPSC. The memory of Nakala on the board
Find the number. P.S.I. I had passed this pre-requisite for the post. This
The first step was success. He got strength in his body. We grew in faith.

The main examination had a duration of two months. General Studies and Language
I had to take two papers of options and five. Near general study books
Was. Leela Gowalkar's 'Character of Marathi' for language and 'Rain' for English.
I bought Maatan's book. He started killing. In the context of Maharashtra
Of text or text. Combining the ideas of social reformers with birth and death
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Inserted. The 4th or 7th caller shop of Bauk Chach should be in the middle.
One by one, the subject came to an end. The study of Padhapari is called 'Veterans' in Jammu.
Taxes are like this. Often you like to do only one exercise.
It takes a habit. Then the doers point to the weight zone. Some in Wet Area Corporation
Some people don't like to exercise their legs or get bored. Then
Exercise only one navel, the body is awkwardly shaped. Topical meltdown
The shape comes. Then it doesn't make sense. The examination pattern was also changed by MPSC.
P.S.I. This main examination is of a variety of subjects like agriculture, agriculture
Solid boa veins and incomprehensible subjects were raised. Except for topics or concepts
To understand from Marathi, this was Wadi Nanayam. The same thing happened to me. General Tudies or
I got bored of doing things like health, agriculture or agriculture in the study. Love it
Study with emphasis on the subject, the disliked subject will take your wicket. That's it

PSI, STI Main Examination and SIAC Entrance Examination One
Come on day. In other words, my S.I.A.C. This entrance exam was preferable.

S.I.A.C. Read the GSC cut of UPSC for this dress.
UPSC The main exam had to have two optional subjects. S.I.A.C. Or
Except for the degree subject in the previous field, the current subject
And I had to solve something. Note the preparation of Marathi by Gagrani Saran

Due to parayana. Due to the preparation of these two exams, I am very much from Maharashtra
Couldn't study. The result was expected. P.S.I. My 3 in this main exam
Makani flew away. I got 210 marks and I got 207 marks.
I passed the SIAC disguise. In two groups namely Day Caller and Ray Sudant
There was a choice. I was chosen as Ray Sadat. I was in the premises of the organization

I found a small honeycomb in the house.
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S.I.A.C.

S.I.A.C. I.e. State Government Service Institution. Mumbai or six husbands Shawaji
The beginning of a small organization behind the text of Jhunka-Bhakar in front of the mind.
It happened when Vasantdada Patil was the Chief Minister. Examination of the Central Public Service Com
By giving candidates in Maharashtra in IFS, IAS, IPS
Preparations for the raid are carried out here. I am in this reputed government body
He was admitted in 1994 to prepare for the pre-season.
And the space of the universityMe and me I said goodbye to Patans

S.I.A.C. He put up a fence on the tail. Langhi was my partner. Butka,
Timid and less talkative. Coming from the same field as me. 10 by 10 feet

The two of them kept hitting each other. Chhotekhani Mum Yeh
Tables for reading, drawers, cupboards for books, rustling fan and front.
There was a big rock near Harwal. The environment was conducive to study.

In the beginning, I was forced to sit outside in the corridor or in the gym. Tathemuya
Passed the exam, passed the interview, got the post from MPSC
There used to be many Rathi-Maharathi. There was also Payush in the neighborhood. This time Payush's f
Chief Secretary, except for me in IAS! As a result, many people call it red
I used to come to meet him from this car, I used to encourage him, I used to come from Thomas to get cof

Good food used to be brought. Let's meet at this tapari outside the gate
Satisfaction was considered only with cut tea and vadapav. We too were criminals.
Because of this, if Payush becomes an IAS officer, then at least you will have to become a criminal,

I used to think like that.
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Most of the students are crazy - some crazy, some crazy
Some are crazy, some are crazy, some are crazy and some are crazy. Everyone had different hobbies. So
Many were hiding you too. Want to get out there?
I used to wear it and study it by myself. In this age I am old
Becomes smaller. Because of this, I don't care if everyone looks at me like a crow
Feeling we have 'Run out of gas' emotionally. Haushe, Navshe and Gavshe also met in this Pandhari. Every
Let some people do magic tricks from this afla. Done by Bapu, K. I.P.S.
I will not put a foot on it till it happens. He had also printed the Hijjat card and
The space in front of the name was blank and while giving it to Hekad, 'IPS.' Come on
He also warned us to understand that it is going to take place in space. This time you know
It takes days and nights to figure out what to wear and what to wear at the same time.
Was working hard. The house was buzzing, so Bapu Chang came to eat at this hotel
Took away Its incarnation used to be like Ma Bhaka. Except for the moment
Not to be. Once he comes out of the hotel after dinner, he gets up, this time
A man had kindly offered him a two-pound note. Asa Bapu
Next R.T.O. And later with UPSC. Get started for this interview
Was done.

Annihilation in Sara. Tenth-twelfth is in the boat, even in the tenth. Mine
This is not the case. After this evening meal, SIAC Follow this lesson

I used to go to Azad Maidan to pay taxes. The third and third sects stand in the field at this time
Used to be. Chucker always teased them. I didn't get hurt. One day
Three or four people were killed by third parties without a chakra.
The. If it is destroyed, "What, Shah Khan, don't show your flirtations now!" As such
He also touched this limb. The limb was destroyed. Come closer this time

However, the police went to the constable and called him, but he was still breathing.
'Use it to roll up your sleeves.' Hanat also insulted. Not four
Please tell, whats the story of them big puppys ..... He did not want to lose his temper. Such
Respond to the water and water pollution in public places
He also decided to ask. Destruction and I became DCP zones

Off some time. What if you look there too? Even under the auspices of this police measure
Let's get to the bottom of the line. You will not get any appreciation for it and your dal
I am sure it will not happen. We will go to the right height this time, this time

Think of something that will strengthen your whole body on the road, Moog
Let's go. In 2007, he became the DCP at the same time

Mumbai's Chajghetla, this time there will be no roads on the road, he said.
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There was a step.
C.S.T. The station is called 'SIAC'. It was a small, quiet campus. In this

Adjacent to the normal Azad Maidan, the barracks should be from 10th to 12th. Yeh mum yeh



Three or four people are sleeping in the middle of the book or by inserting a stick in the bookHe used to sit in the corner. Every time a different face appeared on me,
This is because the number of parasites used to be higher than that of children. Called 'Bagade'
Yes, he was a tail warden. Increased beard, wig, shirt, long forehead,
The sound of the mountains. They are less government servants, while the gangsters in Mumbai are more
To feel. Good man at heart, this made the parasite's ass look ugly; To keep offsite though.
There were many good places to study. But the S.I.A.C. Or
I used to sit on the bench under the shade and study.
In the middle of the manna, under the folds of the air, which makes a loud noise, the lungi-

Army translating Wajiram Rao's note into Marathi
To appear Coming from a mild, but fertile head and hot fun

Animals used to appear here doing new yoga. Many also had complaints. Ravi
Gaikwad should reconsider this incident in the country, hence the new draft itself
Lahaya was also taken. At this time, there is a constant discussion about scams in MPSC

Let's hear it. As a result, some people left the study and filed a writ petition in the High Court
Preparations were made for the tax. Hemant doesn't even know where to go in Mumbai.
But when the night came back, he used to boast of such greatness of Krishna,
He used to take care of his lungi and not try to digest his flatulence.

I had read while studying Marathi literature that Kabha is the sister of a madman.
In a nutshell, the SIAC is the mother of such newcomers. P
Pandharim fills up every year. Some of these are beginners, while others are startling
Are. Some are name filters. Some are very hardworking. Of the situation
Who cares about the smell of life from this sailing ship?
Many people do not know. I was one of them. Relatively low
Stronger, younger, less experienced! This will integrate into the realm of the living here
Hi. Fear of suffocation, sometimes even going crazy

Feeling we have 'Run out of gas' emotionally. When you can play a new one, you can hear a loud noise
Fall; That was happening at the beginning. The exact melody and rhythm could not be found. Of study

I was trying, but I couldn't get inside. Shah Sir, Gholkar Sir etc. used to teach history;
They used to go a lot. Vajaya Raja Ya, Ramesh Tadulkar used to teach Marathi. Or
Nice to hear the time; But I started writing it down on my own
No. Kamlesh used to review the help by smoking cigarettes. I wanted to know a lot
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No, but he used to discuss passionately and pretend to be a scholar.
This time the tension would increase, then I would go and talk to Langhi. This is my partner
Bachara was a little slow and talkative. This is because of the physical comparison

Feeling we have 'Run out of gas' emotionally.
Let's have six or seven girls like Thorad in our batch.

Many of them seem very upset. Line in front of telephone booths in the evening
It looks like a sack that encloses with a drawstring. Successfully get out of this miserable situation
Falling was a game of Shaba along with Par. As a result, no child from a middle-class family
There are a number of steps you can take to begin the process of preparation for mediation

Takes. 'The age of dance has passed, and you have become a master, but you have authority
Would a wise wife like a son? ' Such arguments had to be dealt with at home.
As a result, the already bald and unhealthy situation has come to the SIAC.

Let's see more hands. In this, the father of a Damayanti Jache came to Mumbai by mistake
Govt



Growing in the atmosphere, the self-cooking mat cooks in front of 800 of us
To land Yum or Suvasanam S.I.A.C. Every now and then
A lotus should be boiled in the swamp, as if it had been crushed or passed through you. Come on
Aamir Khan gets a colorful impression in the field! Someone with a stomach ache
I used to try to scratch the floor in front of him by putting on a sheet of cloth. But that's it

Not to be outdone. Study for three to four hours on a regular basis, without interrupting
By the way, three or four of the many people who keep an eye on him on the go
Bola used to go around studying for days. Hi Hi Fi

Go Chi was followed by a discussion. This step is in the hands of any of us
Our hopes are dashed, even though Savannah is sure that it will not happen.
Its red color is around 800 and it is next to the front seat

I used to take a sip of tea and think about whether I would be able to sit down. Me
Remember, coincidentally, S.I.A.C. The big, old branch of the tree in this courtyard is broken
He suddenly fell on the cooked car. Many people have touched this on this day

The car was celebrated without water. It didn't matter to her. Floor
The red car drove away and lost its way of life
And the car, which was stuck like ours, passed behind me.
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UPSC Come on

NCERT's books, Tata McAll's good deeds, GS's cut and
He started a daily battle with the leftist books on history.
I didn't understand much, but I was reading. In the end, two or three verses began to make sense.
Gradually, the study vehicle started coming to a halt. UPSC Options of this antecedent

Are elongated. 150 of the general studies in our time 120 months
Had to be solved. My alternative subject for the past was history. 120 of Tahasa
I wanted to solve 120 in Nata. It is only in English or in Hindi.
This helps in speeding up the process, understanding it and making the right choice
I was preparing for the pre-selection with the selection list. J A, B, C, D used to be options, too

There used to be perforated leaves. This made it difficult to solve the paper in time. This time



The nuggets had not started. In history, it is above 120 out of 85
And GS used to get 100 marks out of 150, which was a sure sign of success.
I finished the book of Anahoi Chai Tahas with a bang. Under 'sub ton'
J 'or J. N. U.S. His assessment of the history of the masters began
Was. Ro Mala Thapar, B. Pan Chan, A. L. I read Basham's history books,
Experience of unprecedented developments in medieval and modern India

Began to come. What to read for this exam, what to read
No, it used to be very important. This led to Basham's 'The Wonder That Was India'
I used to read only three chapters in the book, 'Samaj', 'Dham' and 'Rojche Jeevan'. In the Maui period
Ashoka on this inscription If you ask, then 'Ashok and the line off
The edit at the end of Mauyaj's book was read aloud.
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This is exactly how the study started. In SIAC on the basis of pre-examination
Let's start testing. The core of my history started coming up as 65/70. 'A little
If we insist, it will pass this year. ' Words like that
Gholkar started listening to Saran.

Gholkar Sir is always smiling, restrained and encouraging. Ko Hapurla Mazha- yancha
Was introduced. Why did I bother to meet him this time?
I used to go to this house. He never bothered to meet me

Not bored. Explain the problem in a hurry and without hesitation
I often had a bath and tea. He could not even give a kiss or a kiss
He never said "yes" by mistake. Sir was tired and S.I.A.C. Up to

Yayla used to be involved. It 's still coming, it' s like a fact
When the time came, he had to explain it until he was completely satisfied.

Sara's approach was simple, straightforward. Due to this, Shah Saran's' heavy and
Dissolve the aha palmers who are fed up with the perfect style of explaining the number

Sir used to feel like 'Otra Sus'.
Why did Davali meet Saran and I used to work for him? Come to the four corners

Sa lived in the city. This is a common settlement of Satara-Sanglikad people.
10-by-10, two-storey small locks with a five-story building complex
I wanted to experience the atmosphere in the village. I did not come from the village
Let's come here and show off that the girls have become modern. As a child, I
Chakarmani, who used to work in Mumbai, used to come to the village at any time,
This time it was something else. White shoes, white pants and so on

There used to be white Mae Chug sandals too. Why this color in G, matching this color itself
He used to walk through the village market with a muff cha re do. Often this time
He used to have a bouquet of roses on his white shirt. Or come

There used to be tiles like Dev Anand, Jat or Mathun Chavat in Jawani.
To Chakarmani Baba, the wife of Kasotawa and the daughter of Zagawa in the village
Let's take a look around. I loved this tile. But this time to Mumbai
Come to the village of Ten by Fifteen on the left side of the road on Alo and Dalaid Road
When I saw the heroes in the middle of the night, I was disappointed. Handcart all day
These are my brothers who have broken limbs by running
They were seen lying on a cushion between each other, lying on their backs. I
While studying, I used to remember the line lying dormant and if you fail
If it happened, we would study harder for fear that our number would increase in this queue.



As the exam got closer, the frequency of tests started increasing. Once upon a time
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I got less than 50 marks in the test. I had this problem, because of the exam
I was overwhelmed. But I also had faith, so I answered again
Requested to see. If I checked, I got 72 marks. Why answer each other
Candidates were the only ones to be checked. Where did my answer come from?
My name was reduced by 25 marks. I went and asked for an answer. He 'tat
He started giving reasons for doing pop. My hands from the village to teach this lesson
Had begun. But he called for restraint. This makes me angry
And the leaf came out. I used to go back and forth every day while preparing in the face of hope and desp
As a result, on this day, our faith collapsed again. Don't go for less that your full potential

It was a loss to get ready and put on a funk. Joma started preparing.
The main exam of the previous year was canceled. Like a mess in the house

As it was, the S.I.A.C. I almost started the interview. Passed, that
He got out of the corridor and got into a new situation. Interviews in preparation for this
Many people from Nagpur and Pune joined SIAC. The atmosphere became interviewed.
Mock Inter's panel began to sit in each mum. On national, international developments
Chach ya ma fali jamu lag ya. A ticket was being called on A ticket manus.

I had gone to sleep. Here's how to tie a tie
The real work was going on. Out of curiosity and curiosity, this newcomer is in a hurry

Used to see Next year you will also get to climb this boh, this tick
Hi come Avanash also passed the main exam. From buying these clothes to big-

I used to be with them when I went to the authorities for guidance. Come to me
It was mocked by Inter Io. I grabbed it, too, on the mock panel

Want to sit down and ask. I had also prepared for it. My baby's stomach
I gave a sigh of relief. “Waas, you wanted to bring us some tea and water

To work If you have an interview, come and sit at the table. ” श द
Z was made, but it was also true. I used to be in the air often and blink because of such association
J was coming to mind.

UPSC Right, the idea of   taking the MPSC exam was in my mind.
This year MPSC In this Jarati, 18 posts of Deputy Chief Minister should be filled
Yes or no; In addition, there should be over 250 posts of Accounts and Accounts Authority. Because of this 
However, in the hope that you will get your number, the state service form was filled. In S.I.A.C.
I had to study MPSC secretly. On the one hand, by dressing up there
UPSC The standard was to keep it the same. Besides, what are you reading?
Others wanted to peek. If MPSC's book is in hand at this time, it will be a shame
Hi hi This often leads to re-enrollment of books or UPSC. Or l
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The study had to be done by keeping small books in Marathi in Katam. Four months ago



PSI The main test was given. Due to this, the pre-service paper of the state service is very preparedIt went easy without it.
The actual racecourse was approaching. UPSC The former was not coming. Hee

The examination draws the attention of the candidates. The meter was falling for ten to twelve hours ever
But the syllabuses were not exhausting. NCERT up to 10th standard for general study
The books were read. D. D. Of Basu, but of Athasha and Sundaram
I was trying to read a heavy text. The total strength of the drug is not prepared
Awaka Hanumana was growing like this tail. In the beginning for the subject
NCERT on ancient, medieval and modern India
I read the exact books up to 12th standard. These books measure the study of our university
It was a good idea. This laid the foundation. Then with the society in the air
By reading 'Indigenous People for India'

Removed. Let me tell you the history of ancient India up to Thapar's 'History of India'
The study was important. But the price of the book is 300 rupees
Ghe did not dare. But then I came to the book market on the road in the photo
The old one was found all of a sudden, then I took it at 35. By this time Hepu
I found myself in a cloud of books, this time reviving Hanuman
Happiness was happening. Many of the people who have been studying this for a long time
He used to go in search of a treasure trove of books on the road for hours. From this
After the discovery, many of the books in the book were found to be very reasonable
At the very least, this one sharpe used to enrich our minds. As a result, South Mumbai

When I was DCP, I never did hawks and action books
Not at all. I knew it was a secret. But this cave is very poor
He was the one who did not provide the treasures of knowledge to the people; Begging in the same contex

The demand is also Gu. But on the small begging children who have the power of faith
I always make sure that there will never be a brutal police action. Laws strictly
It must be implemented, but while doing so, work on the interests of the disadvantaged group
We need to be aware of the adverse effects caused by buds.

Me Falling, the end of the world every day, but enduring cars and curses
A true, virtuous and patriotic citizen from an orphaned, hungry beggar child on the road
Can it be formed? It's been sexually exploited since childhood, it's addictive
The mother's sugar cravings have been planted at an early age

What about the future? Either he will be a beggar or a small child Gu Hegar! Bhakari,
The throat, the edge of the throat, the position in the gutter, etc., should be killed for life
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Will have to. By explaining this in terms of the conditions of equality of air, equality, status and opportuni
No attempt was made to tell; However, this is not understood by the society
You will never experience this. Or come These are bogus, crooked and
There are misleading numbers. He is very afraid of my middle class.
Anger, anger, resentment about his mind, compassion, respect

And anger will not be diminished by my deceit, false love and jealousy. So I
Why do you go to Bhaka's children? Child labor

Such a sublime element! And who is in the most frightening and painful situation
Life is lived, but girls of this age who enter the house as a child! Of
I know that while studying, all these digested, wasted beings also study in me
I used to call it 'tax'. Maybe I had a lot of work to do.
'Change', 'change' means nothing like that, sir, it has nothing to do with them



You just have to be more discriminating with the help you render toward other people. Of the change that
Why can't I start with me? Accompany the charter service
There is something to be gained for the bottom, the digest, the waste.
It always gives strength to your preparation, study, and that strength spontaneously by choice.
From the depths of conscience and kindness comes down to the path of penance. Maybe
It is from this angle that UPSC has recently conducted its main examinations in the field of 'Values, Integri
A paper of Rs.

The market for books on the road in the foothills is a source of food for us
The supplier was the depot. I have found many books on the history of life here
Was. As a result, UPSC Although this study has nothing to do with me, I still have books
After reading it, I used to stand in front of it. Noman Lewis's 'Wad Power Made Easy'
This is where I found the book. These books helped me to understand English words
Suddenly, my words began to grow by leaps and bounds. Dale Kanji's little one,

Books on my development helped me to keep a positive angle.
Nani Palkhiva's two books 'We the People' and 'We the Nation' were published here.
Explain the concept of contemporary history. Gandhi's 'Yoga of Truth'
I found it in this cloud here, that reading it increased my strength. We do
Not only such mistakes, but also mistakes are made by very big people, says Bapu
I had read and understood. Wisdom comes from my mistakes
I do not want to repeat the mistakes, Haydon can teach me the most important lessons
Came. This put an end to the mistakes we made and allowed us to live in the present. 'If
If you don't plan for the future properly, then you are planning to fail.
Even so, it was read in Maraj Bam Saran's 'Vajayache Manasasha'. Of practice,
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We were able to manage the time in the mindset of Hebamasar. In his book
Didn't consciously try 'Wow Habits'. This causes four hours in the morning,

The study was conducted in three hours, four hours a day and four hours a week
Was. Dhama Dhakari Saran has explained the graph of study in 'Vajayapath'. Four
During the hour-long study period, the mercury rises for the first hour of study.
The next two hours remain and the end descends in this hour. It started to feel very good.
There used to be a tech after four hours. This study tie is then set to Perfect
Used to be. Morning off time, cross lunch time and evening
We also used to take time off time. Because this time the S.I.A.C. Or
Don't mix the cats of the potential boys from three or four neighboring colleges in our cant
Or come for dinner. Come to the tired, exhausted head of our study

Tickle He used to feel a little old. To study
Someone has said that it is beneficial to look at Harwal. But Ghaal

By applying this, it will not exceed 20 minutes and the balance will not go anywhere
Caution was taken by everyone. I have a habit of getting up in the morning
I used to come to read difficult and incomprehensible topics. This time the shift is over
So I used to touch these subjects. Made a lick of all the elements in the study. Come on

During exercise, all the organs of the body will be built in a shapely and proper manner,
As such, a comprehensive study of the various components was initiated by the major stakeholders.

Along with his studies, he also started cultivating hobbies
Was. I used to listen to good music. I used to watch good Marathi plays and English movies.
I had heard of Nana Palkhiva's budget speech at the Bonn Stadium.



During this period, Seshan Saheb made the elections transparent and transparent
Was. I had also gone to the university to listen to his guidance. But their Sanskrit chur is heavy
The extravagant speech was not digested. The end is 'IAS.' I mean, I'm sorry
The past is still felt today, this time comes to the fore;
I still remember the rattling sound I heard. Sixty of these daily happenings
She used to test 'The H' and 'Online'. In a little while
I was trying to take a big leap when my comprehension was not properly developed.
This caused the legs to bend, twist, and flex. This preparation is in college

Had it been done, we would have been able to move the last hand. Of weak bones
Even though the stick was moving, I did not want to play the dog of Had Kesari
Happens. It will not touch the sky like Hanuman
It happens.

I am in the hall of fear on the eighth floor of the Satas Bhavan in Mazgaon
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The fairy number had arrived. In fact, almost all of these UPSC. Or our test
Hi, this is the time. As a result, the S.I.A.C. One of these mixes
I used to go to the exam. I went to the temple in the morning and took Dashan. Of Shankara

The spirit prayed. If the fairy passed, the paper went easy; So many bellflowers,
Coconut, Abir Gulal Wah showed his love. Onion and tea in the restaurant
We reached Mazgaon with two pens, two pens and a right pad.
With the throbbing of the heart, the heartbeat was gaining momentum. Due to the first night station

Didn't sleep well. It made my eyes water. Stomach due to eating C's Pohe
It was tarred. I was wondering how the paper would go. The first paper was of history.
If the heavy hand took the paper in hand Wrong and incomprehensible context
Feeling we have 'Run out of gas' emotionally. Many did not care. Anyway, at least I didn't go down without
He gave a complete pause to 120 people who were selected and abruptly refused. Here are two papers

I had a gap of two hours. Came out. Vada-pav and thath took up. थ स अपनं
It was a misconception from childhood that belching comes and stomach gets light. Let's go now
The opposite happened. It was still roaring. Speed   of general study paper also
It was like this paper. The current situation was a priority. In fact J.
That is to say, science and technology, statehood and geography; Come on in, take a look
It was a great day. There was no tradition. The paper went through c. Wicket this time
It was rumored to be going. Patience was exhausted, enthusiasm was exhausted, despair in Do.
There was a commotion. He returned to SIAC with his face down and heavy feet.

It was not possible to stay here for long. Only those who pass in the previous field are eligible
The facility to stay in Ho Tel for the next six months to prepare for the exam continues. Two and a half
I had to get rid of the truth. Until then, keep the luggage in the savannah
Was allowed. He had left the school. Blackness all around
The clouds were beginning to come.

Mup went to the village to stay. Ranam wandered in it for a week. Mother or hand
Fever hit the meat-bread. Get up and go to sleep. Come to the village during the week
The air was filled with despair. People prepare for five years.
The first year after you, is the first year. No spending. To get up and fight again -
To find out! Meetings were coming up to study the scope of the subjects
I had experienced this in the past. Now we have passed the previous exam by mistake, though three or fou
In the middle of the day, it was difficult to face the main exam due to lack of proper preparation. So again
The position of the mind is lost, the debris accumulated in the body is removed, the fallen study is repeate



Raised and blew the Rann Shag for basic preparation. Marathi literature is an optional subject
Was selected for the main examination. In the sense of Marathi support, causation, reviews
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I was not happy. I didn't really know much about these subjects. I have three months
Of these two Marathi papersProfessional preparation was to be done as a test.
S.I.A.C. Soman's Marathi support camp at Sada Shava Peth in Puya
Kosi's mother was found dead. It was to be a week later. A. Shayad
The bus reached Pune. Soman used to come near his work tank. Always in the morgue
I took a rent of 10 by 10 for two months on Cotbay Sas. Sara's body
His three-story aristocratic hospital was on the ground floor.

These are the oldest families in the world, sitting on each other's backs
I used to listen to the wind. Five pages of Soman Vah in twenty five families
The division was done. Because of this, baths are going to me at Panajoba

The world was made of water in space. In other words, the excitement and calmness of the head
He used to enter the village with the help of passion. H. No. Apatchi bhalimoth 'but lata
The review of the novel 'Who Takes' was done in two hours
If any organ asks, 500 to 600 words can be matched
Unprepared. In fact, the language of support, the review, and the ability to read are always good
There is no better place in Maharashtra than Pethepe. Give me your twins
Marathas will be assisted while walking on the asphalt road adjoining the Kant building
Many pages appear. I used to interact with them silently. Washing utensils or clothes
While washing, it looked smooth, simple and beautiful, I was the only one in it
I used to look for this sadhu in it. At night, there are many Bhelkandat Tal Rams

To meet
There was a lot of Marathi dramas and cultural activities in Pune. Story, narrative, drama

And I unknowingly use cinema and drama to understand the concept of Kandbari
Did not take. He created a work of art in the field of cinema
Goes. Come closer to this car The same goes for you.
In this, Katha Sasani also moistens our eyes. While reading the novel, I was overwhelmed
I did not try to set up a cinema. Find your favorite characters in this page

Inserted As a result, the pages of the story-novel began to come alive.
Madgulkar's 'Mandeshi Manasam' started sitting around me.

From the green, I started drinking the script of saints, pant, tant. Help
It was really fun. The realization of the cause was not done in the right way. Leela

Govalkar's excellent book on Marathi was not helping. Fortunately this time
The test pattern was that even if the arithmetic was omitted during the study, it would work.
Any options that come up on the site We had to be prepared to sleep. I review
I started to get crushed. We began to combine support and community. Come every day
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Tradition and innovation in many contexts of Jagarhat in and around life
Began to search. Overall, the Marathi support was well prepared.

In Macham, the pre-service of the state service was removed. Had passed. Las Van
Let there be many vacancies for positions. We are right in the text, so let's get to the state
If the yarn is collected in the main test, then this time there will be some 'saib'
We had built faith. Pu's body was always left behind and we came to Mumbai.
Within a week, UPSC Lee Sacha was dismissed. Failed as expected
Happens. Shambhu Mahadeva did not do any miracles. An item was wasted
Was. More than that in SIAC I wanted to leave. Diagnosis
MPSC Life was saved by this pleasant nakala. We believe, we believe
I was going to keep the medicine on my list. This time Deshmukh Saheb Savaj Nak
Was in construction. I went to the ministry and sang in front of them. Until they are examined
In the laboratory of Public Works Department adjoining SIAC
Accommodated. Now one of them had got one. Walking
Moved luggage from SIAC and home. Neighboring the same Mum Yeh Jat Yadav
Dapak Patel had come to stay in Haydon sub-district. UPSC Or

Preparations for the main exam were underway. Hopefully you will get the guidance of MPSC
I fell in love with Yadav Saheb. His study was extensive. I do not know
The tone of preparation for the main examination of the state service began to be felt. Gave me only one m
Having six servants, they can teach you how to write answers. The names of these servants
Are- 'What, Why, When, Where, Who and How?' I come to every subject
I started referring to six. My testicles began to swell, all over the body
It started. He made them emphasize the text. 'Reading gives knowledge, writing

Brings accuracy and discussion makes you answer and joke. ' East, Main
And this is the beginning of the interview.

I used to get a lot of water from the village. I pretend to be a master too
I used to brag in front of them. Basically, I am also a socialite
They don't want to get bored of taking tea with them. Often four people
I wanted to live on my little one. He used to play Dhagana. Many people visit Mumbai
Used to come. I used to study all day long. Better a poor horse than no horse at all
Used to be boring. Then I took them to the Gateway, Marine Drive
जायचो. Ushara used to reach the Ret House. This time we are the people of Khadal
Sleepy high. There was also time for such a knot visit and a left key
Began. Yadav Saheb was watching all this. One day he called me and said,
“Waas, I am telling you an idea of   Wami Vivekananda's 'Man's Fellowship'.
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If a thub falls directly on the hand from the sky, it cannot be used for washing feet. He
If it falls on a hot plate, it does not burn. If it falls on the lotus power, then it
It shines like a pearl and if it falls into a curse, it is like a drop of water
Mau becomes a young pearl. It's the same as the thub. But its essence, worth and value
It depends on who comes into contact. Faith, standing in front of the main exam
Is. If you want to fly like a cow, then waste time swimming with ducks
Don't waste One is important. Do it every hour, one or two
Macs are going to be reduced. Keep it in mind. One or two macs were reduced, five or six
The rank will go up and so many hours will be wasted, you will stay at the bottom of the system. Hee
There is a rabbit-turtle padha. Pain and perseverance are both important. Of particles,



If you want to win the battle of Nana, stop wandering. I watch, you all day
You study But at night, your study is in vain. Like a magnet
Stick. The victory is, 'When the going gets tough, the tough gets

going. ' At this time your songs will get tired, the pen will stop working, it will not work;
This time you will have a real test. Have you heard the story of Muyo Mohd Ali? Emphasis

At this time of beating, he would start eating, he would start complaining of pain;
This time he wanted to start counting. This is the true identity of a fighter. Or

Time runs out; This time, through this practice, this energy is realized through penance
Accompany it. You just have to be more discriminating with the help you render toward other people. Th

Thousands are running with you. You don't want to be taken out of your inner self
If you can't fight, you will be beaten again. Wake up, brother! Time has not passed.
Study day by day and night by day! Chaufer understands that it belongs to Ra Vai

Be careful and fight carefully! Do your own tricks. Others say the same thing
Don't apply. Opportunity is like a needle of mercy. Waiting a long time; So she
Without it, it will pass away. This iron is hot, wound it, brother, wound it. ” Breaking life

Yadav was telling me. Who knows why, my luck is strong and so is mine
A person who loves, cares for, cares for and empowers

Went to meet. I used to get such a shock every time. Even now I wake up stunned
Jhalo and started preparing for the main exam.
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Horsefield of MPSC

MPSC The main test was on the horse race ground. In these 45 days
At the end of the study, it was like 'a little bit, a little too much'. Main Exam Form
Was to be filled. Marathi assistance was prepared for UPSC. Ma
It was suggested that MPSC should not be a Marathi subject. Good marks
Do not meet. UPSC And MPSC. Or There is a long way to go



Is. There are so many types it's hard to say. Come to meIt was a great day. The exact source of the study could not be determined. It's a waste of time
Was going.

The board for giving the main examination of UPSC from SIAC was full.
Preparing for the state service there was also a matter of concern. In Mumbai

The board preparing for the state service used to study in the form of photos. I have a stomach ache
Lay mode settled. There was power on the floor. MBA here - Chatad
From accountant to net, GRE, GATE, preparing for all the top exams
Candidates should study. Sweep all the current, free to read here
To meet There was a lot of study, K. Mana, K. Mafair, Tard Tasar

I used to go for spicy champa. South of the neighboring 'Ananda Ma'
I used to get rice late in 12 days in Indian restaurant, work in Pari Photam
All the servants used to have their own canteen. This is for us
This was an affordable place, except for a spoonful of rice on the rice,

I used to return to the house for a full meal. This Parsi Lai ritual
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Many madams have lunch in the neighborhood working in the corporate of time
Come on time. He used to exercise a lot while sitting on the chair. Study

Also for those who are lazy after a meal and have a toothache.
There used to be a revival for Hanjeedo.

My son Sanjay Deshmukh had also passed earlier. To prepare for the main exam
He also used to study the stomach of the photo. This was the essence of it. This made me
I would like to choose 'Society' as an optional subject and I will explain the subject,
I hope so. Sanjay holds an M.F.L. It was done, except for the state service
The main exam was given this time. My core was not very enthusiastic. Time
No, the form was filled out. Then, after listening to Sanjay, the society responded to the answer given by h
And it was a great day. If we calculate the study of 45 days
I could have given nine days for social studies. Went to the market.
The smallest 175-page general and five major examinations on the size of society
I chose the guidebook and started the study. Two hours to Sanjay
Requested to explain the subject. Take three pieces of that community

The mother came. Give it the social concepts that different societies have
Let's read over three hundred. The layout of the subject is simple but very difficult
Was teething. I don't understand how to teach this, my stress is high
Increased. I have chosen society and jumped into the river of exams, yes
The da will drown me; That was the fear. But taking credit is our virtue
The bigger the road, the bigger the chances of success - this knot of ideas was built.
My pot was new. I want to create my own sociological concept
लागलो. References to life, experiences around me, sociology From the corner
We started adding different topics in this issue. I came in a very short time
The subject was heartbreaking. Ninety-nine days. I am nine on this subject
Day romas. He did not get bored while approaching the subject

It is difficult to understand, so there is no harm. Come on, come on
The price went up, he grabbed the tail and held the social paper and six letters
The big answer is not solved.

This time has come to an end, this time I have to come to all my hearts



Was sitting. M. in Sociology. फ ल. Near the basics
Sanjay, who has a score of 300, got 85 marks out of 200
150 marks out of 200 were obtained. Sanjay has not been with this subject for nine years
The happiness I got was given to me by my nine days of hard work.

What I did go, was the savannah.
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In fact, the pattern of society was broadly general. Answer
The criteria for awarding marks are decided on the basis of who wins. I every night
The Commonwealth was down. Each of the 'six servants' mentioned by Mr. Yadav
Ura was shaping. There was a 'Balutedari Patti'. I grew up in a field.
From my childhood, I was brought up in twelve balutedars and eighteen alutedas. Me
What was the need to read a book on this subject? That's what I experienced as a child
The answer came down. Test the concept of 'religious narcissism'
Was. I did not turn to sociological criticism. Thirty in Europe in the 17th century
The year was over. After the war between the Catholics and the Veterans
The Way of Tafa Laa was signed. This is where the concept of 'Se Yula Razam' came into being
Was. I basically touched the ground and made my answer different.
He made a comparative comparison of the religion of tolerance prevailing in India.
It was a good study of the Indian constitution. An integral part of the basic pattern of events
He explained how this concept is related to the integrity of the country. In this way
Many of the subjects I have studied in response to my society

It was happening. Of course, this is my uniqueness
It happened and the storm hit.

Paper of English and Marathi in addition to 10th-12th standard in State Service Examination
Are. As a society, different arrows were drawn for English. I have a link
N.C.C. Eng
Support me C.S.R. This essay is a top notch essay on this national level
The lesson was to make a speech. This time the heavy language made a lot of sense
Was not. But the language is eloquent, meaningful and passionate, Hema had realized. श द
Difficult and difficult to pronounce. I read this essay without knowing the meaning and context
Was. I had a good habit. Each one taught and prepared in school-college
I used to keep speed in this file. When will it be used?
Lack of confidence and 100 marks in the main exam engineering and important
This time my arrow hit the paper. Coincidentally, if I wear for 40 people
The essay 'Wim Mantar' was published. Now n. C. C. The nationals taught at the camp
A recent study in English on a single point of view made sense to me.
In this speech, let's change the right place to the topic of 'If I become Pant Dhan'
I put it on the body.

My national unity speech begins with 'The strength of the nation
lies not in its loud claims and mouth watering directive principles of the
state policy, but in the spirit of service and that of the complete
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dedication of one's both body and soul to the cause of unity and
Integrity of the nation, "If I become Pant Dhan"
He made a change in the context of the place and said, 'The strength of the nation

lies not in Prime Minister's loud claims and his mouth watering directive
principles of the state policy, but it lies in the Prime Minister's spirit of
service and that of his complete dedication to the unity and integrity of
the nation. ' Due to such cultural and arithmetic changes, my essay is in language
The son was born. In fact, even children who are good at engineering can learn English
It is not possible to get the marks in the paper. But I do not know
Could reach So the study is common sense. How and when to use it
Pa haje. And yes, everyone has a different technique. Someone else's copy
Even if you do not try to do so, you are likely to fall into the trap. P. R. Patel
I dared to use this style of my essay as it is and beat the victory.
Eat This will allow you to plan, study and prepare for yourself
Are to be made on maps.

The whole subject was 'History'. In this' modern world and
The history of India was the only study. UPSC Due to this and MA preparation
Paper solved gracefully. Upon the revolt of the eighteenth century, this revolt arose
What's up? ' This is the only answer. 'Let's unite Italy

Draw a map of Europe showing the current situation. In the air
Gandhi discussed the strategic and structural aspects of this. After each movement
For some time, he has been working on social reform and personal issues
The forces thought about it all the time. It may seem a bit like this,

Such a question was answered in both cases.
Maharashtra in one of the two papers of the general studyAnd FIG

UPSC This was on the verge. The whole paper study was relatively easy.
But all in all, there was a lot of paperwork. The test is over, this time will pass
I had faith. PDUD's Ret House was unaffordable for many days.
I had to come every week, this time with a lot of work for the clergy

Of. He decided to leave the Ret House. Because of this, the university did not pass the test
Yes, the tail would not get dressed. I was annoyed to be living in Mumbai
Happens. I packed my books, caught the bus to Ku, went to the village. Next study
Ko Hapur was supposed to do that.

The village was in the throes of an assembly election. This time if ayash v
If it happened, something new was coming in the way of entering politics. To Hapur
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Younger brother b.a. This was the end of the year. He went to this place and laid out the fence.
It had a secondhand bullet. She took it and Shavaji and Vapitha's 'Khadkar Lai Rite'

He resumed his studies. My condition was like 'lame cow wise in calf'
Done. There was a flurry of movement throughout the field. As 'Faujdar Haichanya'
Good met his peers who had tied the knot. In it, 'I am S.I.A.C. Rattan 'vaccine
The main candidate for the state examination is a slightly right candidate. Because of this my price
Was increased. Many people used to come to me for guidance. Returned from Mumbai



It had also raised my standard of living. The tile was also replaced with a G-T shot.As a result, the ladies of the university doing potions from rural areas
Let's increase the identity of the child in the ho tail. I was too. That is the study of it
The opposite effect began to occur. Let's go to Kant's time with me

Began.
Kharge Saran had recently been selected for the IASM rank. I

I called Ichalkaranji at his house to congratulate him
Called. My study, current preparation questions. Mine
'Tat pop' happened. Very gentle but shell words opened my eyes. Kharge
Han brought Shara and Pohe, but due to Sara's speech, Pohe went down.
It was not coming down. “Waas, you have come to Hapur again from Mumbai. Come to college
Don't waste time having fun. Otherwise, we will also make mistakes, fights and struggles
The cunning will not go unnoticed, the words of the Shah are enough, he said

Keep it. ” The echo of the wind was reverberating in my ears. This is Kharge Sir
There are ideals for these fighters in the field. To me, it was as calm as the earth

And feel restrained. From their opinions and from their study words
And so on I get tired. His words used to be the standard for me. Or
I was in a daze because of the call and the negotiation. Once
After the introductory speech, my mother-in-law asked me questions and me
Guided. He had taught me how to read English. My notes
How to prepare and how to review the schedule before the exam

The letter was also received from him. Because of this I have spent many years on a single paper 'at a
I was able to get it ready. In addition to writing and handwriting,
He always had.

The main examination of the state service was canceled. I was overwhelmed. My joy
The sky was not the limit. At the end of the day, I called Savannah. As if
An atmosphere was created in which I had become a deputy. 21 years old
He was very young and at such a young age he will become a gentleman! This is the news
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Or spread like this. The final and important part of the interview was read. Interview
I mean, I had lost my blood. My pumpkin soon

Was about to explode. Went to the village and was very proud.
Ko went to Hapur and started preparing for the interview. Own biodata, check

Information, background of history, rights of posts given according to different circumstances
Kayak, especially the current situation in Maharashtra, was discussed.
We met the retired officers and started taking notes from them.
I was not able to do anything here and there. Decide to go to Mumbai
Took. Puha S.I.A.C. The neighbor landed at the Peed UD Ret House. Pat t lay ri
And S.I.A.C. Many of them were also preparing for the interview call. Mock
Began to enter. But the old connoisseurs sitting on the panel are my inexperienced and
Juzbi began to break down on the style of answering. There is a lot of room for improvement
Shera began to mumble. But the date of the interview had come. Toddy went to Sakal too.
Dr. Anand Patel also asked 35 out of 35 questions. The main way is the economy of Maharashtra
Was on policy. He also expressed dissatisfaction with my preparations.

The day of the interview dawned. Three or four brothers and two sisters can respect me
There was no doubt about it. It was as if I was about to file an election petition.



Due to this, I had to sleep for a long time on 10 by 10. Two of themThe night was full of snoring, and I fell asleep. That's why I was 21 years old
In some places on the chin and on the cheeks, there were teeth. Such a goat-like molar
I used to do this once. Interviews were required on the day of the interview. He
It was a rainy day. The photo spreads in the area. I couldn't find a salon. The end
Chachgate saw a hifi salon open. Crept inside. Toothpaste, mash me.
Force 100. It was done. My eyes widened at the sight of the force. Remember me

It was like a mess. Argued with Salunwa. 'They are taken to the village, just like Bhati
Why not a billboard? Why haven't you heard about these rates before? ' No such issues
Fight with this. At one point it was getting late and the mood was so bad.

Salunwa is also looking at other g-hikes, so don't argue too much.
'Where do you come from?' Reduced. Khashat F100. Was a note.
I took that too. Because I was going to have to go to CST again.

Wearing a new white shirt and pants, MPSC. We reached this building. Before
I didn't even try to peek inside the race counter. This wood to go inside

There used to be a tall Shapai standing near Pat Shan. If we spend too much time there, it will
Rolling his eyes. Today I showed up to the hall, this time politely
Let's go through the door. Large files filled with clouds
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We reached Vet Gum from the corridor. The clerk was upset that he had come
I put the form in my hand. It wasn't a mess. My number had arrived. My name

Shouted. MPSC Others treated me and made me sit up. I come
As mentioned earlier, the topical preparation for the interview was done. Interview
As Karna said, while launching 'Good Morning', I first asked the members
To greet and then to the male members. Let me go even when the member is not on the panel
'Good morning madam, good morning sir'
Kelly. There was a mistake. I was asked to sit by others. Move too much into this mess
I was stunned by the mistake of the beginning and I made a mistake again while I was stumbling.
'Than umadam'. All the members approached each other, wondering if this palmer was attached
I could not help but smile. I broke out in a sweat. Because of this

It is important to remember the mistakes made. But am I stuck in it? Me
It is not possible to speak further. They found my date and soon
Appreciated access to the interview. I am preparing for UPSC
Made a mistake telling the panel when not needed. On the Employment Guarantee Scheme
I could not give a satisfactory answer. Let's add some wrong answers
लागलो. My interview was over between 10th and 12th. Came out. The Marine Corps
With a sigh, he took a long walk in the air. This is a tour of the Marines
There is something else. This time the tension would increase, this time we would come here, it would cha
A breeze of unfathomable air used to repel the frustration of the mind. And so on,
But as the waves rise and fall, so do the waves here and there.
Let the sword of this leg fall on the mind of the demon-maker. Of the evening
Suya used to take away all the obstacles. The future seems uncertain
I thought, I am sitting on the wall here, looking at the needle on the crown, waiting for the tears.
याचो. The whole body and mind used to move like a knife and along with it there was hope

Mana used to return to Mawar with this affirmative.
My mood was like the cost of this failure after 12th grade. But

I returned to the village with a clear mind. There was a lot in the village and at home. 'Bhav aa' now



It was definitely Savannah. I landed at East Tand. From the gangster
Everyone had stopped in front of the village to behave. Get in the jeep of Matkeva or Jafar
I was prepared to behave and leave home. As soon as I got down, Fata's necklace

Was planted. Fata's voice was opening my mind. Gulal was distracted and heartbroken
Ghal came into it. I didn't do anything. The battle is already underway
The pylon of success was being built.

At home, Aarti waved the plate and her mother treated her. She is pushing her position
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Didn't try to tell the facts. In this battle, 'Vaas' can be defeated
It was hard to understand. She was adamant that everything would be better with Nanai's blessing.
In many years something good was going to happen at home. In the house of the 'father' who got stuck
It was going to be a nightmare. He was beginning to see those good days.
He was sidelined from the real politics of the election because of his influence.

Yasha had left Gulalkhob 15 years ago. I can't breathe
I didn't want to. Failure to do so will result in disruption of the house
Was going to.

On this day, in the morning, a group of people came and sat on the village wearing dhoti-lungi
Was. Someone wanted to pora the boy, but someone had a fight without this brother,
The board came to meet him today asking him to call the police constable
Was. Matkewala Jafarseth also dressed tightly, wearing a new collar
Had come to meet. "Bhausaheb, Ko Hapur, you have your car to go to Sangli
Why? Naropa, sends five minutes along with the money. ” That's how my mother drank this tea
He was telling me to hit. I was outraged by this illegal and unscrupulous adventure. Such
Not just to stay away from the disease, but to curb the growth of asthma
I wanted to go into government service. My head began to shake. This is not the case
Was not. I shouted, "I'm not a master yet and Seth, remember - if
If you become a Saib, you will not lose your money. ” Leaving half a cup of tea intact
Jafarseth took a step out.

Bhakar took his brother and his carpenter to Gavloba hill. Good interview
He was told that it was not done. My brother's difficult victory over me
Didn't try to make sense. In fact bha kar bhau hemoh mad tughlakasarake har ri,
Walking ahead of the black, crazy and looking, and hobbiesMe and! To this village
The new products that are about to hit the market first, and the hassle is gone.
The cows also came in color, they used to play the tabla. In a low voice

Of the cow. He had to lie. The first village mall, computer,
The cable, the tabla, the hats are all in their homes. This is not the case
Whatever he wore, he looked like a hero who came down from the sky.
About 5 feet high, high chin Chebha Kar brother Hekmali's shar; But just as much
Adele was. The village, whatever the devotee will do, to oppose this 100K - is his
Vabhavadham was. He was also instrumental in getting rid of locusts in the village. Then go to the village

I with the image. He took me with him and asked me for his study
UPSC All the books of this preparation were purchased from the donation received by Tadi Sakal.
'English is my birthright and I am going to die on this foreign language!'
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This was also done by Mata. Because of this, the facts will go, the facts will go, if anyone understands
Don't get me wrong - it's just a matter of time. He saw in the village that people were running to Saravaira
Bapu was driving a bullock cart and put it in the cart
Brother on the haystack, 'To be or not to be, that's my vision
Was doing. There was a lot of movement in his body, to bring the brothers to their senses
Bapu had to whip the shell twice. For UPSC
‘Psychology’ was chosen. From this, it had become more aggressive. Come on
Let's analyze the myths and then start their minds. Of

The mother is no exception. Some of them have to do mental yoga
Started. She is also wonderful. This is not the case after the death of the father
There were knocks on the door. My mother also called these five lakes by their names
Without land. Brothers and sisters were shocked by this, but thinkers of the world

Bhav remained silent and began to study. Come to the 'net' by winning
The exam, which seemed to be a very difficult time, passed. Part of dealing with needs and situations
It happens. He left UPSC and started teaching at a college in Talu.
This left the Indian government in a state of disarray.

Bhakar bhauncha ma yavar bhav was. The whole village used to call him 'Bhaya', but I.
He was always called 'Bhau' or 'Sir' out of respect. We can win for hours on end
Dye But I was shar. On reaching the village of Gawloba, he joined them
I used to talk. This left a couple of villagers wandering around, to our English conversation
There was no one to watch with curiosity. They support the engine from the shaper to the machine

Wow. Give examples and explain difficult topics easily.
The whole thing was weird. He advised me to start studying again.

Where to live in expensive Mayanagari, it was big; As a result, the return rope to Mumbai
Were cut for this purpose. Pu Ha Ko decided to go to Hapur. 'The bone of contention'
The lesson was taken up and the ruler of Ko Hapur, Y.I.A.S. I took an ad mission on Ng Center.

The name of this shutter was 'Sonubai, Hathi Kathalacha Wala'. IAS or
The children who are registered under the name of PSI / Est I exam
Was preparing. This was the star of the SIAC. But the exact opposite atmosphere
It happens. I was the only one preparing for UPSC. Ganesh Kulkan and Pandurang Pat
Hedoghe I met Patner. Hedoghe was completely opposed to each other by color and temperament.

Read Ganesh Kulkan Salas, straightforward, diligent, religious and honest. Or
Solapuri Dhanga was a wonderful dialect. Every morning at half past one
To worship. I used to say many things. I used to blow them up. Or
After the death of her father, her mother raised her two siblings. Big brother new
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He was an officer in the Mumbai Municipal Corporation. Ganeshrao was also following in his footsteps.
He used to study it with great care. I love being with them
Started. Both of them started going to study in the university. I am an MPSC
By giving an interview, Aya becomes the center of attention. The interview went well though
If not, you will get the post of Class 2 Officer or Accounting Officer,



I thought so. UPSC's approach was getting closer, preparation
It was not happening; There is no need to worry about the consequences of this -
I had such a feeling in my mind.

One of the children studying for MSc in Lay Rite is in a 'Hero' movie
I started liking a girl who looked like Meena. She came and sat down, c
The study is not hilarious. Finally, he decided to ask her name.
I took Ganesh Kulkan with me. He was shocked to hear my thoughts. That's it
I was waiting for him at the top. “If I do not massage, you are

Paranjape? ” One such English text was memorized. Just bring it to the top
Three women came. Ganesha was begging me to get out. I boldly move on
Gone and did not try to recite the text correctly. Tananhi
"Yes, I'm Miss Paranjape," he replied unexpectedly. “Come to your father Ped Eudim
Do they work? ” He also answered yes to this. Face up
Had fallen. Tanam took my name and asked me, “Aren't you plowing? Of MPSC
Do you take exams? Then study. Many people come here and become majnu
Let's go! ” That's what I said. 'Convincing someone' or 'making love' is not ours,
This was confirmed once again.

Pandu Patal is the exact opposite of GaneshaI was. And lacquer color, flaky
Nayu's body, rock face and barracks. Come to this treasure in Marathi cinema

This line, which looks like a villain, is extremely soft and emotional
Was. Brother Police, because of this she will return home as soon as she becomes a criminal; By tying such
Mahasaya Ko had come to Hapur. Mother used to send ST box from the village. This is pale
I used to come without cycling. In the morning, I tasted the night before
To eat. He used to hit 100 times with the name of Bajrangbali. This time from this slippery navigator
Ganeshrao and I are tired of the smell of sweat
I used to study by putting agarbi in front of my nose. Pandurang always measured the chest. How much is
It also checks whether the PSI swells and then fills in the gaps. PSI or
The previous one was removed. Pandurang had failed. Ganeshrao had passed. Desperate
Pandurang was thinking of going to the village with his mind, this time I will come to him
He asked to sit on the east side of the state service. Panduranga's hand and Kamali's tapora and
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Was linear. There was liveliness in this goal. From 11th class, he chose Sha branch
Was. This did not make him happy. On the contrary, it had momentum in terms of support and respect.
He decided to try hard. This is the first time that I've been able to do this.

The main examination of PSI was rejected. Ganeshrao had passed the examination. By
Preparations for the physical examination started on the grounds of Shavaji and Vapitha. But they fall ap

How much will the body fill and improve throughout the year? He underwent a physical examination of P
Gone. But he returned unsuccessfully, saying,
Were. During this period, I used to have a strong response to happiness. Wath
Shouldn't be. She was like. U was so big, without supporting each other
Shushi could not fight. 'If you want to shed less blood during the war, come to peace
You have to sweat more in time. ' That's what they call it. The study was started by waking up at night.
MPSC The removal of was delayed for some reason. Daily MPSC Come on
Get started reading the current story. Impatience and impatience began to grow
Was. Due to this mental and physical condition, UPSC There is no precedent.
MPSC 'State service' preceded. But the year 1995 was full of paperfoot



It happens. Fear of having to start from scratch again in the game of snake shadySeemed. And yes, that fear came true. The interview was canceled. Deputy J. Dhakari
Rach, my name could not be found in any of the posts of any category-2. I'm enough

Was shaking. What I saw in the last few months was shattered. Destiny returns
It was brought up from the beginning.

There is a feeling of desperation to run away from this place.
Done. Ganesha did not try to understand the mind. Please help improve this article or section by expandin
Will. Whatever happened, it was for the better ', he told me after listening to the traditional thoughts
He asked to go to Narsobawadi. These two are S.T. Catch the bus this night
We went to the temple with Krishna on the banks of the river Krishna. It was evening time. Aarti's moon
There was a resounding exhilaration. I took a look at the radiant face of the head with Nru. So much for G
There was no faith. There was always a demand for 'give it to me, give it to me'. Today

I was in the mood to do something. I had nothing to gain this time, but come
Krunatiri decided to sacrifice till he reached his favorite goal.
Patla Pora in the soil of Ko Hapur is covered with dry mutton and red meat.
Will be. 'As long as the UPSC. Success in this test does not build a pylon; Up to
I will not even eat meat, 'said Ganesh Kulkan
We stopped at the temple and took the highway again and went to the village.

News of my failure had spread to the Punch. Some of my brothers are in the village
Lakhs were flowing to Deshmukh Saheb for no reason. Of the father
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The truth is not shown on the face. Taking the Dashan of the Goddess in the morning, 'Porala for struggle
Give me energy again ', Sakad had said to Nanai. Taking me closer, he said, 'Frustrated
He also wanted to fight again.

To show that many circles in the village are failing in the morning
Came home and met. Someone said, 'Brother, how did this happen?'
They used to come to meet after death. Based on 'Yatanansavar Re, Baba'
The age tax board was paying. Some people think 'sir without money and without money
Can it happen? ' He was not trying to convince his father.

I was quiet on the outside, but on the inside there was a volcanic eruption. Chand Dhag Naman
Was done. By giving it the right state of defeat, by subduing despair; ना जोमानं
A new battle was to be fought. He was overwhelmed by failure and defeat. Come to the village
Many people were happy with my failure. Such a time thought - oh,
That's the decent thing to do, and it should end there

Are. A photo of the parents was placed on the table and then the fuel was taken from the source
I decided to start the engine and start the study. This time no gh dhal, announcement
Whether worn or not. The 'self-proclaimed' and so on of those who have studied the field so far
'Jantagho Shat' was in the category. It's too much for me now. Come on 'Commission'
He wanted to come to the top in the category. No matter how many clicks, pain and humiliation
No matter how much you have to endure, now Shadi will break or Parambi; Don't waste this time,

No waiting, no getting tired. Life is a nightmare. Let's run like silk
Ghola doesn't know why he is running. The cracks in the wabka that sit on it
The pain is accelerating. The clicks of the situation are accelerating you too
Created optimism. 'God is our rider now. He will decide, I want to sleep
No. If I don't have it, I want to go fast, 'he said. Yash hein tam
No, failure is not the end. Your courage, your desire, your struggle
Decides. Nadhara warned himself, 'What are you going to do next?' And mother



She is the one who gives life to the world.
The last horse race started.

The exams came to light last year. The scope of the subject had come.
The idea was to study. Gathered the books required for the study
Was. Failure was tasted. I knew what I didn't want to do with it. Now Yash V.
Yes, all the necessary steps were taken for this. Put on a chair and sit down
This guide will be available from time to time if required, for this purpose.
There was so much to do in Mumbai. Puha reached Mumbai. Deshmukh Saheb or
The legislator threw the stomach and stomach of the mother in the residence. At the crossroads
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Reached the stomach and started studying like a lan. Keep a ledger
Keep a book of study and time planning. Of the day, of the eighth, of the month,
Prepared for the next six months and the study of the previous and main examinations. प का
And the study analyzed my situation. Four in the morning, four in the afternoon and four in the evening
He said that the daily meter should be read for twelve hours. Morning and evening
To get Since the school closes at 7 pm, where to study at night
This is not the case. MLA Navasa used to have this kayak in the village.
Some people used to come at night. I used to eat paan and hit it in the corner.
The condition of the bath was horrible. This was the only air conditioning, because
There was a canteen on the ground floor, which kept the lab warm. Someone this time
Not to be outdone, this time the flapping A.C. I used to study in this pleasant air. But come on
After a long time, I started sleeping in front of them, this time different in the family
From the lumps of fried food on the tapari to the hairy feet of the nose.

Gadhim used to suffocate. Finally try to sleep on the mat in the outdoor corridor
Used to But Angala Odomos Fasoon is still in front of the village in this building
I don't want to lose my temper. Due to poor sleep on this day
The study had the opposite effect. Insufficient to keep the head on the table in the abdomen
I didn't try to get enough sleep. But Lai Ri sleeps in this quiet environment
It used to be so dark, it used to be so thick. Others like it, so to speak
The soldier often began to give a nod. Don't be evicted from here either, so come to South Mumbai

I began to search in the highlands. In addition to the rights of the people
I had heard that PDUDs pay a lot of money. Due to this, the port in Mumbai c
While living in this 2200 ware feet government residence, this 'Yashodhan'
We also came to see if there was hot water in the building during this conflict.
The end of the study is at twelve o'clock, so like a Marathi man from Mumbai, from South Mumbai
He later moved to Aanbhavali on the way to Aanbhavali.

We had to walk through the Iranians and Titus of Am Bavli. Here often
Let's line up. There are many looters living in Iran and Titus
To meet I got up the habit of getting up at 3 in the morning. Mother from the village

Tupat Shara was roasted. Decorate it on the toe and mash it in a hot pot
खायचो. I used to study for an hour. Let's catch the local halfway
I used to knock on the door at half past five. A place to sit in the morning in the morning
To meet There was also a good study in the smell. Slowly fold the glass over time

Began to sit. I started to reduce the urge to go to Pat Tom. One from the neighboring village
There was a family. A canteen was set up in his house. Let's study the transformation of Atebhava
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Ja e had happened in the cave. Books used to be everywhere. If ever Shara
If sugar is spilled, come to the red mouth. Often the bite heads and
I had to sleep with the villagers. The food was also delicious.
There was a lot of variability. But the decision not to eat meat did not falter until success was achieved.
The car was running on dal rice and bread. But the result was, stomach
I don't want to pay and I don't want to come. Like a hungry tiger then breaks down on study
पडायचो. This was also the beginning of the study. Smart means specific, measurable,
achievable, realistic and timebound. I.e. exactly, pa ka, mojka, ghatta
As much as it will come, it will come to an end in time
I was able to study. Wars and lines were used wherever possible.
Etc. on this map Importance of important places in different periods for them
Lahavan lage. He made such maps and some of them were in the room and some in the distance

Tucked in the toilet. 60 buses of 'Bus Ya Bus Yaa' are being prepared on the commode
To go Removed important points from each chat. Something to add to that
In some places it is bad, in some places it is mixed with oil. Such distorted things automatically

Let's go to the permanent memory and remember the time of the exam. Don't know Buwa, c
Good dies early and bad dies forever. Probably born
There should be human growth!

It has two stations without a roof. Ganpati once a week
I used to go to Rachha Jagat in Baa Paa Mandir. I was not close, so now it is God
We used to interact with this by making friends. I used to tell him happiness. What did you do today?
And what to do next, discuss your plan on the floor after a morning bath
Hi to the god in the calendar. The benefit was that I stood firmly behind my back
Yes, that's right you can now become known as a Lord of the Rings. In fact, then I got so close to Ganpati,
My ex, principal, interviewer and the state in which I was assigned
Yes - all such copies of the phone booth in front of the temple
Done. This is probably blind. But study hard and healthy, vegetarian
Feeling we have 'Run out of gas' emotionally. Probably a blind faith in God
Will be. But God is the symbol of goodness, virtue, generosity, love, grace; This
There was so much babbling since childhood. He can't live without cheese, yes
There was faith. The basis of this is a lot of frustration and despair when it is confirmed

The delicate sun or the left-handed diet did not go away.
It was a rainy day. It used to rain heavily. I was living in that deserted building

Was. There was a bush behind my room. Often a locust of Iranian goons
He used to come out on a motorcycle and stand. But I was never afraid of them.
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Yes, sometimes the night started crying, I was scared of ghosts. Pa haleli in cinema
Different ghosts, trolls used to stand in front. I called this time, my brother
Bapu used to run everywhere to dispel doubts, just like me in the corner



Ba Pa used to stand. Death was also on the night of 26/11. In fact it comes often
It was throbbing, but my hand was still full while fighting AK-47
Not trembling. There was no bulletproof jacket, but there was no fear or suspicion
No. Because there was a foot in every corner of the crown. That's mine
There was a bulletproof jacket. He was the one who gave courage and strength. Such other words are posi
Force, many difficult subjects become easier. Come to this night or you
There are a lot of weeds that get lost in the name and are confused by the wrong concepts. To
Someone had made a mistake. As a result, J. J.
He died in the hospital's mortuary and was treated with patriotism and patriotism
Those who were confronted, fought, fought, were martyred; It is the history of the country forever
Suvan Aran Banu Ra Hale.

If the rights are combined with the discretion of the members, then e-sh is formed
These hands serve humanity. If the authority is a member's conscience

Used for the pleasure of chewing, it produces brute force and action and action
It starts with the devil's nakedness. What is good and bad and how I accepted it
Or should we look, there is a prayer for the sake of God - 'God, which I

Can't change, give me the courage to accept it. Whatever can change, let it change.
Give the wisdom to distinguish between what can change and what cannot change. ' Or

That is the essence of the battle of life.
'When fighting, there is no stopping or asking

No ', he was fighting and winning every day in the ninth study.
In fact, while studying the technique of strategy, I had adopted it. BC In the year 511, 'Soon
In the context of the 'Eight of War' attack by Zhu's army chief

The strategy has been accurately and precisely analyzed. If you are your own and your own
Once fully identified, you will win in each match. If you
You may know yourself well, but you may not know it; So behind every victory

You have to taste defeat. And if you write on your own
If you don't know, you will have to be beaten every time. UPSC Or
The fairy also understood you as a challenger and applied the purpose, c
Fighting becomes easier. Want to study your own content and theirs
Youth is used unknowingly when dealing with exams. Own strength
The shortcomings of the place to be identified by the place and the time created by it
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Do not try to remove. Let's look for opportunities, let's face it
I wanted to know the time and be fully prepared to face the battle.

How could Shavaji Maharaj have landed his career? Why in this life
Did Yash get that car? LAN is nothing like that. So
What to do, how to do it, what to do and who to do it
Tashir Planning. They did their best. This is their first post
The largest was capital. Some rules were broken, some signs were given and Nakrath Mandal no
Moved aside. Then he presented the concept of the bridegroom's welfare state. This is for you
Began to gather people and resources after examination. Appropriate and useful
It will fall, said Yu Dutt. Unknowingly of sound, smoke, light and light
Used for messaging. New things like Vaghankha, Vata, Dandapa were lit. Horses
Raised. The armor was strengthened and most importantly the general
He created a lot of love and affection for the bridegroom in public. Geo Lock



Proper study of the situation led to the development of humility. If you force thisThoughts of the police station and developed properly in the city, but now Delhi
No; This time there was tension, this time in 'Shawaji, Shawaji, Shawaji'
Started. The innings began to fall. The battle of six months,
The year-round battle and its aftermath in the planning of Tantra and Manya
I used to spend many hours. I was sweating to prepare, so that we would not fight
Time will have to be reduced.

Often used to seduce. A tooth with a stump, a round shot
He used to wear a leopard-like outfit, which gave him the image of a well-to-do man
Was. Some of the watermelons also went to meet this evening, but stopped to eat, so
I used to blow my nose. There was an image of something like a lost shar boy. Once upon a time
Ateeb Hani had gone to this house on Suya Day. Her husband came to the dockyard to work as a soldier
Do. My 'Devdasi' incarnation gave me a long lectures. Four paise
Advised to earn and settle somewhere. I have an MPSC. Or
He did not try to explain the position of the officer. But this is not the case
The test is gambling and they succeed, they have a lot of money or money
The bet is used. Two-five Shabani and Kani are selected. 'Ya
I will show you the number in two-five '
We returned with the decision not to listen to the negotiations.

Back then, I used to be with re-study and loneliness. Come out from time to time
Kadam used to visit me as a child. This man is looking for a job in Mumbai
No, but the happy man's shirt was found. To force, to cut, to cut,
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Wandering like a bull abandoned by God was not a daily occurrence. To meet me
They both used to catch a bus and go to the cinema. Just stand here
There was no place to stay, this time the left was lame and had to stand
I used to go and sit on this reserved seat. Sometimes by taking my motorcycle
To come He used to cut someone's car on the road without any quarrel.
He made a loud noise in front of him and tried to run away. But if we speak the language of 'sorry'
I used to climb on it. It has something to do with life
Was not. The goal is to spend the coming day laughing, playing and having fun. On arrival in Mumbai
For a few days, he worked on a slippers show. Kanmalaka on this pori
To hit the line. This is not the reason why there was a fight with the ear owner. Or
In the quarrel, the owner bit his cheek. Possession of the cheek of the owner or the child
I will not remove the bandage without taking it, 'said Mahabhaga
Was taken. He must have known the little things in the corners of Mumbai.
He takes it to the 'O Regional G' and so on, so in the slums of Dharavi
The duct that was taken to the factory and taxed by the person you like
Let's buy a swindler. Where it is, free and free

I used to know that I get food. 'Brother, you go with the group,' he said
He used to take me with me to the halls, Munj, Barsam, Wadh Day.
I wanted to eat good food. Once upon a time, the two of them got into the juice of one of the children.
A feast of 100 non-vegetarian dishes was prepared. Never see the left
The menu was so broken that on a certain day, it was swollen like Hanuman.
Free non-hedge was swollen from the throat to the lips. All these
I used to have fun for a few hours with the disadvantages. Follow me again.

M.A. Filled out the form for this October exam. The reasons were three. If Chang or Makani



If passed, then yes tail will get re-dress. Well, at least I didn't go down without explaining myself first
Nadan M.A. By the way. In other words, M.A. History in this study

Research, World History and Contemporary History Nutritious for UPSC
My preparation for the study was going to be spontaneous. The paper was written in English or Marathi m
Was coming. As a result, some papers were won in English and some in Marathi. And so on
I would also like to know how strong the English writing style is. The main exam
In preparation, M.A. Went to face this fairy. The paper went well.

Come on I just want to study one. Except
It used to take a long time to go to CST. Let Shavaji Namat do this
He was living on a small forest BHK lat in Shawainagar. This is a good idea

And I was crazy. Once I sat on my knees, I would get up for eight hours
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No. With this, the study will come to an end, so we stopped. Come on
The area around the colony was quiet. The Lee UPSC Audio cassette of this previous area
Order or be. In the evening go to 'Vahar' lake and get busy in Roma
I used to try to listen to the walkman by looking at the pair. This is the time of 'Rang Gala'
It was super hot. 'Hi Rama, come on, come on'

I used to listen to songs too. This is the first time I've seen such a thing happen in my life
I used to come to meet him at the lake. Such is the experience of Hue Sanation
Used to come often. There is a very close relationship between the study center and the euphoria.
At this time, 'Mua' was released in the last Marathi cinema. Not in it. The. Of Mahanora

The lyrics were very well written. 'Thou shalt burn day and night like a thin leaf',
If you hear such words or hear the line 'innumerable needles burning in the night',
I wanted to light a flower somewhere inside. The canteen was set up on The Deck Kilometer.
The owner of the canteen was a soldier in the metropolitan area. I love his wife Bhatak Bhavani,
Satvai, sorcery and other such ladik shahas used to come to Aho-Javom. But the work of a soldier
As he was getting ready, he said, “Oh, witch, let's go off; Coming
Do you want to bring something to study for your little one? ” But such a corpse
Respectfully asked in language. I and I are listening to the answer of this canteen
Shawaji used to eat with a smile on his face. Sai Baba's just outside the mess

There is a beautiful mandar. Here, too, I wanted to get a tonic that sucks. I am in the courtyard of the temp
I used to go and sit. I used to sit for a while and get bored. Often the time of Aarti
Used to be. The sound of the bell rang. Besides, there are many peers in the area
It must have been a great day. I need these
The graph was read. In this the physical needs are met, the man behind the basic needs
Takes and ends up, behind me and behind me. But
Our arrow on the graph was always up and down because of the size and the situation.
No need was met, which created a lot of confusion on the graph
Appearances and our youthful moods are always muddy, muddy and

It used to be dark.
From the east and the roof was not very used. This results in a single unwashed towel,

Bedsheets and sheets that have not been washed for over a year and toilets that have never been cleaned 
Because of this, the landlord used to put the goods in his nose. 'If the toilet next time

If I keep it like this, I will throw out the luggage, 'he said.
It's tempting to look at Kuma Rake, who comes to this gallery to dry clothes on the neighboring lattice
Hi. But his father made his eyes widen, and he used to go to the book with all his heart. Such



In this Mayan city of Mumbai, taking steps to protect oneself from delusion
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Happens. From the adjoining room to the bottom of the road or to the bottom of the bill
Used to smell. It had been a year, Vashata had no corpse. This smell kills twenty-two
Hi. But I was worried, why the decision was made. Had made a covenant with God. Now mine

It was my turn. There was a force of ten in the body. All the insults of the past
Don't go for less that your full potential. Now the earth will move, the sky will move, the river will move

Hold back, break the cash of the air; But the victory is mine. Peten like a torch, bow
I will lift up, I will defeat, I will roar like Saha; But I will win. Will stop
No, don't get tired, don't bend, don't get tired. Run, run and overcome

The key to success!
UPSC Now that the time has come to blow in the past

Would not take. 'Paid with ॲ eursi' is the antecedent. Of B options
Assessment has to be done quickly. I don't know which of the four options, but which one
It is important to note that there are no three. In the last three months
Start the test three times. As many sets as were available were collected. घाल
In two hours, 120 of the optional subjects and 150 of the general studies were solved
Practice started. At this time, there was no way out. This completes the process
They used to choose the answer that seemed to be the most important. Due to practice
And because of this, the core began to grow every day. My faith was growing along with the core.
This year again MPSC has announced the examination for 350 Lass One and Lass Two posts.
Was done. He also filled the exam form in the hope of getting employment. In fact PSI and
Examinations were held for 3rd category posts of Est I. And these two are the main exams
I was stunned.

UPSC Eight days before this pre-field physical examination of PSI
The call was received.There was no habit of exercise. Also from Mumbai-Tha
Nutrition was a bone of contention. Let's close two to three bridges.
I didn't want to run at a speed of 800 meters. On the day of the test, we went to Naigaon police station.
We met PSI Kamble of this village. Often it is near the stomach
I used to wear Reban's goggles and come to meet me on the bullet. Free kits from them
In the hope of getting tea, Aahi also used to stand behind their cheerleaders.
Come closer and pat him on the back and wish him all the best. “You are not dead,
Trust! The field will be hit today. There is only one such opportunity in life. Tupan now

There will be a tiger like me! There will be a faujdar. ” I borrowed the end and strength in the body
And did not try. Two of them hit me at a speed of 400 meters per hour
Wanted to hit the round. I picked up speed just in time; But only after 200 meters in my stomach
Gathered, the key came somewhere loud in the corner. My speed slowed down. Surrey round then me
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Finished walking. P.S.I. The blankets shouted without shouting from the ground



The run was signaling this, but my air was gone. We came out of the field, it's a mace
Shaking his mace, he said,
No, ”he said. I just said to him, “Sir, good luck
Will be rebellious; So you will salute me this time next year! ” “Sheikh
You are free to look at things like that. Now go ahead, let's talk big

Study and be, if you become a great master; So salute this tiger at Warne
I'm not ashamed to do it. ” Give such good wishes.

Exhausted, Mawar returned. The limbs were fertilized. Namatan a combi lemchi
Gol Dali. I wanted to shake hands again without preparing for the film. Normal of the anterior region
For the study, I had made a 500 page paper. 100 for each study session
The page was divided like this. Anything related to the subject in this study
Will be important; They were not isolated in this area. This makes it easy to crack
It's not high, it's just a matter of picking flowers carefully. Of different colors,

These flowers of different scents were kept in a basket in the register. Now
It was time for smell and color recognition. Unique and Tata of General Studies
McCullough's cut was colorful. I used to read the chatter in three hours. Eng
It was still a little difficult to understand. This is not the first time I've read this article
Used to read. Only stumbling words were underestimated. The meaning of these words
I used to look at the screen, give numbers to these words, and draw a line in the corner on the same page
The emphasis was on comprehension while reading. Then fertilize the important ones

Used to Draw one or two lines of each intersection at the same time
I used to download it in my notes. My notes include paypal, tap, black and red
The ink text used to be scattered according to this importance. So this time the revision while reading
Exactly, what is important; It's easy to decide. Because of these three studies
Why the subject used to be. Children do not get bored of reading while studying; But
The hands become heavy. My uniqueness is that I like to write.
This ranges from 50 words to 250 words and up to 60 words 200 from

I used to look at the pages of each subject without looking at the maca essay. Because of this
The main exam was also being prepared. Also because of the notes under the hand
At the time of the revision, it seemed much easier to read Matte Royal. In the examination of the universit
In the north, the flow of water is large. Here I want to touch the subject directly
Shaklo. Catching up, By understanding their condition; This is not the case

I started to put it on paper. Comparisons should be made while discussing the subject
लागलो. As a result, the subject began to unfold on paper. Finally, vote for yourself
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I was able to present. This increased my judgment with this understanding of the subject.
Complicated and controversial The angle began to increase and
The level of emotional and thoughtfulness required to become an authority
Began to rise. We started guessing how the fairy would respect the glass and accordingly
Kalakala began to practice answering.
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Combined Expedition

In fact this time the B.A. Disguised as, this time after graduating from Atsum
There was a misconception that IAS is easy to happen. But come on
As the fairy became aware, the facts began to emerge. UPSC Or
The last memory was of the children in the field, especially the engineers and doctors.

His English medium and especially CBSE. Educated at Patton School
Yes, they do benefit from the preparation for the general study. Total success v
About 70 per cent of the candidates are candidates for Hate Notes or Medical



Or used to have a professional position in the field of work. In MPSC
However, due to the sum of the marks of two years of चर variable and hot variable ॲ
It was built on one side. IISC in UPSC This is not the case
The responsibility was created by taking the subject of coagulation and copy. Once in the study,

The notes, references and laces were matched and assessed, basically
Candidates for Duckle-in-Laws who have a good study meeting are more likely to do so
UPSC This may appear in the Martial Arts. IIT Candidates Count,
Easy to cover with an amazing subject like physics
But the main branch of the field is geography, psyche or human race
The subject would be changed, the ground would be covered and the topper would be remembered.

UPSC has come up with an elixir to fix these notes.
Removed. Launched a new essay paper of 200 marks. Sit for three hours on the same subject
I wanted to write an essay with an analytical structure. Generally 3000 to 3500
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This essay was written in words. Now bring the engine to this paper
Scores could not be obtained. For this, good layout, language skills, knowledge of the subject and good
It was necessary. This measure of UPSC soon proved to be a fallacy. The Leet
Occupational lesions are the cure for these diseases.
Gradually, as the core of the original became better, Tate Knots also began to hack this dissertation paper.
Was started. Topics such as engineering, medical, children's education and support
They used to take exams in Marathi or other languages. Come on
Couldn't make the opposite decision. I'm normal because of the eleventh-twelfth century
The study was beginning to understand the numerical and scientific part of the study.
All these qualities of success were known to increase the tension. Yours sincerely
Whether this decision was wrong - let such doubts arise. ग धळ, च हँ,
Reaching the fifth level of preparation for stress and stress level exams
Are kept.

UPSC And MPSC. The examination pattern changes over time
Are done. The flow of good, vigorous and compacted weeds in the country should be increased
There is a purpose behind this. Sometimes some of these policies are for rural development

Takul leads. The preceding paper is in English or medium. 'Pain and
EURCY is important in the first part of the formula. Which one of the four options
That's right- this is not a bad thing at all. Since 2000
UPSC has introduced Nugget Multiplication. So if you choose the wrong option
Decreases by one third. As a result, it is no longer possible to hit the ground running. Marathi
My children had to face this problem. Prerequisite

Although one of them Each one is as big as an intersection. That's what he read
It takes a long time for the Marathi medium to understand. Options too
Long-winded, time-consuming, sometimes 'per utation combination' and two leaves
The legs are placed in front of 'A' with one or three legs.
This leads to a sudoku situation and which option will get you caught in the snake

There is no such thing. As a result, this precedent is not limited to 'Tats', 'Tats' and 'Tats'.
Sara has no formula for success. We had a wonderful time before this time.

Now the paper of C SAT has been started instead. The solution is simple
It feels like the thirteenth month coming in time. In this paper
Those who have the land of Nana make bets. But let's get to the bottom of this



Eat. Similar changes appear in the main test. This time we have two wonderful topics
Used to be. Final on the final core of these two years with 600 marks each
It used to be a rank in Nakala. IIT's engine is so big with Fuzzy and Mass
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No matter how hard the candidates try to cover the history and support.
And where did the paper come from, but they didn't get close to the core.
Some of the topics that seem awkward are Pali Sahaya, Manasasha, Manavvanshasha
Used to be a favorite for candidates; Because it used to be a good core. Many such
We used to follow the path of inconsistency, so now we have a single topic and general

Study papers have been extended.
Such inviting, ridiculous MPSC. And

UPSC Both of these tests were successful. This is not the case
I had passed the exam last year. Because of this, I used to bet on the strength of experience
Was. UPSC Not even a pumpkin had burst yet. With eyes open,
Considering the situation, I looked at Ahan; So it felt like an impossible quote.

Like King Sakshas in the Kik Purana, he tried to throw a big stone on the mountain
He would do it and the stone would come crashing down again. But
Once the eyes met, the fire burned, and he woke up and was about to die
I was addicted, I thought we would play this game. The wait is over
I don't want to go there. So wherever I want to go, I'll make that 'wait'… now kick
Marine facts without water. Circumstances do not make man; So what's the point?
That is, she decides. For the next fifteen years, Shambhu Mahadeva's wife, Shavaraya, has died
Pahalam - Varaya Thapanecha. In front of them, the Yavans were all around.
Vak had also created these crises. But how Jakle did it, in the end
Not in Mashadhat! Paradise for the bridegroom! On its own
By the way! 'He's here, he's here, he's here!' He should be remembered

The eighth fever, the eighth fever of the same, and the brilliance of the eighth
I am from beyond. 'God bless you.' Who should be born in this clan,
It's not in your hands; But just showing off will make your wrists tingle. Dr.
What a great struggle Babasaheb Ambedkar waged and the history of mankind,
Turned towards equality and brotherhood. Then the loss in front of you is relatively small
Is. 'I don't want to hire two stepchildren now and I don't have enough strength' - yes
Made in the sun for a long time.

Pre-completion of State Service and Central Civil Service at exactly eight days interval.
Had come. There were some changes in the previous love of the state service. Agricultural components,
It is difficult to read and understand the angles, meanings and meanings of science
The subject was extended. But now b Techniques and skills to solve them
It was done. Even if there was a lack of knowledge, the answer options were quick.

The precedent of state service has become easier. I came. Dha was thinking. Of UPSC
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Do you want to re-prepare for the main exam of the state service? But of course
No one seemed to trust the test. Sai Baba from Vatkanagar in Saral Tha
I reached the rate. The evening aarti was on. We sat for half an hour with our eyes closed.
Passed on the left - UPSC exam. Eight days gay or two and a half
Reviewed the hard work done over the years. I read my notes. Of the former
He had come to Suddenham College. We arrived early in front of the Juya Ho Tales. Ho tail ya

Had a cup of tea with Watchman. Sai Baba's bar in the barracks was closed. That's the door
We took a show and went to the examination hall.

Come to the foreLetters and answers begin to be computerized.
Neighbors of these four peopleI used to be different. Except for the beginning
Only the standard data and the test number were found to be correct. But
Half an hour before the answer was given, he filled the situation without hurrying.
The first paper was for general study. GS Nanch was sweating on condition 94.
This time around for the current e-online from 'Online', 'Manorama Yearbook' and 'The Hand'.
Was prepared. After two and a half years of heat, I was beginning to understand.
He was about to leave. This time out of the big font cut of McAll
'Sai Sa' was studied. D. D. After reading more and more books on Basunchara incident
Was removed. The big block on the Athasha of Da and Sundaram, NCERT. Or
Doe had gone under with 'E Ho Usun of Economy'. B Pancham, Ro Mala Thapar, a.
L. Basham, S. A. By reading the works of such authors as Razvi
It was a great day. This makes the former seem heavier and more isolated
Got solved.

After this gap of two hours, my alternative subject was the history paper. Of the East
It was understood that large languages   the size of agadbamba were understood.
If one's meaning gets too stuck, limit it to the next page Used to be.
It is difficult to understand beyond limits. But the answer lies in the combination of these two languages

To be found. My preparation for this world was relatively easy. On Indian history
The arrest was made. From the Hadap culture to the Indian climate
120 questions are asked during this period. Of this, 50 k Ancient
It used to be on history and the remaining 50 k was on medieval and modern India. Ancient
History used to be an exercise in culture and support in South India.
Words like 'luv', 'salapikaram', 'pat pat' were mixed. In each other
I used to break a sweat while breaking the intruded hash. 'D Cover Off' at Neh Sutter in Varal
I had gone to India for three days in a row. Oh no
The publication of the book took me back to the time of history. From this
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I had received many living testimonials. Models made of clay and cloth
Along with this, I read a detailed description of this period on Bhati, which was a solution to heavy proble
Some of the cultural and religious aspects of the Indian future
Was asked. Please tell, whats the story of them big puppys .....
I had met him for decades.

Google wasn't as helpful as it used to be, so Atlas's
Had to do. The previous list of textbooks was very helpful. Different contexts
You had to find the place by placing it in front of the slabs. What do you think?

In fact, not all of these studies are boring. Come out



By comparing it to entertainment, to my dive, to the color of cinema and TV.
Happiness is relatively short-lived. By tying a pulse knot with a maverick

Immersion in books is like suffering. It is like 'forever and ever'
Ramdas Vam has stated this in detail. But this tap yala,
But I have no choice, once I come to this, I will study on my own
Making it interesting and easy is the basic challenge. Once I started liking pajra, c
The parrot does not come out. Also, once the study is done, there is no reduction. Or come
Slavery is like bathing in happiness. Mind you in such a study
Due to the fall, the former went away happily. Make sure you pass this first test successfully
Patli. Even so, from two and a half lakhs to 50,000, the herd would reach.
Hausa, Navshe, Gavashe would be reduced and the real position would be left. Read on
The next four and a half months had to be done.

This time the main exam was 2000 marks. 300 marks each for general study
Two papers, two essay subjects, two papers of 300 each, 300 of essay
A paper of maca; The marks of these 7 papers were captured in the final quorum for every 3 hours
Was going to. In addition, English and Marathi need two for each of the 300 macas
The paper also needed to be passed. Wait for the copy of the exam and re-study
It was stupid. Everything was important.

M.A. This first year exam was given in October and with good marks
It was too late. This led to re-entry into the Churchgate campus.
On the sixth floor, the group was met by a group of people. Chhot shi tumdar aashi
It was a gift to me. A cot, table, khuch, table lamp, small outside
Gallery, huge rock, Akha I and a never ending study. Stuff
We jumped up and stood facing the group in the gallery. It was evening time. Needle
The fall was great. Body and excitement in the body due to incessant cold winds
Was filling. I could not find a better environment for study in Mumbai.
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My eyes were filled with the golden age of the coming of the sun.
Then the door of my house was knocked. Law College Yeh L.L.M. Performers

Five-six s nass entered. He had brought two with him. They live directly near the rock
Gone are the days. I sighed. I was angry too. If the needle
If you want to see, why not go to the terrace and see. Come to me now
No one wanted to mess with these books except me. I resent this

Kelly. “I want to go out; If you want to lease or see the whole thing
Go to the terrace, ”said Ajav. His answer was overwhelming. "Hey, I'm fifteen
Stop; The bath scene in the front lattice is perfect. ” Some of mine
He was not in the mood to listen. I spent my first day arguing with them
I didn't want to spoil the mood. One of the lattes in front of some of the mansions
The bath lights went on. So what, this is not the case
Adhvat Dasana enjoyed it. Inside the bath, a man and a woman are taking a bath,
This too was not well understood. On the other hand, I was introduced to Wami Vivekananda in Bhati
I took another step to get them out of my arms with force and words
If so, I will send it to Ho Tail Wadden. This is not the case
In a whisper, the circle passed through me. I went downstairs. Old paper and scraps

We brought it up. Come on in, take a look and enjoy yourself!
The current hit the rock. 'Unless the main test is done, this rock



It will not open ', he added. Keeping yourself in the process of studyingNow there was no need to leave any thread loose. Non-vegetarian and non-vegetarian
His sacrifice was making me 'studyable'.

Started the study of Marathi assistance. Put Bhushan Gagran's notes in front of you.
Slim, visually appealing, with the same notes, neat, self-contained
And so on. In fact, from Marathi to UPSC. Their notes are invaluable
It was a donation. He was born in a Marwari family in Ko Hapur
More than any Marathi Yapka living in Sada Shava Peth in Pakdar Puya.

Was emotional. There may be thousands of notes. Of these notes
It used to be for the candidates who took up the subject of doing parayanam. Or
Reading the notes, I began to understand the problem. Saints, Pant, Tant came and started talking.
Stories, poems, plays, novels became known by name. That's my mysticism
I started to realize that Samr and Amrita are also paying attention. East Mumbai
I was hesitant to be a Marathi. As I become more familiar with my language
As it started, my pride of being a Marathi began to grow. Tukaram's unbroken joy
The waves started crashing.
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Pasaydan recited and started beating every day. From this comes a lot of faith and energy
Began to rub. The language of help was beginning to be understood. Be aware. Whatever

To understand, to understand; He started to take it down without looking at the paper. And so on
It was raining. He used to write answers on six pages. I used to read it. Didn't like it, but again
लहायचो. There used to be only one, the answer was developed on paper

Descended. There should be a flow of ideas, noise and content. It does not contain
And no loneliness. This was the main point of the main test. Of this with the repository
Simple, easy and smooth layout is just as important. Kamlesh Walawalkar, Hemant
Nabalkar, Veen Chahan and others. Or

Vas was studying in the house. Go to them from time to time and write style and answers
And FIG. Let's get some tips. The foundation of the building was solid. Even the building

Was tied up. I wanted to decorate it with flowers and flowers.
So that the temptation will be tempted to get more marks.

History is my favorite subject. 60 marks out of 60 marks in the 10th Boda examination
The main subject for graduation and the subject for the civil service examination is I.
Was chosen. B.A. in the History of Ancient India. This last year is 90 marks out of 100
Were met. For the first time in our time, let's start an internal test

Yes or no. The final exams used to have an assessment of 25K. Ekunde sir mine
Show test papers to others. I have developed the structure of the answer from the beginning
The tax was not deliberately attempted. The right side of the right letter and the right writing
Yes or no. B.A. While doing so, an early history was studied. But the UPSC
Compared to the 60-acre climb, the study was similar to the Kalsubai peak.
In the last two-and-a-half years, I have made seven attempts to break my deadlock
Was done. My understanding of history was multiplied many times. For the former
Itahasa ya sag ya j The author had decided to read the books
Half of it was done. But precision was required for the answer to the main test.
East or Not to mention the notes of 'Rao' made by keeping an accurate track of the pages
Order Keep the outline of these notes in front of the history of the original books
The spice of the land and the spices were mixed. The answer started to become 'Payasi'.
There used to be a burst of maps in the north, which increased the taste of the north. Awake now



The answer to the story is that I stand out from the mix of maps and sounds
क लागलो.

On this date, get an essay for 60 people and a tax for 20 people.
And FIG. Enter it The exact solution was very important. F

It used to be as big as an intersection. I used to have a sub. This makes the original and
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It was important to estimate how many grades the sub would have. Who come
Fatigue Yapdanam In fact, it used to be very important. 'Discuss',

Cars like 'Compare', 'Elaborate', 'Analyze', 'Explain', 'Elucidate'
The cash had to decide the status of the answer. This makes the ship fit the ship

It used to be the most important thing to plant in this direction. Once the crisis is understood, a
Then the thought would fly and the pen would burst into words. Answer in real time
To put it bluntly, it used to be a loss. Copy of Rao's notes in Marathi

It took a lot of hard work to convert. Books, notes, notebooks and books
Hi, let's create a problem from balance. Come on in, take a look and enjoy yourself!
Get ready to sit on the floor. Due to the incomparable nature of Marathi to Mate Real

The pain of childbirth can be felt every time you write down a problem.
The force of the butterfly comes from the struggle that takes place when the butterfly comes out of the cel
The same force makes it possible for the world to fly. As the fever Marathi
This is not the first time I've seen this happen, but it's the first time I've seen it happen.
Candidates from Asal Marath cost fours and sixes. Marathi translation in the current market
Almost all the books required for the study are available; Except for many

Lasses have translated old notes into Marathi. Let's meet
Mutual realization seems to have reduced the conflict in the region. Breaking big stones
We had to cut it into small pieces. Now often in the hands of children
There is also a husk in the language. As a result, his own language style and writing style are not good
The more they develop, the greater the quality of their success. That's what my experience says

This is the key to success.
In answering history, I have always relied on comparisons of contemporary events.

No matter the number, one of the numbers would be the year AD. Then this year
Lash Doe used to show what was happening in India and in the world. Because of this useful hobby
Especially in the history of modern India in the north of Europe

Spontaneous peeping. In other words, the answer is to increase the weight of the body
Hi. In any of the papers of the main examination, 60 marks are required to go to the top

There used to be opportunities. This led to a one-to-one increase, which was always possible. Because of th
I decided to take the time to answer the questions. Each

Six packs of 60 maca were to be solved. If we calculate 3 hours, then each
He used to get 35 nuts. I used to gamble a little without going to this average of times

Decided. The first of the six was the one with the command. It is 40-45 m
I used to write the answer properly. After that a little less preparation, this 35

I do not know. Then the two of them left for 30 minutes each. Such a balance was achieved. Purpose
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It used to be, if the first answer had a good price on the exam and then 60
I gave 40 marks out of the pack, then from the same ground and I can respect it
Was going to do. The same thing applies with urgency

Less but 30/35 will give marks in this house. I sometimes have a scalp ulcer
If the examiner comes and checks the paper upside down, luck will be on you, that's all.
Really. But that can happen. Therefore, the strategy should be decided considering more possibilities
Seemed. The remaining 4 pages and the 60 macs on the map are also accurate graphs of time
I used to decide. The last 7 nuts were used to check the ear, mother, velant, and shape.

No matter what the preparation is, plan ahead for the three-hour exam
The answers are a success. A lot before three hours for this movie
It is hard work. Music, storytelling, storytelling, the show is very important. In this 14
And 64 arts are mastered. But if a dot is wrong, then the cinema falls,
Disappears. The math of success collapses. Because of this, where and what to do
How to deal with it and with whom; Preparation of the above plan examination

There should be time. I have seen, the nobles who are well versed in the subject f
They are beaten to death by not planning properly. 'If we fail to plan, we plan to fail'

These decisions determine the success and failure of time planning and mat study. As you study
LAN of year, month, week and day; As such
A three-hour paper lantern is important. At the right time, at the right time,
How to use it properly and how to write a paper, the purpose has to be developed.
And yes, practice, practice and practice is the key to success. Practice comes and goes, earth
Comes. I strongly believe in this. No matter how bored I got, I lost my temper, I threw away my books
Felt; However, I do not want to give up practice and revision - once done, c

The smell is easy.
Many candidates come to see me and see me

Cod asks the 'set' of success. The set is nothing. Buttermilk, planning, preparation,
Hard work is the key to revisiting and understanding. Torture thinker
There is a key to success in SOT - a key to success in SOT.
Had gone to ask. He took the soot and plunged into a pool of water. Absolutely

The water came up. At this point, hold on tight and fill in the blanks
Strength No. was drowned. This time it turned into a black tube for six breaths
He started to tremble, this time the grip on his neck was loosened and he was taken out
Removed. As soon as he came out, he started breathing heavily
Time told Sunny, “Like you for a moment when you're black
You have suffered for the sake of success; Only then will it be true
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You'll be fine! ” That is why there is no shortcut in this struggle.
There was no need to prepare English and Marathi papers. MPSC Or

In the final quorum, the language subject marks were captured. UPSC I come
I have to pass both these papers. In the paper of the essay
Was. What and how much to write after sitting for three hours on the same subject? In this 200 Maca pape
The points obtained are captured in the final quorum. Write an essay on a topic of 4 packs

Seemed. This is the first time I have written an essay related to a field. Athasha



Or if you have three and a half thousand words on a subject related to science and technology.
I knew in that look that he had failed me. This leads to political, social

Or to write an essay on a subject related to education, underlined and then different
He started the extra reading with the same subject. I am writing a 300 page book
Was decided. There are about 30 subject lines in it. And this time
We started to keep a record of getting some information on the subject, finding new issues.
I started writing the essay on this page. Good poems, quotes and ideas

I started doing lessons. I've been using it for a while now, except for now
While working, interacting with young people, they reinforce good ideas.
Matte Real and the layout were being prepared at the same time. Come to work at this time for three hour
In the first half, I was forced to make a skeleton. Which of the following, thought-flow
The layout of the situation and the plan was made on a piece of paper and then the subject

He used to write essays without touching the subject, without shifting the subject
Practice started. Qualities required to be authoritative, affirmative and
I used to be very careful that the image of a positive person would fall into disrepair.
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And, yes, I realize I'm the billionth person to make that joke. Suddenly the MPSC. The previous one wa
Had passed. UPSC A period of fifteen to one days for the removal of the truth
Was. UPSC The pace of this preparation slowed down. Let's take a look at the speed
The car is gone. Because this time again Maharashtra Public Service Commission has given three and a ha
Was announced. Instability, skepticism, fear of the future began to creep in.
There was no wisdom in leaving this hand and running away. Pass it all on
Set aside and MPSC. I started studying this main exam. From the market
Some Jujabi books brought were helpful. Normal by focusing on Maharashtra
The study started preparing two papers. At the end of the day, study for eight days
Even then, society was a resounding success. This time only one of the tens of pages
Buy books on socio-economic issues of Iravati Kavi without relying on books
Kelly. Preparation of Paper One of History and General Studies by UPSC. Because of this study
It was meant to be spontaneous. My testimonial,He was in a bad condition. Because of this
The preparation hoax had to be set to the speed direction. And FIG
There was a situation like 'Ra thodi, sang gam far'.

Fifteen days after the UPSC. The truth was removed. We succeeded here too. 'Hold on



If you bite, if you escape, you will run away '.Who should prepare for this exam? Where to emphasize? Prepared two h; So
Sometimes there would be a situation like 'Ghar ka na ghat ka'.

Fortunately, MPSC has recently become a part of UPSC. Come to this land
Changes have been made to the study. Preparing for the first two exams is a must

It was like playing with a sharp sword. Towards a strange subject running on an exam
The sapshell would hit. The timing of the exams lashes out at each other like a snag
Hi. Because of this, Shah should hold any one sect, let's put our feet on two stones at a time

Not to be outdone, he said. Luckily lately
Children in Maharashtra should be supported for the examination, hence Maharashtra Public Service
The Commission took a decisive decision and approved the examination method and study in UPSC. To th
Maize seems to be complementary and consistent. While preparing for UPSC
The study was blown up by more or less Maharashtra, while one in the state service.

The lass to the pot then starts to swallow. This was not the case in our time. Only two
Let's try one step at a time, but it hurts the children in Maharashtra
Hi. There used to be a situation of 'not in, not in'. I also had such a handshake in front of me

The situation was created. But now there was no choice but to tweet. Incoming Chadu
He was sent off the field, decided to do so and planned to prepare for both the exams
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Created a timeline. Experience the main test of state service. The whole test went hand in hand
Was. This made it important to reach the green. And in this 'Kalsubai' will be Sir,
That was the assurance. He started preparing without getting thirsty.

The main exam practice is selective and intensive, selective, precise and in-depth.
That's the way to go. Analysis of previous forms and studies
The predictions of those who come have to be properly matched. Wherever you can find it
I picked it up and put it in the study bag. Government or 'plan', Lokraya
With all the available resources from the masters to the health services copy
It prepared on these important elements. However, Science and Technology and
Getting the Tattas from Marathi was like doing Wadi Pranayama. Many at once

Hard It was an experience of coping with difficult crises. Maybe
Natural disasters in the government service, like law and order situation or terrorism.
The same thing applies with urgency. It should be a colorful rehearsal.
There were as many votes in the air as there were. The edge of the day
She was getting more and more radiant.

I remember, I called Tha S.P. Happens, this time and Magdalen robbed the Valerie shop
Had fallen. Eighteen robbers seriously injured Sonara and took Rs 1 lakh as ransom
Had passed through the forest. All of them are ferocious robbers from the central country of Jhabua
Were. He was determined to throw stones with his feet. I coincidentally
20 km from the spot. At a distance, 'Wada' is in the police station. Police all around
Called the force, enlisted the help of the villagers and landed, set a trap. This time in the morning
The 17 robbers who did not see the snakes in the group were found alive.
He was caught and shot at by the 18th police and was killed in the encounter.
The police had succeeded in nabbing 18 of the 18 robbers.
The government has given us one lakh rupees this time. Tell me
The purpose is to make such a difference in the study as well. These are the robbers
Man Sakta and Vatji were identified. Village circle knowing the country of the forest



Was taken along. The CCT had not reported the footage to the robbers.Calling 300 policemen and 1000 snakes, they entered the forest from all sides
The lan was successful, the snake got stuck in it. The same is true of fairies. Of this pattern

After thorough study, you have to deal with all the differences. Exactly this time
Recognize the movement of the net, get the exact word out of it and devise a tactic
Planned, there is no victory. And so on
More important than that is the practice, practice and practice of running it.
Is. K Yu Shaas says, 'I hear and I forget, I see and I remember, I do
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and I understand '. Because of this, only those who hear it will die, and those who see it will die in a few d
Will stay. But I will practice it, I will say it in my mind and I will do it
Boiling, boiling, understanding and remembering the right time.

One or two exams in one of the two months of October-November 1996
The time has come. Luckily for me, both the exam papers were not lashed on the same day.
There are 2 languages, 2 general studies and 2 six subjects for 800 students of MPSC.
6 papers and 2 general studies for 2000 marks of UPSC, 4 subjects, 2
Language, 1 essay, 9 papers, that is, two kneading dough for 2800 makas, 15 of 3 hours each
The paper was meant to be and it was not as expensive as the previous one.
If you do not find the answer to your question, you will not be able to answer the question.
A 35-page, 4500/500000 galley had to be constructed. With all these subjects,
Contribute to the construction of writing by interacting with content, study cars, knowledge
I wanted to meet him. One was to build a brick. Then the beauty of these two main exams,

The whole structure will come to fruition. 'Nandeve and Chala Paya, Tuka Jhalase
The summit '. Here I have to play the role of God, Ramdas, Eknath and Tukarama
Was going to. Grass spears, become swords; In the same way, I use the pen of 'L Jhar' every day
Hi. This was the development of Mumbai. He finds my box and stationery every day

Why, he was not going. He came to Dadar to fetch a pen of 0.6 or more.
Dabewa's box was parked. Being a vegetarian, he eats for his stomach, for his taste
No. Because of this, very little grass was left. I don't want to sneeze.
Dr. Tarama started doing the exercises every day. So this time in the morning
I used to take a tour of the 15th Marine Corps and do 15th Marriage.

Car, Bhaka, Kapalbhati, Anulom-Valom and Amri
Manam ye fu lung petayacham. Innumerable needles are formed in the hair and then everything is ready
I used to start preparing for the war. The night was accompanied by war. From g lip to d lip
And to find answers to all the controversial issues, from London to Tokyo.
Was. Napo Lion's way of conquering Europe or his wife's conquest of Kannada
Fifteen of the exams were held on the strength of the same desire and humidity.

Wanted to capture. And the battle came near, and the day of battle came.
There was a roar, the trumpet sounded.

The 1996 Harrow Cup was the culmination of the Harrow Cup. Wankhede ground
Katemadhya's health can be heard in Ho Telm. All is well

One used to come to watch the matches in front of Kant; This causes a gap in the canteen
Listening, listening to the gaat in the field, my heart was pounding. This is not the case
I don't want to focus on books. Due to day and night matches
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To walk. My dream was to get a good night's sleep on the first day of the exam. Daily
It was customary to carry half a liter of lattice pack animal while sleeping at night. Because of this
I used to feel full and sleep well. Two bananas in the morning
The dose was initiated. This kept the energy flowing throughout the day. Small haver sack and that
Fill up In the side dish, Lucon D, two bananas and a bunch of palji
Used to be. The upper bouts featured two cutaways, for easier access to the higher frets. A
The writing pad used to be in the middle of the paper notes of the day. Four
There used to be a pen, two pegs, an eraser, a sharpener, a compass.
I used to put a small bowl on the table. If the wrist strap is closed, then the option

And was. Also, because of the tablecloths, it was possible to keep track of the minutes.
Bring a bottle of water with you. But the paper was already finished. Then to the railway station
It would not return to any of the water points on the road. Come to the hotel today

The water of Vagad also feels dry. I mine for kids when ordering mineral water
He listens to me, this time he yells at me as "Bhade gu ji, don't give le char".

What is wrong with children? Sometimes I accidentally drink water from it
If you take a sip, you will get shaka. The throat starts to itch. तकारश
The situation begins to diminish. While sleeping in the east, I find mosquitoes, beetles, animals, flies, rats a
And I had to sleep with the cockroaches. He used to move around on his body.
It is unknown at this time what he will do after leaving the post. Upon waking up in the morning
Acne mainly affects people in the form of pimples and blisters
Used; That's all I could guess. Sometimes I would bite my legs while I was asleep, but sometimes
There was no fever and no illness. Probably a factor as to why they're doing so poorly
The body must be getting rid of the virus. Nowadays I accidentally hit someone

If you see it in bed, you can find it and sleep until it is completely destroyed
No. And if you see a rat somewhere around the house, you cough and sneeze from a distance
Feeling we have 'Run out of gas' emotionally.

Gad Charoli with CRP-60 along with LRP. That is, long walks
It was sent for payroll. The commander did not take water with him. Humid
This time crossing the air with a haversack on the back and an AK-47 in hand 20-25 km. Let's move on
The throat went dry. The creature was twenty. A barren swampy water
Ten. There was a lot of commotion on this. The commander drank the water

Options. Facilitate firearms when dealing with adversity during war
Will not meet. And yes, we entered the Taj at 9.50 pm on the night of 26/11.

Happens. After 5 hours of fuss, this time we reached the ball on the first floor,
This time it's about someone eating a half-eaten apple and walking on foot.
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The body had to be energized by eating pieces. Hence the Sahil Sahas
Preparation is the end of your strength and endurance. Give it a try
The first time he cries, cries; But then it happens, no matter how big the damage
Even if you have to face a crisis, you have to be prepared through this effort



You are the one who saves the savanna on my left - but don't get tired, don't lose!And this life-threatening, serpentine, my main test began. प हले
The two papers were in language. Relax. Early on in preparation for the general study
I wanted to return. Due to this, we came to Mazgaon by taking a taxi from Satgaon Bhavan.
The next paper was two days after this gap. India's Modernity in General Studies
Thoughts of Ethas, Gandhi, Neh, Tagore; Indian state system, current affairs, geography
This was my favorite subject. So the meaning was, statistically and scientifically

And he never really gave up. Some naval force while preparing the body
In fact, it can be recognized from a distance. So was my preparation. Come on
G.S. It would be very difficult to evaluate the value of this knowledge.
Finish the paper from 250 words to 20 words
And used to be five. I read all the subjects for two days. In the tweet

The performance was meant to be as the batsmen bat. Let's speed up this paper
Not enough to solve. H.O.I.P. Phones, My Ways are on the market
There were new cars. When he did not know such a number, he did not try to get it from Marathi.
On the partition of BengalWas. He tossed it like a full toss.
This is not the case. In the wake of human rights
Contemporary importance and significance. Gandhi's concept of 'seven common sins'
Beautifully pondered. 'There is so much accumulation in the world that every human being needs to be m
Yes, but one's greed or lust will not be satisfied. ' Or
He linked his life to these seven common sins. Found in politics

Lack of reading, आना या Lack of food found in the area
Humanitarianism, lack of conscience found in happiness editing, in industry and trade
Lack of integrity, intensiveness and perseverance
Worship - the dangers of these seven sins, if we recognize this time and come back to us
Looking back on the glorious, glorious history, made the time for mistakes,
Adding tradition to modernity; So read our youth all over the world
He said that it would be a physical, mental and spiritual field.
Pusatse doesn't even remember what happened to Athasha and Atha and Theva. Tatts S 11th,
He got better in 12th grade due to his knowledge and good arithmetic. Overall, these two papers
Healed. The weight of 600 maca was lifted. It started to feel a little light.
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The next paper was essay. Sit for three hours and write an essay for 200 people on one subject
This is one of the most important challenges you will face in this exam. Ai chak vasaya ya 60

When I was 650/700 for a house, I often stopped working. Now
In this paper, the use of three and a half thousand words will be the final test of the assessment.
It happens. A page of paper fell into his hand. One of the three subjects was Navday. प हलाच
The topic was 'Safety and Equalization of Homes'. This subject is respectful

As soon as it is connected, except for the place in the first five in the year of my preparation
It happens. Now I need to come up with a plan based on the scope and scope of the subject
Was not. I touched on the subject directly and my most sensitive and important
He started thinking about the subject.

That is to say, it started from the ancient Indian culture.

'Ya nay tu puya te, ram te ta devata :.
You do not have the permission required to post. '



In other words, this is the place where the mahals are honored, this is where the deities are worshipedThey are insulted in places, where they are abused, no one succeeds
Does not happen. After starting with such a positive statement, except for a few exceptions
The stereotypes and insults to the basics of medieval women
Tara explained how life had turned out. Widow's humiliated life, Sati
Husbands, Lack of Education, Women, Child Marriage, Post Office, Jewelers, Devadasi, Janana,

Nanda was such a denialist-how the tradition was exploited by the seven and
He was always given a prominent place in the society. The same
Right and Zaya Sultan, Chand Babi, Gadchi Rani Gawati, Noor Jahan, Jajau Asha
Aka Mahadevi, Janabai etc. from the political arena Of the saints

Bhavshali Bhoo Makahi Mandali.
After this, in the context of equating the field of engineering and Indian social reformers

Contributed constructively. After the wind, various laws were passed through the incident
Let's take a look at the measures and strings taken for the assimilation of these attacks.
He emphasized the importance of education and its place in politics.

Safety is also an important aspect of assimilation, let alone homelessness
Pa landed on the ground and the star. Abhak's marriage and domestic violence, domestic violence,
Harassment and deforestation, workplace harassment, rape, harassment, harassment
Implementation of work conditions, living conditions and
Of this systemLet me know what changes are expected in this regard
Thought.
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In fact, all the aspects required for an essay on this subject are on both sides.
Took the news. But does the law change the situation? Change the angle of thought
Does it happen I compare the situation in my dissertation with the situation today
As it turns out, it also has to deal with a lot of distorted thinking.
Hala Sura Samya, Fatak Kot, Manal Amadmat ॲ T 2013, Posa Act,
Domestic Humor and Law, IT, Visakha Guide, Da Mani Pathak, P.
A number of legal remedies such as CPNDT, PATT can be suggested; But
Do you still feel safe in a divided society? Why still in rural areas
Doesn't the situation change? Why these unfortunate incidents are causing a stir in the whole country
Concerning the safe environment of women in India at the international levelYes
Happen?

I remember - I paid a surprise visit to the Shapur police station near Puja
Was gone. A peasant woman sat in a corner with her three children
Was. I didn't try to get close and question her. On the ninth of this month
One of the corners of the garment was tucked away. He looked at me
He pushed the machela to the side, and blood began to flow from his lips. Tanam Tacha
The left hand extended forward, it had six fallen teeth. The front teeth had fallen out, because of this
Her tongue and teeth were not in contact, so she could not speak.

This is the eldest daughter of eight or nine years old who has come to understand this situation of her mot
She whispered to me, “Grandpa, I don't have a brother, so let the father come
He put a veil on the dam. ” I got angry. By placing the eater in its position
I kept it as it was. He ordered her to be taken to the window
According to IPC 307, he did not attempt to commit murder, so he filed a case.
Ordered to put the new one in the current lockup. I am saying this to this mother

Got it. I held my feet in this state and explained in the words of Mod Yatod



She said, "Sayeb, I don't want to put my son in jail. Only in this worldWill come on the road. He beats me up, doesn't pay at home. I am very happy
Come on. ” I did not understand his words. In a study on my assimilation
I didn't know that at the time. How many days will she endure this brutal abuse?

And yes, one day when the end of patience is over, live with your flashes
Sampav will take a fatal decision. Such things happen every day somewhere. Aa also sees.
He has no happiness. GS, T-Shut, Four Healer, Mobile Aala Ki Mu
Did it happen From Chool and Mul, she came to the city, Ohan and T.
Is found in the web. In the hifi circle it is almost like a cut water.
How many of these people are left helpless in your field?
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Are you trying to get out of hell? Don't know
Twenty years ago

Let these two lines be aimed at special men. 'Consider the same human being, her
Don't underestimate. Do not worship as a goddess or as a slave. ' What is expected
Is that so Only two words of affection, love and a shadow of new protection.
If the fence starts eating the farm, then where to go, who to look at? Parents, leaving home
How to erase the past and fill in the blanks, enter a new circle on someone's faith
To do In this age of gas, the toe erupts only when it is not washed, when washing clothes and in the green
The foot slips and the life of a weak, weakling dies. Parents come
Come doing. Relatives mediate. But in each case, they have seized it, despite obstacles we can scarcely ima
नघतो. Gu also enters at different places.

Relatives, pots and pans are returned. In addition to over sixty thousand
The forces are gone. The parents see the number two mortgage that came to Lala. त या

This compromise is accepted for the future. Going back to Po Lasi, Porgi came back alive
Is it going to happen Such a tone emanates from everything. After a few days everything was sweet. New

It was not easy. The parents are on the verge of losing their first daughter
Dhumdhada does not get involved in it. The spirit of this abyss keeps moving around. That's it
Simple, inadequate, and well-fed are eaten away by time.
Every day two or three codes are entered in AD (only in Amat). DYSP
Also give gifts. But at least 90% of cases are due to depression. Entered at ten k
Occur. What happened to them? At this point the participants in the road reverse and four
The death of a young child for asthma is worth it. All related to J and Theme,
They are built on the left side of the road.

In fact, we are following our own culture. Take care of this house,
Reproduce; That is why these are revered. That is why we want to protect them.

As a child, it was the responsibility of the father, of the newcomer, and of the gifted child
Is. What is your own? She knows how to give. What is her identity? What
Is it true? She wants a Bank Bull, a new moist duck, she
While giving the debit card, the child said, 'Mom, what a great cook you are.
Apulak these exclamations. Her estate is the happiness of the whole house
At the end of the day is a golden age. She loses her handiwork to grandchildren. Or
I love it. And she struggled for a day and a half

Goes. But the faint fragrance of Puai is left behind by your family
A slow flowing spring of good fortune.

So study and study, k and k is the only solution to the problem of assimilation
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To be safe. This is only if I stand firmly on my feet Neither
It is important for the child to keep this in mind.

We had a batch of 70 IPS officers. Become a five-year-old.
It also had an Indian judge. This is the method of swimming in the time of Vatak Mutt

Men's prostitutes are swimming in different races. But tile, tack, back tack,
Bharti took the medal alone in the Butter Lies. Come on in, take a look and enjoy yourself!
Time was running out for India. This requires breaking the window. Delicate, delicate,
At home, I, Abla, Sadayavati, Pagvata, all these tights are not to be worn and
I want to make myself strong, strong, strong, strong, strong, strong.
The only condition for this is study, ambition, me, effort and excellence!

My daughter was 7 years old
I was taken to meet him. She used to watch them on TV, she kept listening to them. Floor
I didn't understand his words, but the immense love and optimism about the children on his face

There was a tingling sensation in the elbows and abdomen. 'I like them, Janke
Dreams are life. Nothing happens just by having wings, flight happens with enthusiasm. ' Yes
Kalam Saran was able to come and see, gave us confidence, optimism and encouragement.
Sir asked Havi to go this time; Yes my child, what do you want to
become in your life? Do you want to become IPS officer like your
father? ' जा हवीनं उ र दलं, 'No sir, I want to become Dr.APJ Abdul
Kalam! ' Yes, I want to keep it big. In a high place, there is no gad and no padha. To go
The wait is tough. Mother Teresa, Kapan Chawla, Sunta Vyas, Helen Keller, Queen
There are many ideals like Lemibai, Mata Jajau, Sa and Vibai Phule
On the situation, Vakan won and built his own place. I will take it too
Aman Bharari, I will also be the winner. Wami Vivekananda also says' No bird can fly
with one wing. ' What is really needed today is to strengthen the two wings of the society
To build a strong and capable India. I will also contribute
I will give strength to my wings to descend and as much as I can.
There is no one to blame, both women and animals.

After 'Nabhaya' A Pasod, changes have been made in IPC. Come on
And FIG. Hang him if he commits a crime two or more times
The provision was made. ठे Mathepe will be punished for road attack.
The secrets of deforestationShe raised it. I have not yet been insulted

Delete the medical test. Get through the mindfulness scheme
Rehabilitation measures have been taken. Pose work on children
Strict punishment was provided for the incident. But still it is like this every day
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Are happening. What can be done to stop this abuse? Come on in five years
A study of the statistics reveals that out of the total 7850 accused, 7380 are in force



Pdt knew me. In other words, 94% of the guerrillas were from Parchya. AnalysisDone; It includes neighbors 37%, I 17%, taxpayers 8%, relatives 6%, parents 3% and
Sugar appears 1%. 35% of the total number of victims is 14% of the total victims

Appears in the age group of 18. And most importantly, the most powerful car in the house
Happen. How can your home and your community be safe and secure?

I want to give some advice to my little brother as a word of experience.
Awareness of the surrounding situation and accurate information of the writers
The first step of the process begins. The reason for this is physical contact

It is more important to free yourself by giving. I am the police of Mumbai
A Davi incident had taken place while I was old. One on a Jaman girl in Bandam
Gu Hegara was brutally beaten. He caught Gu Hegara in 24 hours. But
There are many lessons to be learned from this incident. Alone in the apartment of this young girl
She was living, and both of them were sleeping on the night of Watchman. Come on in, take a look
The rocks didn't hurt, so the housekeeper saw the lat. He's like Piederman

Suez climbed to the fourth floor without a pipe. This girl is also inside the rock
He could not move, so he could easily enter. In the meanwhile she slept
Even her door was not locked from the inside. This is an opportunity to steal
The guerrillas who broke in with the intention of taxing him with the help of a knife in the kitchen.
He attacked the helpless girl. He freed himself from the clutches of Tanna

Lat came out and started knocking on the neighbor's door. This lattice next to Bachari
There is no lock outside, I didn't even know it. This causes the thief to walk back and forth
Came. If she had run downstairs, she would not have escaped
Would have come. If the doors are closed at bedtime
The rocks are there, the neighbors are there, the watchmen are awake, the wall compound

Strong, sharpen the sewage pipe; So maybe this is the case
Could have been avoided. Therefore, it is important to use the system. And so on

Avoid the temptation of companionship, which can put you in danger. And yes, two-three
Don't think that you have become a superwoman by taking the karate field of the day, it is more

Is dangerous. Full-time training is important for this. All of a sudden
Simulation practice is often necessary to deal with the situation that arises
Are. This will get rid of your own happiness before hiring this accountant
It should be done. And once the battle with the writer is over, that's it
Came in; So, I used to use full force like Ranara Gani. If you
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Gangarlo, this deranged writer will get angry if he assumes that he will eat
Took the role of co-worker with this; So you're pushing yourself into a more serious crisis

Would have. This caused the first one to open his eyes and then kick both of them
To wear. And first we had to climb fast and fast. Maybe
You will only get one. She doesn’t want to miss the opportunity. On the throat of the scribe,
Apply on the abdomen, forehead, chin, head, knees. If he goes ahead
If he is doing this, then hit him in both the thighs with the knee and if he asks for a lesson
If you are not trying to hold on, hit the corner hard in the stomach. Pen, Pay Sal, Lemon

Uses, cans, pictures, paper are everyday items; Will be in their hands
Use it that way. As the situation may be, so is the care of the body
Use with care.

You can meet many scammers through the current social media. You shake
Emotions can ruin your life. Because of this, Facebook,



Take a look at the hotspot. Your identity, name, address, photo with others very carefully
Share. And parents keep an eye on their children, their haunts.
Don't poll, but communicate with them with confidence. What is good, what is bad, what is bad
Evil doesn't understand. Find out where the girls go on a date with. Maybe
They can go to this place with the help of Sambha Bala. Whether male or female
Hasachar, J, Da, Hyaran Yambal always speak; Don't associate with them. J. L. Gak
Beware of subjects who deliberately draw the line. Pu ha pu ha yanat

Keep in mind, the first few of these times are good for escape. And own
Use the true-false path to get rid of all the fines, penalties, differences. And yes, if the medicine
If you find yourself in such a predicament, please do not blame yourself. Ya naradhamanam
You have been wronged by committing a heinous act, in order to be punished
Come forward firmly. But let's not deny ourselves, let go of frustration or guilt
Don't give up. Parents can also consider their water as a very sensitive time
It is necessary to recover with empathy.

This paper was a big support. Now the history of my earth
It was the turn of the subject. Etc. The scope of Tahasa was large. India's ancient, medieval and

Live with modern history was prepared for modern history. Rajerajwade,
This time with U-Tahan, this civilization was to be questioned. Art, literature,
What is the economic and normal life of these elements at the grassroots level along with culture,
So far, the draft is based on these factors. About 300 Maca
For paper, 3 marks of 60 marks and 6 marks for 20 marks were required. A
I used to be on maps. Significance of his 50 words by showing the place on the map
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Used to do. Due to the handcuffs in the subject, the answers went hand in hand. Paper five
I finished the nut earlier. He also did a reverse check and handed over the victory to the fairy.

What a wonderful way to screw people over
Is. He had a stomach ache due to the problem of coagulation
Is. Anyway, the U was not over yet. I returned. Marathi help paper fifteen
It was days. During the first fortnight, six papers of MPSC came in three days

Were. The US was in a state of shock. I used to eat two papers without fingers for six hours in a row every
I used to get sick. Limbs. But the cold was continuous. There was a real battle.
The man is taking out all his opinions.

I remember, I was sent to Latur by S.P. Happens. May 22, 2003 My daughter wants to go
The first was the growth day. The day before, there was a lot of water in the house.
Due to this, I decided to come to the rest house of the Latur Police Headquarters.

I was going to get up in the morning and go to Tak. Time left in preparation for the day after growth
Gay had been stabbed. This made me fall asleep as soon as I put my limbs on the calf.

At three in the morning, the phone rang. Come to Karepuram near Renapur
The robbery had taken place. An 80-year-old tree was also killed in the incident. Po lasani
The three robbers reached near Renapur mortuary and then the chase started. Come on
With the help of the villagers, the chase continued for three years. 62 km Or
After the chase, three charges were dropped. This one threw a stone at him
While doing so, an uncle jumped into the green. Half a foot of water falls on these leaves and greens
As a result, he was killed on the spot, while the other two were captured.

On the face of the weed Gu Hegara who jumped and fell in the green
There are scratches on the nails of the hands and also on the nails of the dead tree.



The remains of the robber were found. The accused was arrested
It was thrilling! While the robbers were removing the borehole from the tree
The argument was really deadly. At the age of 80 years
The condition of the coast was a struggle with the robbers. The robbers were removing the borehole
While he was there, he had put his fingernails on them! As a result, he climbed one
He was stabbed in the abdomen with a sharp weapon. After that
He had pulled the strings and pressed his throat. But even in such a dying face
The accused's face was scratched. The tension that has arisen is truly incomparable

Was! The robbery carried out by the guerrillas of this tribe was horrible and inhumane.
But in this whole process, I realized something. When the police chase
Pangaon to Badapur 62c. I The men had escaped in five hours
I was overwhelmed by their speed and speed. With this in mind
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Thoughts sparkled - in the hope of running in the All-Pacific or Marathon
He would have shown his skills by participating, but not a single medal for India
Could have met. There are so many types it's hard to say

Wait a minute for the inner rak ujla!
Be it the struggle of this tree or the danger of thieves running for their lives; Or

The last thing he wanted to do was to work hard. Javaya, only after the end
This wonderful man of infinite power is cut off from this body. The same is true of UPSC exams,
Who, with full strength, prepares himself and goes down the path with the intention of Java; He sucks. Me
Recently 21 km. Marathon running is crazy. 10-11 in a row at the beginning
At a speed of 21 km. Running seemed impossible. But let's reach the age of around sixty
Let me show you how to complete this post. In 2013, it was 2
I set a goal of running a half marathon within hours. With the help of police personnel
Also practiced. Started from 5 km. 2 km per week. Difference
Growing up. 21 km to December It will be completed in about 2 hours
I also came with faith. But coincidentally, our police 'enthusiasm' last night
Came. I have a complete combination of what I do for six hours
To prepare, one stands for at least eight hours on this day. Come to Mumbai and come to Tampedam
28 people were killed. From Police Age
Everyone was in a state of tension. The work ended at 1 p.m. Meals without off
It is half past two. Ushara's head was shaking from the food and the stress of the day
It happens. Tried to sleep on the left side. Some K did not catch the eye.
I must have slept for half an hour, the alarm went off at 5 o'clock. Chand ॲ sadit
Was done. Organ root was the fertilizer. Lose medicine to run any part of the body
Without showing. As always, my mind goes to the beginning of the marathon on the left sea
Was looking to pull.

Hanabai says, 'What can I say about the mind; Now you are on the ground;
Gone Gone Abhayat '. Once the mind decides, the body has to listen to it. Pots Cut
With 2/3 of the nuts left, we reached the starting line of the marathon. Krishna Kash,
Anil Ambani was preparing for the run. Atul Karwal, our ADOD from the academy
You came running with this boy. Karwal Saran approached me without any hesitation
Good luck with the movement. As soon as this hand was touched, the whole body was charged.
Let the pain run away. I.P.S. Most of them are green
Sir has done. Bicycles are all over the country. Six au ch in Mashal At



The bets are burned. Sara's work has now been transformed into Lunisar's caseIs. Slim-bodied, agile, slender and sharp, piercing head
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They are a source of inspiration in themselves. At the academy, I was Sara's favorite lecturer.
I wanted to show them, I am still keeping my fitness in front of them

Has improved. I got so much energy in the early hours of this morning, like a horse
Ran. But as Pedder Road began to climb, my breath began to swell, my breath filled, my feet
The balls started coming out of the pottery. There was tension on both sides of the road. Lok Rayo, Shaya,
He was encouraging the runners by hitting them. My speed was slow. Round the legs
Had come. Then the four jawans of FOS 1 came from behind and said, "Sir, insist,
It's a little scary, ”he said in a low voice. I insisted. Foot motion
Caught. There was a lot of rubbish stuck in the engine. The climb was over. Radam caught
And began to take steps with the soldiers. Go to Marine Resort, Ranveer
Was standing. Ranveer holds a bottle of Gatorade in his hand as "Daddy, run, you have to be the foot"
Dali. I no longer had hundreds of runners. But every child says that their father is Superman

Think; That's what he thought. I did four or five O-Herteks in front of this. He is
Pawn shouted even louder, "That's the parrot, Daddy, pick up the pain!" I chuckgate

I did. The last 500 meters was visible from Ta Ma Chowk. Two in a row
It was four o'clock in the afternoon. I wanted to cover the whole distance in two hours. In four minutes
500 meters was an easy loss. Then with the jawans, the last knock on the feet of the full throbbing
Ordered to come. The funniest line of the marathon was played by Leela. Take it easy

The numbers were 7:57:15. I had completed the marathon in the 'Under Two' category. Ss
As soon as I got out of the line, my body was exhausted and I could see if I was collapsing
My servant saved me. When I took off my shoes, I took off my shoes
The nails had also come out. Bombay with limbs that cause excruciating pain
Yes, the window has been reached. But there was satisfaction, the target was reached. This is not the case
There is - one that tests every particle, particle and mind!

UPSC Papers on the subject will be the main stream during this main examination
After years of paper, there was a gap of about a month. One by one during this period

The foot-worn MPSC. This main test also had to be challenged. Of last year
Was the experience. Awareness of society was created. During this period, fold no

There was an allowance. The Mahabharata was started to be read from time to time.
The foundation of general study by the Marathi masters of 'Yojana' and 'Lokraya' of the state government
Was strengthened. Toddy Sakal's 'Padhapari Magadshak' is a help in many ways
To do. Paper two, which focuses on Maharashtra in the context of this interview
Preparations were made. Two such calculations every day for four days in a row
MPSC Eight, eight aspects of this main examination with paper pens and paper
The success of the game was due to Vipana. Ten minutes on each answer before the time runs out
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'Is something wrong? Why? ' I used to look for this investigation, this time in my thirties
Future success was in the air. Feeling satisfied. Come on, let's go.
In marathons, the toes go out of work, as well as the hands after a few consecutive papers
High of the fingers. Except for my pen, the habit of pressing on the paper; Because of this
On May, the fingers were as stiff as the body of a rugged moth. Then to
Gently massaged with oil, on the same day, she started fighting hand to hand.
I used to try to deal with it. Often two papers in a row for six hours in a row and back
After studying for six or eight hours in a row, I used to sit on the table and bend over.
Somewhere along the way, there was an increase in stress. But the village tiles to the village
Shakeel Suyanam used to come to the aid of car-minus fines. In twelve or two sets,

Ravi, Suy, Bhanu, Khag, Pushan, Har Yagbha, Marach, Aadya, Savata, Ak, Bha Karai Namo
Namah. So Suyanam put the car by announcing the twelve names of Suya, each of the lessons
The creation of innumerable suns that give a tremendous amount of energy to the mind and every hair on
Hi. So what about 'Tuka Akashaevadha' in the form of all opinions

The body, the mind, and the mind have to be in harmony to perform the orgy of study.
MPSC A gap of ten days after this main examination is the last of UPSC

There were only two papers left for Marathi assistance. Good to help Marathi in ten days
Revised. India are playing one match after another at the neighboring Wankhede ground
As I reached the final of 'Harrow Cup', so did I
We reached the first night on the day of the conquest. This night is India.
This was the last day and night match of the Harrow Cup.

The study was long overdue. This Wankhede is not far from Hake
I used to hear it coming from Chadug. Turning the last hand on the preparation
Happens; But it doesn't work. Turn the fan on and don't try to sleep but wake up
And the car kept ringing in my ears. India had won the 'Harrow Cup'. Me too
I wanted to hit the ground of UPSC. Woke up in the morning. It happened. Green Cup or Nation
Due to Dhamdhumi, I did not get a taxi to go to CST. Walking in the middle of nowhere
Decided to go to CST. Railways had to pass through the tunnel. Because of this
I was always scared of TC when I went through this tunnel. Come on in, take a look
One of the footsteps in the tunnel was to be attacked. Sweaty
Reached. I grabbed the train and got off at Mazgaon station. Back to running ten nuts
Reached the building. The first paper was on the history of review, analysis and support.
There was a grip on the history of review and support. Support and society and
Two of the 60 makas of the history of the saintsHe had a jackpot. Of paper
Fadsha fell. He solved the paper in a beautiful way till the pen became 'pen'.
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This is how Hemant used to draw the upper line in the words of Hemant recently.
I was shocked. As a result, I was overwhelmed when I saw the words that were inserted. In this paper

Found on Saint Tukaram. The little boy rejoiced at the lollipop field.
He had survived Tukaram. उराची भ जमली. 'But who cares' and' the same
He was easily tossed off the field.

Sh! The exam is over. Little did I know that Snake Shady would be the last in the game
What's wrong again? But this time let the Public Service Commission pass both the exams.
There will be an arrow somewhere and a government job will be found

And it was getting addictive. Had fun in Mumbai. My favorite concept is Mumbai
Wandering, watching a couple of Bollywood movies, going to Pa Yarau



I used to go to the hotel for dinner. Done! I am from the village, my grandchildren from the village are minThere used to be comfort. The Mumbai I see today, I never saw it by mistake
No. S.I.A.C. Some of them are from the MLA's residence in Kula
Kant used to eat Pavbhaji from time to time. My tears and mine never met
No. What is the meaning of 'Pa Zha'?
I didn't even know that. This food is well known. But Jabhechi
The taste is dead. Sometimes I'm too hifi, to show that
She eats 'Japanese sushi' vigorously; It also comes with this boil. In the United States as an Ad Hutcher
Susari's meat is also eaten while she is naked. I have also tasted this salt.

At the age of 22-23, the hi-fi lifestyle in Mumbai became very attractive
And there used to be curiosity. The drunken ass in the pub in this photo of Mumbai used to go blindfolded
In fairy tales, such beautiful girls become unconscious due to intoxication
Ten of them used to burn their lives. Don't go to bed at night
I do not know. I used to read the cherished reading of my father. Ma
When I was young in Mumbai, I had a struggle with this nightingale.
In the pub com, I raided the ray page, it was called 'Our Laughter',
Therefore, the so-called upper classes raised the bar of criticism on the mother and attacked her.

This time I got a chance to take a closer look at this culture. Today, the same tension prevails
I want to. About the horrors I experienced in the name of raiding the water
Today, I think it is my duty to tell you four things.

It is tempting to take one's own life, and how bogus and fraudulent it is.
It is also important to know the right time. Join the party after the raid
Blood and urine samples were taken for testing. Let me handle that
About 90 per cent of the 500 people in Pune and Jujat are on the water
The child had undergone a medical test. This figure
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Sleep under the ears of the modern society
Is revealing. Such a drink is based on intoxicating music, intoxicating
Dr. S. Hut, who runs all over the country. AlcoholicAfter this intoxication the music enters the ears
There is music, lots of lotuses. Raid on this water
The Indian youth's attitude towards water culture has come to the fore
Feelings of pain as you experience the effects. Hashish coming from Chalim
Smoke, DJ's tickling contract, body movements
Trembling tension! 80 TK children are on their way to Ash, Hadkul and disease!

In the upper classes, all the comforts and pleasures are met with age.
They also give a lot of money, mobiles, four healers, and often a separate bed for laughing.
Some of them miss the road. Da - The year of the cigarette looks good. But some
Terrible such sexy dragons are found in the turn. There is no escape from this.

Taken as a cockroach, it sucks. UFO Raya from the world
Feeling we have 'Run out of gas' emotionally. Amphetamine used for waking up during exams,
Cocaine leads to pain. Opium, muff in, heroin from the substance urate
It takes a while. The fun of 'Hu Sanation' coming from Hashish Zur, Mar and Juana,
Leads to LSD. It then takes control of the central nervous system, in every cell of the night
Masalate. He enslaves me and starts stripping me naked! Don't get it
At this time, it is difficult to commit any crime, to take any bold step

Children grow up. Many people find themselves in Gu Hegari's turn, tired of slavery
They do this. There are so many types it's hard to say



The giver revolves around the giver.
What are the answers to all these? The stress of being in the middle of school

How to prevent? In school, nothing is said, nothing is said in college!
If there is a raid, there are four days of talk shows on 'T RP' page,
The present tense is filled with the column and then as before. Due to changes in economic policy
In general, Kautum Bank is becoming a mechanism in life. Many things come quickly
Our doors are knocking. From the Internet, audio and video media
We are getting involved in this day to day life. Be positive, constructive, good and good
Go is treating this arrival; But who can accept our coming reading
It is a source of inspiration, a source of inspiration for the family and the community
Will be fired; Do you want to accept this? We are immersed in the power of information
Today's reading is entangled in the web of Facebook and e-commerce. Of such
Searching for answers is needed today. I used to get a house and a car in the east. Today
The child, who works in IT, was given a luxury car and a four-wheeler
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Gets. What to do with this money? Nowadays you can see the closed culture. Summit
It is unknown at this time what he will do after leaving the post. Old village
The house, the castle. In Mumbai-Puyama, one-two, two-me kitchen used to come. Or

Latham, Hi, Hi, Computer, Washing Machine, My Way
There is room for giving. But the hands of these grandparents were difficult at home.
They have to be accommodated somewhere.

In the past, the child came to me.
It used to be buried in the soil, so I used to read about the relationship with this soil.
It is unknown at this time what he will do after leaving the post. This leads to a relationship with the gutte
Sometimes I feel scared that I can't read. Grandmother-
Grandparents get stuck in the house. 'What's the matter with the hand! Thoughts of
There is backwardness, there is a commotion everywhere, there is a commotion. ' This is the tone of readi
Get to hear Who would want to date such a person? Falls. In the village
The situation is changing. Even in a corner of the school, right now
In the corner there is a college, while in the middle of the village there is a school. Then somewhere
The children see where the father has gone and the children follow the same path.

Complete many distorted discoveries in the field of drugs and music
Are causing happiness. The health of Russia has officially stated,
Over a million weeds have gone on a diet in the last decade. For this, S.

Anda is held responsible. One thinker has said, 'I want you in this country
Tell me the songs in your heart, I will tell you the future of your country! '
These are the songs of the demons and the tension that dances to the music of the worshipers of the natio
Who will lead the society towards this fear?

The daughter of an industrialist had tried her best. Because the mother is one
I don't want to go to D-Com. She was introduced to him by her father

The council had brought me to Gasath. That was the point
You can't live without water. I just want to hear the reason for this dance
Why? Life is all about dancing and dancing
Falls. Due to the fact that they have no real experience of any kind, their feelings and one
It collapses like a bang. I am investigating the death of a Bollywood actress
It was very difficult. The peak of success began. To him



The idea was to delete it as soon as it was received. Both of them are very important
There was also a quarrel over language. At the end of the day, he wrote up, 'I mean, you're done.'
Sent and sent. In a fit of rage, he threw it in the trash and his
Delicate and beautiful necklace hung. 'The End!' Life is an e-gift.
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They have feet on the velvet cheeks, they eat on the moon plate; Or
The same amount of donkey is found on the dead body for two days. From a Marathi family of seven
Moors had been evacuated two years ago. In this family
The girl tried her luck in Bollywood. If you come to Bollywood, you won't get a job,
I had the opportunity to work in the field of condoms. The same goes for high society
I started looking. Even the children of an industrialist use it as a 'use and a'
Did. And then he gave life a 'full top'. In the diary of the time of departure,
I didn't get used to that name. Nothing happened to this industrialist due to lack of sufficient supply. Ma
The life of a beautiful girl has finally come to an end. Don't say 'don't' or 'don't'
It 's time for a change. Because of this

Sana's diet is windy and windy.
There is a time for everything. We have to wait for this with restraint. In fact, be tempted

If we go back, we can never get rid of it, and if we keep patience and avoid temptation
We reached the pinnacle of success by smelling Dasha; So everything in the illusion

You join hands and stand in front of it. Temptation is a poppy-like ball and this
Round and different ways to get rid of the tension

Are not trying. Sin by misleading Kasab and his accomplices
The snake was killed. The mistake that can easily get your claim denied is to fail.
In it, the fate of these 21 Kumaras was shown. What is the strategy? J.
In the mortuary of Ho Patal, I am rotting and rotting.

I have seen the movie 'Dalwale Ha Naya Le Jayage' a lot. Many in the cinema
The child fell in love with the incomparable Kher who played the role of Shah's father
They give you the ability to do ashes in this way. Many people do not like this movie
Shah Kha or many others do not try to find their own Kajol. I have a moment
The conversation was about Kajol not running away from home this time
Kajol's mother comes to Shah Khajwal, this time Shah takes Khaya's mother's hand
And he says, “At every turn in life, they meet. There is a shortcut. Too much
Beautiful, flowery, easy-to-follow and unpaved trail - long,
Filled with difficult crises and pitfalls, challenging to follow

Hardness of gum distance. If you hit the shortcut, you get the impression that it is worthwhile
Is created. But in fact, it is a harbinger of further failure. The illusion bubble soon
It explodes and makes the bitterness permanent. And if the hard path is accepted; So
The beginning is very difficult, you have to deal with crises and pains. I finally
There is no victory. The problem with this path is that the man is not so much in and out of trouble

He and Jagishu are so excited that they are able to meet all the challenges ahead.
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The tree grows green and always succeeds. ” I have this Bollywood dialogue in my mind
The house was done. I used to think of shortcuts this time, this time I said these words
Remembering and avoiding greed. Many people have these shortcuts for paper blisters

The feet of the righteous appear to have fallen by the ashes of life. Many to the village
Money to go by this shortcut by mortgaging the land you have, to this man by mistake
Fallen for forces and forces. In the sound of such a shortcut

Beginners can also be seen in this area. So nothing in this game of snake shad
Hovo; If you fall, you don't want to spend it. Pu Ha
Getting up, keeping the path in front of you and following the path - only on difficult and difficult roads!
There is no stopping until there is success! Bollywood really made me
Has often recovered. 'Be worthy, success will follow you', 'this time
If a task seems impossible, it is an opportunity to hit the crossroads ',' I want to get up,
I want to run, even if I fall while running, it will work; I don't want to stop and
Not even ',' 'Consider the long-term loss rather than the near-advantage
I want to do it. ',' As long as there is no defeat, man is burnt ',
There are two types of foresters and losers. And to each loser
Once in a lifetime, you get a chance to be a forester '- I said, but it is invaluable
The Bollywood dialogue of thoughts I did not keep in my diary. This time the battery
This dialog should not be viewed in the mirror at this time
Tile didn't try to eat. A little entertainment and a little fun!

Went to the village. Good exams make me feel good. Gavaloba ya d garavar manaso
Wandered. I stretched out my hands to take a high flight, to take to the skies. Let's sing
He took a deep breath and closed his eyes. The sky is the limit and the sky is the limit
It started. The river Varna flowing in front of us started flowing. On this hill
I used to get some energy like that, I used to run away with all my strength. Everything is easy, crises are e
Feeling we have 'Run out of gas' emotionally. Maybe it was my 'happy pot' or 'happy place'. In your age
There are such happy places. This time we go to the past of despair, this time these places
Helps a lot. They take care of you, caress you and relieve your stress
Get away Mother's cuddle, father's thigh, grandmother's lap, school bell, Bapu's
Theater, kite rope, guhalachi ganji, river jumping

I have had and continue to have many happy places like Talk J, Paran. Of me
He is constantly trying to increase the number, so to speak
My mood will be even more beautiful, smiling and appealing. Today I have a lot of children,
Riding a motorcycle with a horse, running early in the morning at Raman Pot, exercise in Jammu
Doing, and then swimming in the pool, playing the gutter, watching a good movie,
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Finding memories in this field near the village is all my happy places. Or
This time frustration follows, this time I miss it and reach such a place
She keeps giving him lakav from a distance. These places give me more space to live

Do. They give energy for fighting. They transform the struggle. Let's be tall
They are brought in front and asked to accept with folded hands.

The village did not say anything at this time. Once again your parrot
Don't be silly I look at it with a squinting eye, with a squinting look

Hasana wanted a solid slap. This time everything was set. Yours



No one knows the next move and all of a sudden 440 eyes
Yes touch touch! He took me with him and took out the jeep. Manso in Konkan for eight days
Farlow. Every forest became a forest. Ganapatipu also took Ganesha's Dashan

I was overwhelmed. The waves coming on Kana are also a threat to life
Read the article. Such waves come every day in this life too. Come on, come on, come on
Come on. Sometimes a tsunami strikes. Shadala in your name every day
It was easier to deal with the waves than with different conditions. In this troubled group
Sama's name does not hold true. Baja and light sails are reversed.
For this, strong fake fingers have to be made. These endure. Tsunami ye ma

Nobody works. Life should be like this. If you want to live like a normal person
Kill Buchak on the water. If I want to do it in deep water,
So I have to be as strong as the ship and the body.
The UPSC exam is like a deep ocean. How many times in three t he
That either kills, frightens or explodes; To the madman, the intriguing intrigue is the end of the mind
It takes effort. No one has prepared enough for one; If you fall, you will drown
This is not the case. It looks like a sack that encloses with a drawstring.
This time we had to take steps carefully and be aware of the situation around us.
Dhagana was walking with me. But in the past, a deep storm was raging. Mine

The Jeevan P ship is not for cooking on Samu Kana. God gave me that
Not Dalelanch. Yeah Al that sounds pretty crap to me, Looks like BT aint for me either. To me
He has come down to the troubled group without deciding for himself, but he has to cross it

Will have to. If we are sitting on this horse in the fear of running aimlessly, then we have to overcome it.
For this, the nerves in the body, which are born in the field and the hands are heated, are the source of re

Are. I want to make my hut where Nayati wants to light a fire
And I will make it. No matter how much my world is broken, I will not be broken
Will give. Once upon a time there was a scattering of dust and then I could not see how
A leap to reach a single cap! God bless you,
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Visiting pains; So there is something good in your mind.
At this time, to go for a walk with everyone is to go to a pilgrimage center

I wanted to stay in Dhamshala. Dazel wanted to collect money from Savani dough. He wanted to eat what
And I used to laugh at silly jokes till I lost my stomach. To blow each other up, to pull, not to come
There was a lot of fuss about the subject and deep sighs. That life was happy, because
Buchak was hitting Kana on this. Then sometimes it feels like, everything is so simple and

Is happy; So why bother with the ocean? Then Ma
I would have thought - Columbus, Mack Polo, or Co-de-Gamani
So what He explored the rest of the world. The state of the world
Changed. He wants to find his little island. Come back to Konkan
The group warned me to jump. I was dropped off and reached Mumbai. Of the interview
Preparations had to be started.

The fence was rolled up from the basement. Parasites near SIAC
So I decided to stay. But I also needed a place to sleep. To Deshmukh Saheb

Met. He told me that A.C. I pressed the key. Maj. T c
Every smell started in MLA's residence No. 105. In fact, come on
It was the only AC in the MLA's residence, as it was not accompanied by a cant
There was a warehouse. This time it was hot, so it was a good idea



The AC was installed. There was a meeting outside of this AC. Anyone in the talukaHe used to come and live. Five or six people were always lying down. Get up in the morning and take a ba
I used to do it, eat Vadapav and go to see Deshmukh Saheb. To each
There used to be a job. The Mahabharata itself did nothing
No. I used to wander around Colaba Causeway in the evenings. I have my stomach
Kept under the coat. Removed selected books. Get up early in the morning or lie down
S.I.A.C. Reaching and coming to MLA's residence to sleep at night
Did. After the main examination, S.I.A.C. With respect to the new children who came to me
To see, to come and talk, To ask. Then take one or two of them to a cup of tea
His favorite hobby was to ignite his wisdom. Sometimes from the village,
Deshmukh Saheb's brother-in-law used to come to work in the MLA's residence. They also have AC
There used to be a key. I came after a day of study, wondering if it was enough
He used to lie on the bed wearing a vest.

Porga Saheb will be there, so Ta also gave me a second hand motorcycle
Was. While operating it in Mumbai, there was a lot of commotion. There was also a problem with the nigh
Cook for three or four days on the back of Navasa, then on the fourth day

Someone put a kilo of sugar in the oil. The whole engine had to be opened.
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Taking her to the garage for three daysI did not take it. The corpse was taken away
900 km to Konkanmag Kambardam Mode. Three days with greenhouse turns
We left her in the village smelling on our bikes. On the way you will see this water lake
Let's take a look. We swam on the waves of the community. Kill the mind. 'Yeh do ti hum naah
Songs like 'Chhodge' were removed. In short, without waiting for natural feelings
I saw the flowers on the ground, I felt a lot of flowers. The novelty of the mind
Found. Sometimes such a person realizes how much fun there is in the world
याची.
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The last step

Some basic skills need to be mastered to win the interview
Is. You should be able to speak. I want to present it in the future. Without language
Oz V should be. The answer should be as clear, clear and concise as possible. Wow wow
There should be Takshu. Such is the regulator. So what to do Straight Dadar's private

Las reached. I met these directors. I wanted to make it a reality
Yes, that's what I wanted to do. They did the same thing to me and gave me one
Offered 100 paise per hour. 600 for two hours, three days
Began. To Dadasaheb Gaikwad Sutter and the local Lok Dhakar Samiti
I started to go and learn. Even his own expenses are now running away and the language style,
My confidence and communication skills began to grow. One of the six Baldas school payments

I started to win over Las. I had to prepare myself. In Mumbai
I.I.M., C.A. Or appear to be a dedicated circle studying the cop rate law;
But the MP.Sc. Or UPSC The board that devotes full time to this study
They look low. In fact, as a career in government jobs in Mumbai's corporate rate
Very few see. Only a handful of children can handle this job
They turn to study. This makes it very difficult and very difficult to study
The children who were there did not come to Mumbai or Lacesam. But I am one or two more than that
Bigger than a year, except my engine is like a 'nane ri' in the mouth. Because of this
Try to make fun of me in the language of the board To ask. Me too
I started preparing and started answering them.
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Prepared for the interview on biodata. Reading of the turning point in Maharashtra
Started. I started reading 'Lokraya', 'Online' again. The habit of the present tense
Not taken. The depth of the subject began to be understood. Let's start working. Jamel
So much so, that we started listening to different topics. Indian
Thoughts on awakening and economic liberalization in a small hall called Machat Chabar
I started to listen. J. F. Ribeiro, Nana Patal, Chana Ayangar, Avanash
Dhama Dhakari listened to the speeches of such charter officers. Ray Dover's Potlight
What I started to hear. Debates and panel discussion angles on this topic
Let's start with the truth.

Gathers all the information about the name, the village, the educational land, the hobbies
Kelly. This was created by different organs. The answer is not on paper
Removed. Special care was taken to ensure that the next new ones would be ready.
Started mock inter with me. Santosh Pat took Lala with him and with this acquaintance

He started to meet the other officials. Or I read carefully
Started to do. Santosh used to study with us. But most of the time
I used to sleep in the Ministry of Law. He was interviewed twice
Was beaten. But industry, business, politics always revolve around this
To live Time changed our course. Padhapari hit 'Ram Ram' and today
He is known as a successful entrepreneur. It was heavy.
He also used to have a ready-made pass to enter the ministry. Rajacha of contentment

The pressure of the authorities was huge. This allowed me to meet R. Adhika.
Take notes from them in the context of interviews.

Recognizing him, he also took me to Bapat Saran, a member of this time MPSC
Was. He had also served as Mumbai's police chief during the riots.
How they deal with racial reconciliation, tensions; A missionary and

I also understood the difference between this poll and the free area. It's funny
He used to say, “Ganapati gives him whatever he wants. Let him go, let him go

Money gives money, money gives money, money gives money; Come on
Gives a lot of tussle to the poles. And why pay attention, let's look at it
The attachment is wrong. " Today, with 20 years of experience in the police service, Hemanoman agrees.
While the police are working in this, they come forward with new companions every day.
That's all They do not have a single drug. Treatment by making a new formula
Have to find. I made a little mistake, I made a mistake, it doesn't apply to me
And the situation sucks. The time has come to identify the viruses and bacteria in the society
And without giving in to any pressure, he was tensed by giving them time-consuming poisoning
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Have to do. This is the time when there is a shortage of such drugs, this time human screams
Begin to do. At this time, even the intention of the doctor is a position of suspicion, this time the disease
Strengthens and Jujabi treatment also goes unnoticed. Sara's analysis was fluent. Gambling-
The constructive interactions I have with the knowledgeable authorities have made my concept more clea
Let's start. Fawcett's request became better understood. Now the main
I look forward to hearing the transcript of the exam and the call for the interview



Happens.
Preparations for the interview were already underway. No call, then call again

To sit down and fight until the end of the 'age bar'; Let's fight it all
And I had also embraced the supremacy in the field of non-acceptance. Pandu Pat Lahi
He had come to Mumbai to prepare. I used to feel bored this time of the day, let's break this time
I used to go out to do it. Strangers like Rajesh Kha in 'Anand' cinema

He used to hire her, so he also asked, 'Where are you, Kangude?' So hurry up
I used to hire this Mumbaikar. 'Papat mele o ya rat, mana pad ya
To the Mumbaikars who are close to the feces with the descriptions made by the squirrels.
I don't like this car. He could hardly walk past us. It has 6
The local used to catch the 13th nuts, so it took 10-15 seconds
Don't waste it. 20 in Baghdad, behind the Taj

I used to get Chakan Tangadi. I was a non-vegetarian. But with me
There was always a plan to go to Baghdad. P. R. And Shavaji both
I used to get tired of breaking the scarlet color of the reddish color. Where does this big problem come fro
I still don't know the code. Recently I went to a cinema

Yes, there is the scene of eating the tasty 'Kavala Bayani'. That's it
Something must be happening this time around. I was proposing to sell the hedgehog
The upper bouts featured two cutaways, for easier access to the higher frets. Do it at the gateway

Used to be. Couples sleeping on the sidewalk, decorating the night on the Colaba Causeway
I used to return to Mawar, making sure that they would not be trampled. Danchaya was doing well.
There was a growing interest in copying the main exam.

Finally UPSC The main exam of the exam was rejected. Mine for the interview
The choice was made. It's time to dump her and move on. We came from lakhs to thousands

Happens. I wanted to hit the last shot to get to Shake. About Su for the interview
Done. This preparation has to be done in a hurry. From the tie to the one you wanted to buy.
I wanted to make a reservation for Delhi. I used to look for a place to stay in the capital

Was.
S.I.A.C. Let me start mock interviews. Officials in many
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Campus started coming. Let's start with the group. The atmosphere became interviewed. Left and right
Preparations began on both sides. Everything from shirts, pants, ties to boots
On the go The nucleus was being lit. Who in the previous interview, how
Please tell, whats the story of them big puppys .....
Let's go. Be it a hobby or a hobby The snake was the subject. In this

Everyone had their own hobbies. East of Kharge Saran
For this interview, the hobby was 'visiting the forts' and he was interviewed

B key marks were obtained. So some people don't read this hobby again
Started. In fact, your favorite hobby is related to your innate growth.
What do you like to do in this time of year? Apalaman
What are you involved in? No matter what you do, it doesn't matter what you do
No rest, no sleep. That's it I love it
This hobby is called 'hobbies'. Everyone has something to do with this hobby

They bake the flour of Bhadla and then start the Wadi Pranayama for this
Occur. One of them had a strange hobby called 'Day Dreaming'. To him
Days of study and struggle like 'Sagham' used to appear when the eyes were open.



There was no guarantee that his views would be reflected in the interview.One of them started the hobby 'Patag and Shapakla' and the other time
Apart from Mumbai and Delhi, everything was moving, tens of thousands of people were moving
Started to wear. I am S.I.A.C. The middle mock force. It was very satisfying
No. The panel told us not to try to increase confidence. The current is hot
It happens. 'Online', 'H' was suggested to be read online. Eng g too
He was skeptical that it would improve. As a result, Marathi should be interviewed as much as possible
De came in.

After meeting Kasarasaheb, Kasambas Najamun of ACS, Second Las Leiper
I got reservation. The scent of twenty-two hours began. In the long run

The bus was already there. A book full of books, papers and cups in hand
He took a bath and found a bath. The seat number was on the upper bath in this tire. Two below
Answer: In India, there is an aisle full bath. I didn't even know it, c
The number on this bath comes up, but we can sit on this bath all day long. J majat
How do you do all this cool stuff? What about some crooks? Limb fracture

I was sitting on the upper bath all day trying to get ready for the interview.
The night began to shake a little. But under the bath, all the regional certificates under the stomach
I was afraid that they would be stolen. We reached The Lee platform.
It was warm and wool. The board of SIAC had descended on the Maharashtra House.
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Caught the taxi. As the TC meter increased, so did the pity of compassion.
MPSC The interview time was also disputed with Salunwa and this time the interview
Bo was at this time. By paying Rs
Landed on the House.

Eight people had landed in a non-AC mum. I grew up ninth in this. Limbs
Lahi was also. Bathed under a cold shower. Feeling a little better. By becoming
We entered the 'interview floor' of the House. How to break the leech

Everyone was commenting on this. 'Wajiram ya' lasala sawani costume
Was taken. I also disguised myself for Rs 2,800. Main exam like me
Many of the survivors have come up with different notes and their help.
He was preparing how to get fired. Some of the kids were in a hifi environment. Some
In the middle-class and very little peasantry. The mind was suffocating. Flee to the village
I started to feel like I should go. But he had come with the intention of 'Shadi Tutu Ka Parambi'.
Now what to fear for the interview? 'Waghala wa ya hana kawa waghoba', he will eat
Was. The day-to-day interview was approaching. The practice started to get a little better
Was.

The lit is wonderfully ukada. In this case, the sun burns. Maver
There was a fan, but Uka used to take a sweat bath. Ra used to go to Tagamgit. Although
I got into the habit of hot air due to this problem. Circle for interview
By panelwise analysis, It depends on who will be asked by this body
To do. Each panel had an in-depth discussion of this ideology and its pros and cons. Who lets
Yes, then how to stop it, let's not come Give them your side by side

How to bring it to an end - was being planned. Removed current events
Predictions were being made as to who was going and how to count on this news.
In order for the panel to be preferred, some houses will be built on the nearby Minarayan Temple.
Lag ya ho ya. In the evening, on the sidewalk of The Lee Gate, lie on the south side
Lock and North Lock. The end service is the priority



Seat rate smile! In the final maritime, Dho came and got the number in this service, though
Babu Hai was to be appointed as the officer in Delhi. The Lee Ya
H.I.P. Be in the middle of the red, blue, and amber

Let the light of hope go out.
He used to send postage from time to time. Even after taking the letter from Delhi, he did it

Sent. If you want to make a phone call, you have to book a call and a couple of hours
I don't want to stand up and call. Po Takad would be diagnosed within a week. Come this time
My seventh-grader in Potakada had some expectations. At home
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Situation
Break the expectations of those who have come and those who have come from me
It was happening through the words that came from Marathi. Everyone in the village loves me
Called. He ended the page with a burning line, 'Brother, mine

I want to see you in the red car before you roll your eyes. ' Come on
The ignorant father has already drowned and drowned in order to make ends meet.
I had reached here by studying till the blisters appeared. Mock from here
No return. The body of the interviewer should be loud and clear
Romaroma was crushed and the day of Mulukhmaidan dawned.

Wear a dress that has been folded in place. It was rubbed and brushed.
The mosquitoes did not strike him, but struck him with a small sword. Shut down the light and turn it on

The overall outfit was black pants and off-the-shoulder boots. Wear a tie
No, it was still in my mind. Finally tie the samosa knot three to four times
I didn't try to put it on, I just put it on. Sometimes it is dry, sometimes it is dry
Long hi. He too was crushed by the knot four times. Vaitagun released the sound of a tie.
He took the file of documents and documents and took the bicycle to Dholpur House.
Reached. UPSC This is the first time I have entered this building. Name on the note board
Checked. When I saw the boat in front of Lt. Gen. Sur Nath, I was shocked. No pain
Sweat broke out. Sur Nath was the Chairman of UPSC at this time. His medium is Eng
No, in this case, the tax officer takes precedence and gives less marks
Some rumors and experiences were heard. I went inside. Bapu had also reached.
He was also one of the members of Sur Nath along with me. Its a difficult mine
It happens. The Sann of the faction was so puddled, that without the faction for two-three hours in a row
Take it out, come onIt would be fun. Sitting next to the clerk, I sighed
Verified. Submit the necessary government and panel
We entered a small hall outside the conference hall. Bapu's patience ran out
As soon as the faction broke up, I moderately argued with the ten-man faction
There was a flurry. He had brought a toothpick and toothpaste to his companion. त डाचा भपकारा
Shouldn't come, so I went to the bath and signed.

Adjacent to the hall was a panel conference. Candidates for interview
Mankwar was sitting on the bench outside. Normally 30 to 35 minutes for each candidate

To conduct an interview. Ma was no longer a Nagpur candidate. He is also in Delhi
Peace Suitam had come for the interview. Let's speak English fluently
This candidate was easily identified. He was a good man at heart. Its acad mac
The record was telling. He did his B.Tech from IIT Mumbai. After that
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Ahmedabad or I.I.M. From MMS Had done. Sahil Sa Hasam Yeh
Galel Salary job offer from a national company in the United States to go
It was repulsed. We didn't even get our biodata. Mango or
Only one degree in DM, but also B.A. Itahas, Shavaji and Vapith, Ko Hapur. Incha

Airavat and Gangute's horse seemed to me and my pair. Already
The occasional Yungand used to bounce from time to time. Such a time
I want to work for them. I took out the letter and read the last line of my father's letter
So what The electricity ignited, the energy said in a sigh. I was awakened. And mine
The number came.

I knocked on the door and said, "May I come in, sir?" Without doing it on the neck
The chairman called in as "yes lease". Take care of the file in hand
Went to Khuch and greeted Savannah as "Good morning, sir". From here
The interview process was overwhelming. Candidate's short panel at some distance from this table
Was kept. Because of such meetings and themes, you can see this panel in detail. Of your feet
Some of the panelists said that the price of the bus, the manner of the bus and the overall body language.
It comes in handy. I was just warned. I was one of the neighbors

Come and sit down. I was introduced to her as 'Mrs. Kulkan'
Came. Or be an interpreter for us. My 'Marathi Ma Yam' is ours
I wanted to translate the conversation. That is, the panel will ask for victory, Madam Kulkan
I will tell you in Marathi. He will answer in Marathi, he will win the madam panel
That's the decent thing to do, and it should end there.

The chairman did not move the biodata for a long time. Because there is so much to see
Not at all. N.C.C. 'C' shot put, shooting method and silver medal in university, B.A.
G and Gavran's son in front. That's it! Googled, “Mr. Narayan, you

have opted Marathi medium for the personality test. Why don't you
speak in English? ”

I muttered, “Sir, I am from rural background. My English is not that
good. May I express myself in my mothertounge please? ” My answer is kindness
It was as miserable and smooth as a begging palm.

He said again, “You try in broken English, Mr. Narayan ”. Come on
Sometimes they called me by my father's name. Probably the last name in Maharashtra,
His own name and then his father's name is the method of writing. Even the last of my name

Narayananhot was, it must have upset the panel, I thought. Me
Not left.

I boldly said, “Sir, Narayan is my father's name, My name is
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Vishwas! ” But Hema's courage was very important. This year, the destruction of Hathgal
That was the mistake. Throughout the interview, he was nicknamed 'Ramrao' by his father
Was called. 'What's in a name?' So they did it too. And time goes by
The chairman called out, "Thank you, A Destruction!" So Narop was the force and Mack was also the force



Were. This is because of the fact that it is time to prepare for the interview
Keeping in mind, I called my name She didn't take it. The end is in my mind,

'Even now, monkeys and hats are being taught by our ancestors, the old candidates.
It's gone. '

Eng was not leaving the panel. It was important to leave Ugand here. I “I will
try, sir ”so he said yes. Put a smirk on Sur Nath's face
Not out of sight. He looked at my resume and asked me, “Mr.
Narayan, sorry Mr. Vishwas, You are graduated in 1993. No further
degree? What were you doing these long 4 years? Were you
exclusively preparing for civil services? ” And I answered,

“Yes sir, simultaneously I am doing some constructive social work
for positive change in my village. The villages are affected by many
negative, disruptive and backward tendencies. The droughts and ill
yields have brought pessimism and lethargy resulting in addiction and
delinquency mainly in youth. Sir, We have established one NGO at my
village which works for the upliftment of the rural youth as well as for
dissiminating rational, scientific and viable ideas amongst rural folks.We
have made the beginning by establishing well equipped library and
study center for the students preparing for SSC, HSC and various others
competitive examinations. ”

I spoke in unison, without stumbling. Or
Appreciate me from the upper part of the other circles in my answer panel
Pa halam. Sur Nath then smiled and said, “Mr. Vishwas, you speak fluent English!
Very good! ” But how can I tell them?
It happens. 'What are you doing after you get married?' This was expected. In general
All the candidates are asked and I want to hit a six on such a full toss ball
Vabha was talking.

My real engine started right away and my skin was exposed. Come to the front
In the panel, 'Aham' is an IAS officer from Maharashtra cadre. Was official. By mine
Ai wondered about the subject. He came to know that 'Marathi Sahay' is a wonderful subject
I was told, “Mr. Vishwas, can you explain why the drama
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'Ghashiram Kotwal' became controversial? "
I knew the answer, but I didn't know how to say it. I stumbled and started,

“Sir, Ghashiram Kotwal is a Marathi play written by Vijay Tendulkar in
1972 as a response to the rise of Shivsena. The play caused
controversy because some people believed that it hurt the feelings of
Chitpavan Brahmin Community and that it showed the statesmen Nana
Phadnavis as 'behind women' person. ”

The panel did not understand the meaning of 'behind women' either. I
Kulkan slapped Madam and said, "Madam, Lease is called 'behind women'.
So say 'Limpat'. " As soon as Madame describes the word 'womaniser'

A little laughter broke out.
I was a little relieved. The bat layer was gone. This time the movement of Anna Hazare

The national level was discussed. He gave me the right combination of Anna and Ralegan
Asked. Luckily, I went to Ralegan with me and stayed there for two days. Tathali



Transformed the village through sterilization, sterilization, sterilization, grazing and fielding.
Let's face it, people's financial dependence and 'stop water, get water' scheme

Suu Kyi analyzed the issue from Marathi, which even Kulkan Madam unknowingly won.
I listened to the panel.

How privatization and globalization will affect the rural economy. And
How will this make a difference in the lives of these people at the grassroots level? This is extreme
It was true. I am aware of the provisions of the Constitution, the fundamental rights, the concept of Tate
Such a body is both a positive and a negative part of awakening and privatization
वशद केली. From the facilities available to the backward classes to the benefits of urbanization

Handled this situation. Only one of the five nuts was taken. 'How to restructure UNO
Can it be done? ' Come to this international topicI was overwhelmed. The composition itself

How do you do that?
Next It was a bit of a stretch. Come into Indian history

Who or what Are you seduced? 'Which personalities in
Indian History fascinate you? ' Etc. The scope of Tahasa is large. Containing
Periodically, in the first month, in the next month, and in love, one after the other. I

Thoughts and answers - 'Three on my personal life and thoughts
There is a sense of monthly - one husband Shavaji, Surrey Mahama Gandhi and then Dr.
Ambedkar! ”

The next thing was, “What was the difference between Gandhiji and Babasaheb?
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In this policy regarding the answer to the questions? Whose thoughts are most rewarding to you?
Do? ” I had to answer exactly.

I began by saying, “A society based on equality and equality for both
It was awesome. ” But they both deal with their confidence as they choose to embark on their play activiti
If Gandhi is to bring about reforms in caste and themes, then so is Ambedkar
I wanted to lick the root. According to Ambedkar, as long as there is caste and caste, so far
Will remain untouched. Gandhi has the power to change the way people think
Done, fasted. Ma Ambedkar is an ineffective weapon for the present.
That's how it was done. The conversion of the two reached the time of 'ethnic new'.
Gandhiji wanted to end religious extremism; So Ambedkar did h
He did not try to find a cure for this disease by sacrificing his religion.
The answer was well received.

The next mother was Rajab. I took his name, I don't feel proud,
The nerves stiffen and the veins begin to swell, according to the panel.
Next Google put, 'What was the concept of' Swarajya 'and why Shivaji
is considered to be the great noble king? ' I was shocked to hear this. Me
Where do I start talking about my pride, about the gods of Maharashtra?
To do, it fell.

I began by saying, “Sovereignty built for the common good
The beneficent state is 'Varaya'. The people are the 'owner of the bridegroom' and the state
So I cultivated my husband's 'vat' in the same way as my husband Shavaj. Then

Created by Shavaraya using tax and structural governance
Reformism and sentimentalism is 'Varaya'! During this period, I moved
Understanding the spoils of war, the desecration of places of worship, slavery and coercion



The Maharajah banned such places and traditions. Husband Shavaj ChLife is a car. It is about building a community and achieving everything
I'm going to tell you. They changed the rules of education, divided the work,
Changed the tax structure, and eliminated slashing and slashing. Nai Takta, Shabta Ta and
And he made it a government of sanity. Accepted the principle of equality. His agricultural policy,

Environmental Policies, Innovations, Initiatives, Chains of Order, Rights
Equilibrium of Kat, G Nami Kava, Gu Taher Khat, Horse Force and Armor
Uses, their planning, leadership, dedication, money, trade, building forts,
Respect for me and religion and all such virtues and progressives
The difference between the two is obvious. His greatness through his deeds and actions
Thor I was cut in places. In fact, they are the source of India's modern nationalism
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It would be more appropriate to call him the founder of Dhamma Narpe Vara. In fact, six husbands
After his death, the Marathas fought the Mughals for 22 years.
And the values   of the nation are lost. ” The panel stopped my answer as I spoke. Or
I didn't want to spend a lot of time in the middle of my place.

After this, the situation of the interview turned to shooting as expected. Biodatama and Vapith
I was well prepared for this subject as I had a gold medal on thin. Be like this
Would say, "What do you have inside you to hit the bull's eye?" “On target
What qualities do you have that you can do right? ” In shooting the body is completely layered
The deposit has to be practiced. Only the boat pulling the arc should move. Yours sincerely,
Your goal and your goal are all different. According to the letter
If you focus on your own shooting technique, the goal will be achieved. I answer
The forces said, “Sir, I have the restraint of Parakot and strict control over the mind. Do me

And can be pulled. It is my practice to aim accurately and well. What happened to me
Or what is going to happen, rather than what I am doing, I am completely focused on. I

I have no doubts about this opinion. I have buttermilk. This is the power of the mind
Kaush is the backbone of it. ” I was taking a pause and speaking in Marathi, this is Madam Kulkan
Let's present it in front of the victory panel with enthusiasm. Half an hour passed. Take H. By Sur Nathan
“The last question, I. Trust, 'I will ask you to the extent' 'Hanat asked,' 'This rule
Are you here Explain a little. " This is incomprehensible Was. I bit
Gangarloch. It was the last ball of the innings and five runs for Suri.
He had no choice but to hit a six. But what is the answer? To bring this world into a while e r
And all parents are responsible. Am I coming a little without myself? But I have cash
Got it. The panel wanted me to ask about my life. To me
I wanted to know the future. I have come to be a collector, a missionary,
Such are the answers; So maybe my body would have been thinner. Public service
I want to do it, I want to work for the people, I have come for this, it would have been said; So
It would have felt awkward. I peeked into my past. Thug
Dholpur House
In front of the board, we had reached the interview for all these services in the country.
I remembered the work of 'La Mancha' taught by the English teachers in the college.
She was so impressed with me that I read it.

I told the panel, “Sir, I think, give me the answer of my life
It 's a good idea. If you have permission, do it

I want to show it to you. " Let the panel do the permission
Bright, sparkling, emotional, inspiring line
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Of or.

“To dream the impossible dream
What is impossible, and I want to see.

To fight the unbeatable foe
I want to fight against the fact that no one can defeat this enemy.

To bear with unbearable sorrow
I want to endure unbearable pain.

To run where the brave dare not to go
The knights are reluctant to go to this place, I want to run there.

To right the unforgivable wrong
Whatever else, I want to do it.

To love the pure and chaste from afar
That's the decent thing to do, and it should end there.

To reach that unreachable star
I want to reach that rubber star.

This is my quest to follow that star
No matter how hopeless, no matter how far
This is my heart's desire - to tie that star!
No matter how frustrated you are and no matter how far apart you are, it makes a difference

Does not fall.

To fight for the right without questions without pause
To be willing to march into the hell for heavenly cause.
In this fight, in this struggle, there is no need to ask, no stop

Don't want to come
I'm ready to go to hell, because it's for me

Pa haje.
Sir, I have come to struggle in this world. So far, so good

We have reached this point by struggling. And if we enter the system struggling, then
The rest of life is spent in the system of negative, bad and abnormal growth
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I will continue to struggle. "



My long-winded answer was over. The panel because of its pricey and sensitive terrainAnd it looks like a sack that encloses with a drawstring. Take H. "Thank you, Bet of Luck!" Such
Good luck. My interview was over. I came out. Don't get me wrong
Bapu replied, "Come on, I think the lottery has started." I didn't know that I was one
As an 'emotional flower', I was approached by the panel and Maya as a 'committed candidate'.
So? What's the use of thinking this now? For parents from Pa Laka Bazaar Makat

Bought a good waiter. I took some books for this. The bag was wrapped and not covered
We left for Mumbai after this session. The last few lines of Mancha's work as he walks

Remember, I didn't say that in the interview.

And I know if I'll only be true
To this glorious quest
That my heart will lie peaceful & calm,
when I am laid to my rest.
And the word will be better for this
that one man scorned and covered with scars
Still strove with his last ounce of courage
to reach the unreaohable star.

My heartfelt wish will come true someday, in a military battle on this land
Wounded by the wounds and dying, the other is yours
It takes patience and restraint to take it to the end.
Will be doing. It is driven by the same madness, which is the reason for this from all over the world
We will have the words to do, that the knight fought to the end. This pain and death
Unable to wait for the bed of the wounded, the important ones. Let it end

Until then, the star of the Infinite Sacrifice, the Sacrifice, was the club for the knot.

I often compare this line to what I consider today. Here's what
The mystery of anonymous, alluring death? Why?
Dharatith padavam? Why does he mark a glorious, honorable death? On the night of 26/11
This line was getting stuck in the middle of the year when I was struggling with acne. I and

My bodyguard Amat Khetleni entered the 'Taj' this time, stay in front this time
Tharo's body was on the verge of death. Also the sound of AK-47 Fairy and Vand
The trumpet was sounding near the end. At this point in time, 13
I got into a fight with Atala and got 3 rounds of AK-47s in my house.
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Once again, this time Taj will be your samadhi. Such was the conviction.
But it was accompanied by 'G Nami Kava' which was recited by six husbands. Punctuality and

Climbed with caution. Shape's position is important, so the sixth floor
Reached. Due to the sudden and unpredictable rounding of the 20th
He did not make a single round for about an hour. They have been around for a long time
Wanted to run. I wanted to see the world. This makes your position more secure
Yes, he did. Checking the fifth, fourth and third floors on this floor
Come on. There was a terrible and deadly silence. Maybe it just passed through there
Understood. Then two nands were killed. This time he was checking the south side,
By this time he had gone to the sixth floor on the far north side. I need more help
Went to the main entrance of the Taj to meet. Two with one and a half
SRPF jawans who did not burst into tears - Ra Shade and Samadhan More were standing.



When he saw me, he came forward and saluted me. I asked them about this. Or
He told me that both of them were assigned near the main entrance. 'Bud to the stick
Aadhaar was a similar situation. Atam Yepu was the orgy of death. 'You or
In this life, there will never be such a big opportunity to kill or die for the country. ' Of this
I did not know. Hold the back again and go straight north
Reached the sixth floor. The chase lasted for half an hour. Letting go of death
Aa was moving forward. We finally reached the CCT. C.C.T.
I know the exact po of this. He took five male snakes hostage
It happens. He tied his hands and hit the buttons of his rifle as he tried to get down
Were. I am aware of this situation
Gafursaheb and Jot CP Mariya Saheb. As long as Gafursaheb has done this, he is a commando
Ordered to keep them there till they reach. In words
I reassured the CP, 'As long as we have life, we will
Stop it. ' (We will not allow them to come down, though we die.) Hey
All conversations are recorded in the control panel. Common or small minded
He was stopped on the sixth floor by two hands with Attar till 3 pm.

This cc was able to pick up their movement from the mammoth and this time
Don't try to take the hostages downstairs, attack them
Was able to. About three o'clock he saw our place and came to us
I was constantly on the move. The wood-fired floor burned. Big
Expensive fire broke out. Fire and smoke began to enter my seat. Burn here
I decided to go out and fight and die. Come to Line Formation
Aa came out. This is the only way to stop the AK-47.
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The sudden downpour shattered our legs. We lost our temper. I and
Rajavadhan reached the ball. It took three minutes for the stomach
The licked ball penetrated Ra's chest. PI Dhole, PSI Kakade Agim Ye
Wounded. Taj's employees Pu and Nausher were also injured. Follow the text through this door
Everyone was able to get out. Ra l ma dharatith padla. His martyred body on this day
And that's what I went for. At this time, the body of the king was stiffened by the rug.
U nfoam was burned. The butt of the rifle was just like that. Come to Gadam
The finger was pointed, the bayonet was pointed at the top and the eyes were wide open. As if
He was telling me that he did not live up to his word. A 55-year-old officer

Tukaram Bale slaps AK-47 on Kasab with a stick
Grab, enter the body of the five cows; However, the grip is not loosened and alive
A tarek is caught. This time, while fighting for the country, death cries out, this time one
The reason is that he is always trying to get closer to death. This man

Why does the quality of Hara Curry drive me crazy? Why death, which is honorable, is not an insult
What attracts hundreds of times more than life? This is part of them. There is a combination of growth.
This growth is caused by internal and external factors and changes are taking place.

Somewhere I had read about ancient China. The Chinese people are worried about staying in peace
Did. He decided to build a wall in China. He built it so high, c
He felt that this crossing was impossible for any beginner. Come after me

In 100 years, he was attacked three times, and after crossing the wall,
Could penetrate This time, he bribed the guards who were protecting Bhati
Could enter directly through the door. The Chinese built the Tate Wall, but it was safe



He did not go to great lengths to form a government. Out of this and treacherous, garMany such Suyaji Pasals wore garlands. Hence all other physical speeds
It is necessary to build a road before building a fort and its basics

This is what should be done consciously.
One Eastern thinker has said - to destroy any civic culture

There are three ways. Raise the family of the first. Then do the learning system
And the ends, which are their ideals, are the pillars; Defame them so much
Defame them so much that they will disappear from the eyes of this society. Family and home
If so, shake the place of the mother in the family. She was once a housekeeper
So it would be a shame to take it, it would fail to do so.
If you want to reduce the value of education, reduce the importance of education in the society.
Respect them from the bottom of their hearts until their respect is exhausted. And

If you want to destroy the ideals of the society, then insult the intellectuals. Shatode on this
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Fly Don't be so skeptical of their thoughts that anyone will listen to them seriously
No. No one will follow their ideology as shown by anyone
Will not walk on the trail. And yes, once the conscientious mother disappeared, and for life
The seller's righteousness was shattered, and all was well,
Laughing, who will teach the values   of reading? Wrong, I'm done; But it is

And show the way to the truth? Kusuma or this line came to mind again
Come on

'Suyakula's legacy will be yours again
Do not worship the owl by worshiping darkness,
Increase the strength of the country
Do not immerse yourself in the gutters of entertainment. '

Nowadays, children are so busy on mobiles and mobiles, they have to go to the yard, backyard,
The rot of the dung, the edge of the hash, the grain of the field has to be shown on the internet. The

If you give it a whirl, popcorn comes out of the machine, that's what they think. Today's
The reading is very good, it is very clear, it is fast. I'm a little backward
There will be thoughts. She is running smoothly - behind the physical pleasures. And FIG
This is not the case. Magic around Facebook, Hotspot, Twitter
Is broken. I may improve my angle based on Bapu's theory
Ratinmandu Shaken. But nowadays, Bapu's motto is 'Lage Raho Mubhai'
You have to learn. Let's go to Bapu to impress his brother with a beautiful radio jock

There are ten answers to life. Then he asks the question,
"Hey, who is that Bapu?" Scott replies, "Hey, that's the photo on the five hundred note, that's it
Bapu! ” The brother again asks curiously, "Was he in the police or in general?" Cut and answer
Deto, “Oh no, his body doesn't look special either. He doesn't even wear extra clothes
Was. But he did not like it. ” 'You picked up a handful of salt
Found. ' 'Saints of Sabarmati, you have shown mercy, Ded Hum Azad, become a sword, become a shield.'
Today I want Bapu Pa to read this, but with this bundle of notes. Bapu said this
Ask them out well if they are no longer absorbed in the connection. What are the reasons?
The declining value of the rising tide and the laughter that flows from thought? Air conditioning
After all, it was important for the upper class in the society. From this Varaj,

Come on in, take a look and enjoy yourself! Bhudan, Ramdan, Sampidan or Vanoba's Mo Hamecha
Bapu had no idea. Some people's desires, lusts, lusts are on the need of lakhs today



Appears while doing puppies. But ‘Chart Bug at Home’. In the beginning I was from Ma
Will do. I will be a scapegoat for the change that Bapu was experiencing. Really
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On the other hand, Bapu's spirit is based on a strong India with modern knowledge and skills
The US was not like that. It was - inclusive thinking and a culture rich in humanity
A striking democracy with a club to serve!

We reached Mumbai with this idea. The MLA placed the bag on the residence and the gateway closed
Took a tour near India. Again, this is not the case. Remove the last
If it started to fail, then the rat would be in front of Rahatgad again. Stomach style
Reached. Tates had grown up after being interviewed by UPSC. Everyone
He was looking and talking politely. In a few days, this honor will be enjoyed
Was. We also went to SIAC. Having a cup of tea with new candidates
Listen to the keynote of the interview.

While studying here, M.P.Sc. This main test was rejected.
Pa was scheduled for the interview. He also passed the main examination for the post of Tax Officer
Was done. One after the other, there were such happy moments of success. Who cares
Candidates are required to be selected for the vacant posts, usually three times

Candidates are called for interview. Let me now have three different positions at the same time
There were sixty interviews. It is common for one of the three to be elected
It was a possibility. It will have a jackpot of UPSC or MPSC
There will be a lottery to accommodate the small and big potapa, this was in the bouquet. And tax
MPSC for the post of Deputy Chief Minister. These two interviews are one after the other

One come or go. Now he had come to hunt the tiger. Find out in these interviews
Feel like catching rabbits.

S.T.I. Went for this interview. Coincidentally, the current chairman. Of words
There was a panel. 1994 or MPSC It was he who took my wicket in this interview.
Maybe she was an Indian, so I went to UPSC. We had reached this last step.
I went to the interview with full confidence without any stress. Me one by one
One such difficult question on status and VAT. I'm not saying to everyone,
I don't know "or" I'm sorry, sir ". My on this subject
The study was short and I didn't have time to prepare. This causes the server to fail
My name was Padha.

Later, he asked Vaitagun about the subject of his degree, i.e. history. “You hala
Do you think that you should study history instead of reading it? ” I firmly said ‘yes’
The answer was clear and the reasons were clear. 'The date has also shown some such manjars, he said
The accountant has been punished. ' This lion started. Understanding the mechanisms of society
Taking the present into the future gives a study of its condition and history.
You get to know your culture, traditions, etc. from history and you learn from these traditions.
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Gets. The meeting of our spiritual study and values   takes place only after the study of history.
Knowledge of history is essential for good citizenship. The study of history
This is not just Rajaraja's; So it includes the meaning of society, politics, culture and so on
The study of social phenomena is expected from the circulatory system. Labor movement,
Farmers, farmers, helpers, the study of art are inseparable parts of history.
A study of the subaltern or bottom elements of history for their upliftment and
Explained in detail how important it is to work. Come on in, take a look
He was shocked. He could not give any answer on this and the tax
The test was done in a good way. Without stopping, others asked me, “You
If history has become more widespread than the status quo, then society has more.
Will benefit. Why are you here for this 3rd class interview? ” I don't
And the real answer is, “I have a degree in history. It 's been a long time coming.
The history of UPSC is very interesting. A study of history so far
So, we were able to give it a fair go. In fact for the exam post
Become; So be it revenue, police, tax and excise duty, the work of the post
And the study of the test has nothing to do with me. Come to the candidates once elected
The subject and the food are taught. If so far you have done this to me

You may be saying that you are well versed in history because of this; So you are the one who is in charge
I liked it, even there I will become proficient in earning a living. And
This is the last interview of UPSC. Not yet selected. If in it
If we fail, we will have to go directly to the village and take the oxen to Auta. And tax
If you become a woman, you will at least get employment for your baby. ” I don't know

After that I didn't ask anything, I just went straight. In the interview 60 pack 55
Mack forces. In Maharashtra, I and I were reminded of the merits of tax posts.

The same thing happened with the interview for the post of Deputy Chief Minister. पह या
Interviews were a wonderful time. There was a rush in my mind. There was no experience. Enough

It didn't grow and grow, it just didn't grow. This time a lot under the bridge
The water was gone. Had the experience of three interviews. Take the fear of the panel. H. By Sur Nathan
Was removed. With such an interview, the panel of MPSC is more or less
It had just happened. The faces were familiar. Experience playing and playing cassettes
Wanted to come. In this interview, I confronted the believers. Basic rights

I batted on the state guide. The difference between the two interests and the importance of the two
She made a comparative approach. The address of the incident was the same. He also showed up.
On the basis of Keshavanand Bharti Jajmat, he explained the basics and power of events.
Discussed most of the time on the entire Indian state. "She is OK
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Is the policy of 30K reserved seats appropriate? ' Even on this, the 'Sarpanchpati' in the situation
Concerns have been raised and yet I am empowered by the importance of empowerment and empowerm
The reason for the step was explained by the theorist. And shawls
ॲ asked on digestion. The right of the Judiciary, the executive of the judiciary and
From the legislature to the division and the Y status of the judiciary On
Added. Preserve the basic structure of the event How about this right?

It is important to know that. Rights of all five writs under section 32 and section 226
There were lessons. I did a thorough analysis of their relationship. Yud shaal ॲ t hejmann
Although the executive board has done its best, many public utilities and
Janak Yanath expressed the view that justice is taking steps with purpose. Total



There was now a handcuff on the neck. When I put it on
The loud noises that were happening were barred in the interview. Makhi also got brave
He was also elected as the Deputy Chief Minister. He had hit sixes in a row.

But this is not the case. UPSC It was a real test.
The last note in the selection of the most difficult and detailed exam in the Asian continent
Do you get a place? It was his. The final result of the study done so far

It happens. The battle of name and trust and the battle of Delhi! Do you have a 'pa napat'?
It was like grief. This is not the first time I've seen this.
UPSC Why this note is on the board and then the information of the government and

It used to come to the Saran office. I am currently on 'B' Road in Chachgate
Yes, I went to live on the tail as a parasite. The former came to the fore
Was. The last hand of preparation was beating. The dryness and skepticism of the copy
Had reached. Waqas was dressed as SIAC.

June 15, 1997. My bell rang. Waqas was running around sweating.
Seeing this in such a state, I wondered what happened. Some good from the village-

Didn't the bad news come? But when he saw me, he struck me down and said, “Brother,
Your rank came up. You IPS You're done! ” I can't believe it. Gone
He was very happy to receive the fruit of four years of death. The last four years
He was waiting for this information like Chaatka. U had hit the ground running. Father's and done
It happens.

It just so happened that I once told them the news by stepping on their feet
It happens. With this news in the minds of the people who are slowly leaning towards this trick
There would be great strength to live. I rolled my eyes. Thank God. He called
I was told to opt for IPS. He had already been informed by Waqas.
He had broken the dam. He was just saying, "Brother, my tiger."
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"Baba, we have become the companions of this life!" I do not know
Was. We went to the temple to thank God. By all these relatives
It was awesome. I was full of appreciation. 'Settle one day
I was told, 'Look, Hi,' and her husband came closer and closer.

He said proudly, "Bhav, you have done your best!" News to Anand Pawar too
Was understood. Now it is called 'IPS'. I mean, it wasn't clear.
Realizing that he had become a police officer, he reached the police station in the village
He asked the constable, “Hey, our brother has become an IPS. This IPS

What's wrong? ” He is also the Chief of Police, the 'Superintendent of Police'.
This IPS Yes, that's all I knew. He also built IPS. That is
The Indian police beat him up.

I IPS. Was done. But for this, 'S' is not a soup retardant, but for 'Sa Has'
Is. Putting service first and serving this soil, this country
At a young age, he had the opportunity to take on such a big responsibility. In fact, it was a half-break.
A mission from Vashi to Sixty was standing in front. Opportunity to land on the battlefield
Was found. For the last 18 years, I have been fighting, fighting and struggling in this field.

Looking back, sometimes it feels satisfying, sometimes it feels good.
Remember the company of success. Asha Narashe remembers this past. So for a while
Ded Yaman remembers the success he got by facing the difficulty. This is not the case
And there were times when the military was shaking. Many times disagree with the system



Done, argued. But each day was a new experience. Each association,
Emotional changes took place in my inner self. Guide on the night of 26/11
Loss of accomplices, backers and road officials and gamblers.
There is tingling, there is pain; These are the ones who are awakened in the dead mind. But
Infinite, compassionate, through all these sacrifices, sacrifices!

Change the concept of life after the blackout of 26/11. Of the past
There is a land-gap between me and my mother. In fact, change is action
There is a rule. During this time, I had a real ordeal. Give water to Sita

I had to go through this process for testing; In the aftermath of such an incident,
I also got the chance to go through the fire. Feeling we have 'Run out of gas' emotionally. But in the end it i
It comes out sharply. It is sometimes late. The tug grows until it comes out.

Dha manathi, asha- narashamdhala nd from the outside without moving. Yes, or at night
Each of the police officers was duly questioned by the 'Ram Dhan' committee
Kelly. Elongated This went on. The answer came. Proof of all documents
The investigation came into this. CCT is the footage, detailing everything from telephone records
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The study was done. E. As a child, this is a raw service experience
IPS Officers were also members of the committee. Seva Navrikya Grihas Chav Ram Dhan Va
Mr. Bal visited the scene of each incident. And more interviews
Extensive Professional Recommendations to be taken in the form of 'Paddy Commission Report' Maharash
Presented to the Government.

From the very beginning of his report, I have worked with my colleagues
The price was measuring.

'The committee was greatly impressed with speed and urgency
which the Mumbai Police Machinery, as a whole, reacted to unfolding of
events at five different venues in short span of time. Also, we note with
appreciation initiative exhibited by younger police officers who showed up
exemplary courage and enterprise. Amongst them we would like to
mention two in particular: Shri Vishwas Nangre Patil, Deputy
Commissioner of Police of Zone-1 and Shri Rajvardhan Sinha, DCP, SB-
2, who tried to ferret out terrorists from within the Heritage Taj. Also
Shri Sadanand Date, Addl CP, who determinedly faced terrorists in the
Cama Hospital and was seriously injured '.

He was strengthened by the eloquent and praiseworthy words of the committee.
Preparations for this inhumane act of self-determination have not gone unnoticed

Appreciated these preventive measures taken. Both of these restrictions test
I was really down. These two things are very important in life. Vitala,
Crisis is controlled, which is automatically alerted and successful. Or

This time any information came from the office; By seriously analyzing this,
It is important to take timely steps. Prior to this, the crown prior to the day

I was walking from corner to corner. Of these safety measures
Review and discuss how to make it stronger

Was done with the government. Take care of all these things on paper
All twenty-nine instructions to do so should be given to the concerned. Of all these studies
There was a real advantage in fighting. Complete the Taj or 'Bhulabhulai' building
There is nothing wrong with knowing. Shame on you



Kava 'is still recited in the night, in the reading of Maharashtra.
At this time, keeping an eye on the situation, he attacked this place and many innocent people

We succeeded in saving lives. While giving 'Ra Pati Police Show Medal' by Ra Pati Office
In the notification in the Government Gazette issued, you indicate our action
The following is a description.
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PRESIDENT'S SECRETARIAT
Notification

New Delhi, the 29 th November, 2013

No.139-Pres / 2013-The President is pleased to award the
President's Police Medal for Gallantry / Police Medal for Gallantry to the
under mentioned officers of Maharashtra Police -

NAME & RANK OF THE OFFICERS

Statement of service for which the decoration has been awarded -
The well trained ten most dreaded terrorists attacked the metropolis

of Mumbai at six different places on the night of Nov. 26, 2008. Mumbai
city   police ill equipped compared to the weapons of the terrorists, still
gave a tough fight and nine of them were killed in the fierce encounter,
which lasted for more than 59 hours with the police and National
Security Guards, and one was captured alive. These terrorists, were
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stocked with lethal automatic weapons like AK-47, pistols, hand
grenades and RDX with ultimate motive of waging war against country.
They killed 183 civilians and 20 security personnel including police and
grievously injured about 300 civilians / police, creating chaos and
anarchy in the city. At hotel Leopold 9 persons died and 19 persons
including two policemen were injured, while at Hotel Taj 34 persons
died including Major Sandip Unnikrishanan and one SRPF Constable
and 24 persons were injured including 7 policemen.

On 26 th Nov. 2008, at about 21.40 hrs two out of the ten well
trained dreaded terrorists opened indiscriminate and berserk fire of AK-
47 inside the CST railway station. Another pair of terrorists stormed
into Hotel Oberoi. At the same time six terrorists headed towards
Colaba and a pair of these trained terrorists struck the Nariman House,
Colaba. Two of them opened similar indiscriminate and berserk fire at
Hotel Leopold and subsequently went to Hotel Taj, Colaba to join their
remaining two associates there. Before going to Hotel Taj they also
planted two powerful RDX bombs around Hotel in the vicinity of
Gateway of India.

At Hotel Taj, the four terrorists then continued with their
indiscriminate fire and lobbed grenades on the innocents. The quick
response and entry in the hotel by the team of DCP, Zone-1, Vishwas
Nangre Patil and surprise counter attack and firing on the terrorists
injuring one of them, laid the terrorists on defensive mode. The teams
chased the terrorists almost on all the floors of hotel Taj for next 1 hour
and 30 minutes, obstructing their free movements, protecting hundreds
of lives. Later monitoring from CCTV control room and cross firing from
The second floor could hinder the movements of the attackers for next
three hours on 6 th floor of old Taj. The tenacious resistance by police
team confined and incapacitated the terrorists and also enabled the
rescue of more then 500 innocent people from the various halls, rooms,
chambers and restaurants and could prevent the entry of terrorists in
new Taj. Throughout the whole operation the team voluntarily risked
their lives with utmost motivation and commitment.

Individual Role
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1. Role played by Shri. Vishwas Nangre Patil, DCP Zone-1, Mumbai

On 26/11/2008, four terrorists attacked Hotel Taj with AK-47 guns,
grenades and IED's of RDX at 21.40 hrs. Vishwas Nangre Patil, then
DCP Zone-1, rushed to the spot at 21.47 with his Radio Operator
(RTPC) Khetle and reached Taj within 7 minutes. At Taj, he took along
The security chief of Taj, Sunil Kudiyadi and reached the second floor and
noticed that three terrorists were moving towards upper floors. He fired



3 rounds from his glock pistol (at 22.02 as per CCTV record), of whichone round hit the leg of one of the terrorists.
Seeing the grave danger from the armed terrorists, he took cover

behind a ledge when the terrorists retaliated with AK-47 burst. Along

with Mr. Kudiyadi, he searched the whole of 6 th , 5 th , 4 th and 3 rd floors of
South wing. He came on the ground floor and reached Royal Staircase
when the terrorists threw a grenade at his party. In retaliation,
Vishwas Nangre Patil fired two rounds in upward direction to contain
the terrorists.

He then called two constabls of SRPF, Rahul Shinde and Samadhan

And rushed the 6 to the More th as floor of the wing of to North to Old, Taj. The team
searched the whole floor, but could not locate them. Hence he blocked
all the gates with available manpower that he had since reached the
spot and gave a call to control-room seeking Assault teams.

Vishwas Nangre Patil and his team could jam the routes of the
terrorists on the basis of this visual appreciation of the movements of
terrorists. The terrorists had taken 5 men as hostages. Whenever they
tried to come down with hostages, he and Rajvardhan opened cross fire

from 2 nd floor. They did not allow them to come down by effective
retaliation up to 03.00 am During this interregnum, the Taj
management guided the guests on intercom and mobiles resulting in
evacuation of 650 persons.

At 03.00 am, the terrorists located room from where they were
getting cross fire operations as well as the floor had got massive fire,
Nangre Patil and his team got out in the corridor. Seeing them in the
target area, the terrorists threw grenades and fired from AK-47 where in
Police Constable Rahul Shinde lost his life and got two constables
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seriously injured due to bullets and splinters. Two officers and two
constables were injured by fire.

In this encounter S / Shri Vishwas Narayan Nangre Patil, Dy.
Commissioner of Police; Deepk Narsu Dhole, Inspector; Nitin Digambar
Kakade, Sub Inspector; Amit Raghunath Khetle, Constable; Arun
Sarjerao Mane, Naik; Ashok Laxman Pawar, Naik and Sudagar Nivrutti
Shinde, Constable displayed conspicuous gallantry, courage and
devotion to duty of a high order.

These awards are made for gallantry under Rule 4 (i) of the Rules
governing the award of President's Police Medal and consequently
carries with it the special allowance admissible under Rule 5, with from
2008/11/2008.

Sd-
(Suresh Yadav)

OSD to the President

I remember, before this happened, I was a quasi-ruler for my rights.
It was easy. At the end of this page, I had said, 'You are different



In this connection, there are summary notifications or some anonymous calls, phone calls. Or
You are often referred to as the usual, toneless, meaningless and tearful cry.
Does. At some point, the crisis comes to a head and your wolf arrives
It was like 'Aala'. No big difference in the United States after the 9/11 attacks
It didn't happen. Because it works like a 'woken wado and a post system'. One
It is a good practice to assume that the glass of the rock is broken, but something else has happened

Completely prepared by the drug situation skillfullyHandled with confidence.
In a few minutes, nations like Israel are ready to prepare. Everybody there
Citizens are trained at a young age. This will allow you to make your own
They know what to do and what not to do in the situation
With repeated practice, they can handle any situation with ease. Personal
Public awareness is just as important as strength. '

At this juncture in life, there are many small and big disasters. As you can see
Takli Kya knows how strong and powerful the fight is. Took hold
He knows in that moment that he is and that he has pulled the reins. Then don't flirt
The wind blows just as fast as it should. It is also a crisis.
If they don't go to the gang, they will be beaten without any heat. But with patience and perseverance
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When confronted, they too fly away. Some linger for a while. You or
Tests for endurance and courage. Once he realized that he was not a scumbag,
Not scary; Then they can't last long. When or where
Victory can be won, and adversity transforms into greater opportunity and greater success.

Is. The only condition required for this is faith, love and desire
And ready to go any further, that's it! Give the couple a sense of belonging and perseverance
Must be

One thing I had read. I want to get rid of a real car
Were. He consults with me. This suggests to me, “One five-six years
Choose a sweet boy of your age, sit in front of him and take him out, he is like Krishna
Will be. ” The car listens to me. Chooses a sweet boy and confronts him
By sitting, Parme draws the rach. It becomes directly like Lord Krishna. Chakar Yash V.
Happens. It earns a lot of money. Twenty years later, it is time to make it a reality
Comes. Again he asks your mother. I say, “Go to Tunga. Many of these
Serious crimes like murder, riots, rape have been committed in front of him
Sit down and take out the mold. ” This is exactly the style of governing the country that he has used in Rus
Goes to Jail. I have committed many serious crimes with the permission of the jailer,
He chooses the culprit who appears. He puts it in front of him and casts out Satan

It starts. This hair is long, red-eyed, and captive
He looks at the car and asks curiously, "How do you do without me?"

Are you drawing? ” The car simply replies, “I'm sorry, but to you
I am drawing out a terrible nation, Satan and Satan. ” When he heard this answer
The hemorrhoids become swollen and gushing from his head.
Chakra is surprised by this page and tries to understand why,

"I am making a mold by putting it in front of you. Because of this, you get out of your head
Flowing? ” He gives the intriguing answer to the question, why?
"Sir, you don't know me. You sit in front of this sweet boy
Lord Krishna was removed years ago, he is me. In this twenty years



God gradually grew stronger, stronger, stronger, stronger, stronger, stronger, stronger, stronger, strongerIt's getting bigger! ” In the same way, these two trees within you are always united.
A fear, anger, jealousy, envy, jealousy
It depicts the vices of sinfulness; So peace, love, kindness, hope,
He expresses the virtues of generosity, empathy, philanthropy, love, truth and water.
It is a battle between God and sin, between sin and righteousness, between good and evil.
Is. And who cares? It sucks; This is what encourages him, this is him
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He feeds, feeds and becomes a slave.
So far, the members of this group have been living a life of devotion and truth

They had to face the struggle. Some Katu, some, some doubts are still in my mind
Peep. Even a bad-tempered wolf would occasionally move its tail and approach it

Does not try. On the night of 26/11, Jagishu Vri had rushed towards death. However
We came out alive. In fact, God offered a bonus life for me.
There must be something constructive in mind for me. So some clues, some
And FIG. First of all - I don't want to be afraid of everything else in my mind. Stiff neck

By placing, the layer is to be placed on the eye until the end. I want to edit the knowledge. Too much
Want to read The world wants to know. I want to be able to. J Akhud, Wath,
And, those who do are loops, are bonds; They all want to go to sleep. Or
Every word has to be sifted through a sieve. This is your first post
It wants to keep up the good content. All that kills the conscious
The negative habit is to be destroyed. वैक नक Keeping the angle in front
The causality of causality has to be kept to the end. The boundary between low and thought
There is so much more to do. We want to awaken ourselves from within and without.
Positive and constructive Angles always want to be with you. Success and failure
It will remain, but no one wants to go to Gang without any success! That
To live I never want to get involved in this mess. Darkness and
I do not know.

Oh my God, all the stars are in your night.
To rise, to fight, to come, to come; But cheating is not the key to success.
U Path, Vajay Path, Anpath
We had to deal with every challenge on the path.
Every person on the path has to be fully prepared and victorious

To remember - it is a matter of rules, values   and intentions.
Believe it or not!

This path is not just a stick, an edge, a sword, a bank.
He is peacefully serving humanity;
As much as possible on the wounds and pains of pregnant women,

If you can give to those who are in trouble, then it is worthwhile to give a helping hand
Life expectancy.

Eighteen more years in the police service and as long as the village is alive
We want to follow the path without getting tired, without stopping, without getting tired, without getti
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There is only one.
Love, service,
The helpers will shine on the wrinkles of the standard.
The neck will never bend while reaching the goal and
Or Bhaman will never be ashamed.
It will never come out of this look on its own.

Don't get tired, don't stop, don't get tired, don't get overwhelmed.
Keep walking, keep walking
O Mother India, for your service, for your protection… Jai Had!
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